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Reeks, Ruddle, Counce
Win In Landslide Vote

WFUL
R A * I O

John Reeks, making his first race for public office
received the greatest number of votes in Tuesday's South Volume Thirty-three
Fulton election to name three commissioners to serve
the city under the new City Manager form of government adopted recently. Rex Ruddle, now serving as City
Councilman and Milton Counce, now serving as Mayor
were also elected. Here are the results:
John Reeks
441
Rex Raddle
432
Milton C o u c e
420
W. W. Jetton
244
W. W Claiborne
188
Kellie Lowe
179
The three elected commissioners will meet and select a Mayor
and vice-Mayor from the group to
serve the city which switches to
the new form of government on
October 3.
All three candidates advised
the News on Wednesday that their
first order of business is to seek

Want To Mail
This Issue?
Here's News
Far the benefit of those wM>lng to mail a copy of this week's
paper, The News has obtained
the following Information from
the post office:
The complete paper <36 pages)
Is mailable as second-class matter and may be sent anywhere
In the C. 8. for l t c postage.
Sections " B " and " C " only—
the Banana Festival special
sections—are together mailable
sa third-class matter, and may
be sent anywhere in the U. 8.
for 12c
Second-class rates are lower
than third-class rates, but apply
only to complete copies of a
publication.
The Banana Festival Association wUl organise a group of
to deliver the papers
houses and residences in Murray, Mayfteid, Clinton, Padncah
and other communities along
the way Also to Union City,
. McKenxie, Obion, Dyersburg,
Dresden, Martin, Greenfield and
other communities along the
way.

applications for a city manager
and to hire the best trained, and
most qualified person available. A
few applications have already
been received by the City of Fulton.
Tuesday's landslide victory for
the three men was a crushing defeat and almost political oblivion
to the anti-Counce faction that
kept the City of South Fulton in
a storm-center of controversy for
almost nine months. Although
Bill Jetton, a popular and prominent civic leader and railroad
supervisor made it clear that he
was running as an independent
candidate, it was common knowledge that the forces of John
Bland, B. B. Jones and John Freeman, who are ending their terms
as City Councilmen, may have
thrown their support to Jetton in
an attempt to defeat Milton
Counce.
The strength and effectiveness
of this group was made apparent
at the polls on Tuesday.
It appears likely that Milton
Counce will be named to serve as
Mayor with Rieoc Ruddle to serve
as vice-Mayor. However,
the
News was reliably informed that
some citizens may try to influence
the selection of Reeks as Mayor.
In a question to Reeks about this
possibility, he said:
" A good many people have assumed that I would be named
Mayor since I received the largest
number of votes. This is not the
case. "While none of the three of
us campaigned on a slate I did ask
my friends to vote for Counce and
Ruddle because I think all of us
fought a hard, but winning battle
to bring some: order and respecta
billty in the city government of
South Fulton," Mr. Reeks said
"One thing I do want to point
out though," he added, 'is that we
intend to work closer with the
people of South Fulton to make
this one progressive community.
We're going to try to forget that
State Line forever."

36 PAGES

THREE SECTIONS

y, 10c
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky,

It will be a spectacular on land
and in the air, for a squadron of
jet planes will herald the approach of the parade that will be
more than two miles long and
take two and one-half hours to
wend Its way through Fulton's
down-town area.
All this and prize money, too.
More than $1600 In prize money,
in addition to handsome trophies
will be presented for the best
bands in particular categories,
best marching units, and the best
floats built professionally or nonprof essionally.
Mr. LeMaster has been working
on the parade entries since last

Spring. He has been ably assisted
by W L Holland, superintendent
of Fulton City Schools. LeMaster
indicated that about 2000 persons
will participate in the band and
marching units In the parade.
Here is the complete list of parade entrants as of press day:
Color Guard; 101st Army - F t
(Continued on page four)
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Woman's Club
To Get Latest
Festival News

Martin Woman
Killed In Auto
Wreck Sunday

Breathitt Again Pledges Toll Road To
Fulton; Williams Gets Service Citation

Banana Festival highlights will
feature the talk to be made Friday before the Fulton Woman's
club by W. L Cottrell, Executive
Secretary of tbe International
Banana Festival Association.

Mrs. Gladys Wright, widow of
James Wright of
Martin, was
killed in a car aoaident two miles
south of here on Highway 45E at
1:45 a. m. Sunday.
Joe Jackson of Bradford, 30,
driver of the oaf, was taken to
Hillview Hospital with chest and
rib injuries and later reelased.
According' t o the Tennessee
Highway Patrol Jackson lost
control of the car and rammed a
tree. Mrs. Wright died of head
and neck injuries.
Funeral
services were held
Monday at Doug Ifurphy Funeral
Home in Martin. Burial was in
Woodlawn Cemetery at Sharon.
Mrs. Wright, Who was 38, was
a telephone operator in Martin.
She was a member of the Baptist
Church.
She leaves two sons, Donald
Gene Wright and Bruce Wright,
and a daughter, Brenda Kay
Wright, all of Martin; her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie White of
Martin ,and two sisters, MrsJoyce Marie Foster of Paris and
Mrs. Bobby Parham of Martin.

(See Photos at Bottom of Page)
In spite of the fact that the entourage was almost an
hour late, and threatening skies looked like a downpour, a large number of people greeted the 19th Chamber of Commerce Governor's Tour Tuesday afternoon.
The program here, under the sponsorship of the FultonSouth Fulton Chamber of Commerce was short and enthusiastic with few speeches. Chamber President Bill
Scott made the address of welcome and introduced G. J.
Tankersly, president of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and then Governor Edward T. Breathitt.
The Governor in high spirits, made a few short remarks, and what he said was mighty good news to the
people who heard him.

The meeting will be hel$ at.
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
Church rather than at the club
building, due to preparations being made at the Woman's Club
for the art exhibit which opens
Sunday. Thle date is also a change
from the traditional first Friday
In October when the club usually
opens its year's activities. The
meeting will begin at 1:30 p. m.,
and will not be preceded by an
Executive Board meeting. Mrs.
Charles Moon is in charge of Friday's program, and hostesses will
be the following members of the
Junior Department: Mrs. Charles
Binford, Mrs. Max McDade, Mrs.
Michael Homra, and Mrs. James
Weaks.
Mrs. Robert Morgan, club president, will preside over the meeting.

Historians may differ as to the
exact date of the big log rolling
event in Water Valley, but nobody denies the fact that the litUe
community of 350 had a whale of
a lot of people at the big horse
show last Saturday night. Conservative estimates set the crowd between 800 and 1000 and David
Pirtler president of the Water
Valley Riding Club that sponsored
the event said that they expected
about 200 people.

number of members of the riding
club because so many people have
joined since the group decided to
have the horse show. "I guess we
may have about 20 members,"
Pirtle said. Which indicates that
there is a tremendous amount of
interest in horses around the area.
But back to the log rolling.
Pirtle said that ln a conversation
with Earl Bard this week, the
Water Valley citizen allowed as
how he hadn't seen so many people In Water Valley since the "log
PirUe couldn't give the exact
rolling in 1937." A call to Water
Valley's "radiojeporter," Milford
Jobe revealed (tat he didn't recall any such event in 1937, and
thereupon started a series of telephone calls.

Milford asked his mother, Mrs.
Lovie Jobe about the log rolling
and "the long-time Water Valley
resident said that the log rolling
contest was in 1910. It was staged
by the Modern Woodmen of
THAT TIME AGAIN!
America and everybody from
The annual Lion's Club min- miles around gathered at Ben
strel has been set this year for Bennett's woods to "have the time
November 2 and 3, according to of his life."
the president, Jim Huffine. The
David Pirtle called back with
show will again be held at Carr
some more news of the log rolling.
Institute gym and the title of the
Said hte: "All kinds of contests
minstrel is "Why Not?"
were held . . . contests to see who
could load the most logs on a
INSTALLATION!
wagon in the least time . . . logThe Clinton Eastern Star will splitting contests, and every other
have their annual installation of kind of contest was held with
officers at the meeting on Satur- those logs."
day night, September 26. All
And sure there must haive been
members are invited to attend.
dinner on the ground and speeches, and singing.
COME TO ORDER!
And now back to the horse
The regular meeting of the show, that was held on the
grounds
of the Water Valley ComSenior Citizens' Club will be held
today (Thursday) -at 2:30 p. m. in munity Center Here are the winthe dining room of the First ners:
Class 1, pleasure pony - 1st,
Methodist Church. The central
theme of the program will be Merry Boy's owned and ridden by
"Bananas," with a social hour fol- Pam Clark of Benton; 2nd, Jigger,
lowing.
owned by Longview Farms, rid-

Kentucky Parkway will be extended past Princeton to conned
with the Interstate 24, which will
run from Nashville, Tenn., in a
corridor paralleling future Lake
Barkley, then across the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers,
skirt the southern edge of Paducah, and cross the Ohio River
somewhere between Paducah and
Metropolis, 111.
He also disclosed plans to improve Highway 94 from Fulton
to Murray to Eggners Ferry and
generally outlined a plan announced

previously at a meeting

of DemocraUc

field.

Ieaders

ln

Breathitt said again, in no uncertain terms, that he would dedicate, during his term of office, an
extension of the West Kentucky
Parkway to Fulton. The Kentucky Governor, who cannot succeed himself goes out of office in
December 1968.

J. D. Hales and L M. McBride
proximately 45 miles, has become
a top priority segment in a plan- were in charge of Tuesday's reception,
aided and efficiently asned major arterial road network
sisted by Mrs. J. C. Olive, the
for the purchase arealocal chamber's executive secre"It will take about one year tary.
for engineering, one year for the
Governor Breathitt also presentgrading, and one year for sured an outstanding service award
He explained that work on the facing," the governor said.
to Clyde Williams, Jr. (See photo
run from near Gilbertsville to the
Breathitt also said that West below and editorial.)
Fulton area, a distance of ap-

Water Valley's Horse Show Draws Biggest
Crowd Since Log Rolling Event In 1910

Festival's Giant Parade On Saturday Will
Be One Of Largest Ever Held In This Area
If everybody loves a parade, then thousands of persons will do a flip when they see the mammoth Banana
Festival parade here on Saturday, October 3. As of this
week there were approximately 75 entries reported to
Frank LeMaster, parade marshal. Thirty-three high
school bands and marching units will perform, including crack military units from Fort Campbell, Ky.; Columbia Military Academy and the U. S. Naval Headquarters at Millington. Elaborate floats will carry beauty queens, the world's largest Banana pudding, Jazz
King Al Hirt, Miss America of 1965 and other nationally known beauty queens.
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Microfilm Center
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Airwaves Will Feature Festival On
Radio - TV From Here To Norfolk

Radio and television programs
in far-flung corners of the Nation I
den by Jackie McConnell, Union will spotlight the upcoming Ba-j
Jottings
City; 3rd, Cindy, owned and rid- nana Festival this week and next i
den by Carolyn Creason; 4th, week.
Prom
Greendale's Traveler, owned and
As far away as Norfolk, Va. and
ridden by Freddie Creason; 5th,
Scout, owned and ridden by Rick as close as Union City and Martin
the airwaves will feature local
Dalton of Water Valley.
•'<
Class 2, country pleasure - 1st, personalities telling of various exBill, owned and ridden by H. G. citing phases of the program.
(Continued on page six)
Perhaps the most distant program will be in Norfolk, Va. but
the program will have a touch of
home, as close as Fulton. Mrs
Hendon O. Wright. Jr. (the former
Ruth Caldwell) has been invited Dear Uncle Si:
to star on a live television sho*
1 am reel rit out. 36 pages of
in that city next week. Ruth has
two much fer six
been sent colorful photographs | nuspaper
and news articles about the fes- peepul to put out. Paul en me has
tival that will be flashed on the
All of Fulton was saddened screen as the local lady is inter- been working together, nite an da
Tuesday at the death of Milton viewed. Ruth and her husband Lt for two weeks now and I thank
Calliham, popular retired Illinois Don Wright, have been talking up the Lord we is still speekin.
Central engineer- He died sud- the Festival among all Navy folks
We is still livin in the same
denly at 11:35 p. m. in Jones Hos- who will listen. It is possible that
pital, where he was admitted when the Navy far-away conting- hous, Wednesday nite we goes
home,
like splotched with printTuesday morning after suffering ents come to Fulton to participate
er's ink and the kids run out of
a heart attack.
in the parade they will know as
house like crazy . . . mary j o she
Born August 7, 1897 in Gleason, much about the Festival as the screemed and wanted to call cops,
Tennessee, h e was the son of the local folks do . . . for they got it but R. Paul he sez . . • wait lil
late M. T
and Cora Phillips from ship-side, (if that's a proper gurl, doan hurt them . . . they
Calliham. He had made his home nautical term.)
looks like mammy and pappy.
in Fulton for many years.
Wednesday
of
this
w
eek.
Mayor
We kolapsed and they wiped
He was a World War I veteran,
member of the First Methodist Gilbert DeMyer was interviewed printer's ink from us . marv jo
glory be,
Church and Norman B. Daniel by telephone by Phyllis Knight of she cried and sed .
Sunday School class. He retired Radio Station WHAS in Louisville. we got kinfolks agin. We hugged
as engineer on the Illinois Central
and kiss and then droped in baid.
Friday, Mrs. Paul Westpehling
on July 1, 1964.
will appear on "The Hour." proSure glad festival neerly gettin
Survivors
include his wife, gram over WS1L-TV in Harrisover. Kinda gittin tired o'riting so
Mrs. Ruth Thayer Calliham; a burg, IU. On next Tuesday night
many nice things 'bout peepul 'n
daughter, Mrs. Robert Lee Hailey Mrs. Westpheling will moderate
things . . . sorta rarin' to git fightin
of South Fulton, a son, Michael J. "The Accent"
program over and feudin with some folks that
Calliham. student at Memphis WPSD-TV in Paducah Appearing
been makin my haid look lik
State University; two sisters, Mrs. on the program with the local edibarber pole . . . turn other cheek
L C Lee of Memphis and Mrs. tor will be Nathan Wade, Mrs.
so much for kafnunity's sake.
Bertha Neale of San Diego, Calif., Maxwell McDade and W. P.
and three granddaughters, Char- (Dub) Bumette.
See ya in holler, Unkle Si.
lotte Ruth, Mary Lee and Rebecca
Meanwhile WFUL is featuring
Armond Hailey.
Luv
many of the Festival workers on
Ole Jo
(Continued on page Twelve)
its 9:30 A. M. program.

J1 -

1/ 2 ,

Milton Calliham
Retired Engineer,
Dies Suddenly

Jo's

( Notebook j

Governor Breathitt Comes To Town...Gets Big Welcome... Everybody's Happy
•

Coach McCann
Shows Films On
Football Games
Fulton High Coach Frank McCann, Assistant Coach James
West ^nd Basketball Coach Virgil
Yates were guerfts at last Friday's
meeting of the Lions Club and
showed some timely football pictures. Coach McCann made a
brief talk about the Bulldogs'
prospects this year. Rev. John
Piatt was in charge of the program.
Other guests were two prospective members, Rollin Shaw, city
manager and C. B. Mathis. manai(er of the Southern Bell in Fulton.
Promote the Festival
Talk up the Festival

Governor Edward T. Breathitt came to Fulton Tuesday afternoon, accompanied by 119 Influential
and prominent Kentucky civic and industrial leaders. All of them got a great, big typically Fulton
welcome. Here Is the story told In pictures, thanks to the Kentucky Department of Public Information. Photos reading left to right. Governor Breathitt seems to he waving a big hello to Donnle Nolea
who la blowing his best note whl^e Band Director Mandel Brown beams proudly. In the third photo
Governor Breathitt receives the first copy of the M-page special Banana Festival edition printed by

the News. News Editor Jo Westpheling hands the copy while Mayor Gilbert DeMyer at far left e n Joys the proceedings. In the fourth photo Governor Brrathltt presents the first Governor's Award
for outstanding community leadership to Clyde Williams, Jr. (See Editorial). The last photo shows
part of the large crowd that greeted the dlatlngushed visitors- The Chamber of Commerre was ln
rharge of the tour's visit here.
Photos Courtesy of Ky. Department of Public Information

Two Letters Of Praise For Our Town Proves
Thai Our Work Is Dedicated And Appreciated
Two letters came to Fulton this
week that speak more praise for our
community than all the words we
could muster together in a life-time.
One of them is about our beautiful
City Park, the pride and joy of the
Lions Club, and the almost full-time
gleam in the eyes of one Louis Weaks.
who has done everything but comirjt
mayhem to develop his club's project.
The other comes from far-off Quito,
Ecuador, where the baby blankets
collected in this area will soon find
themselves warmly wrapped around
some new-born babies. The Baby
Blanket Brigade, a Banana Festival
program spear-headed by Mrs. Hendon Wright, finds the real pulse-beat
of sincere efforts to make friendships
with oyr Latin-American neighbors.
The essence of both letters is that
our twin cities are doing things . . .
we're building . . . we're growing . . .
we're making our communities better
places in which to live.
The letter about City Park speaks
for itself, as does the letter from Rimmer Memorial Hospital In commenting on the second letter we can remember quite clearly what the Consul-General of Ecuador said when he
received the blankets at the City Hall
in New Orleans. Said he: "Your country and ours need more programs like
this to bring about true friendship
and understanding of each other."
And what is more a few of us
are making some real plans to put
these other programs into motion.
Here are the letters:
67 Vesta via Hills
Northport, Alabama
September 17, 1964
Chamber of Commerce
Fulton. Kentucky
My family and I passed
through your city this summer
on our way to Missouri and
stopped to have our picnic lunch
at your lovely park.
I am president of a Garden
Club and our project for the year
and possibly for several years to
come, is to develop a playground
area on a proposed school site.
The layout of your park is
so ideal, that I wonder if we
could do something along the
same lines, only on a smaller
scale.
Could you, by any chance,
send us without charge, an outline or sketches of the park, including the eating pavillions,
tennis courts, baseball diamond,
swing sets, etc?
Our club is a small organization and we may be undertaking
a very large project, but I would
appreciate any free advice or information you may be able to
pass on to us.
Thank you for your kind
consideration.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Charles W. Smith
Vesta via Hills Garden Club
World Radio Mianonary Fellowship
HOSPITAL VOZANDES
Rimmer Memorial Hospital
CasQla 691, Quito, Ecuador
September 15, 1964
International Banana Festival
Fulton, K e n t u c k y South Fulton, Tennessee
Attention: Mrs. Hendon Wright
Just yesterday I received
your letter of August 7 along
with the picture and publicity
materials concerning the Baby
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R_ P A U L and JOHANNA M

WESTPHELDtO

Editor* and 1
Thursday 1 T t e Tea*
A m a i i l i n ml the I n l n t l
Aam^mUam
Successor of rarioui weekly paper* to Fulton
the first of which was founded tn I MO
Subscription R a t e r U N per year to Fulfam
Hickman. Grave* Coon tie*. K y , and Obton
and Weakley Counties.
Terni
Ktoewhers
throughout the United Ststes *4 0S per yasr.
Kentucky Subscriber* mu*t add 1 % Sales Tax.
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

GOV. E D W A R D T . BREATHITT '

Blanket Brigade which you folks
are sending to us here at Rimmer
Memorial" Hospital in Quito,
Ecuador, and this was a most
pleasant surprise to us.
We are anxiously awaiting
the arrival of the blankets and
will be in touch with you as soon
as they do arrive here in Quito.
Then we will inform you as to the
disposition of these blankets to
various women who come to us
and others here in the country.
We, in our hospital, have a prenatal clinic ooce a week with
thirty to fifty women coming
weekly for this care and we will
use these blankets to help them
as well as others depending on
the quantity that is being sent
It is a special honor we
realize that Miss Donna Axum,
Miss America of 1964, actually
was there for the presentation of
these blankets. We will release
the picture and information to
the local paper on October 1st
which is the beginning date of
vour international banana festival.
Let me personally congratulate you and your group for the
festival's people-to-people program and your "Project-Unite
Us." It is most encouraging to
see the enthusiasm of the U. S.
citizens to create better public
relations with the countries of
Latin America, and we who are
privleged to work here in these
countries as missionaries always
appreciate this attitude when we
see it But be assured that we are
most grateful for your help and
interest in our work and wish
the best of success in the international banana festival which
will soon be taking place there in
your communities.
I will be most happy to hear
from you again and we will keep
you informed as to the arrival
and disposition of these baby
blankets. For all of the Latin
American mothers and especially those here in Ecuador who
will be recipients of these gifts,
I thank you.
Sincerely yours,
DICK BENOIT
Administrator

Clyde Williams, Jr.
Worthy of Citation
The News extends hearty congratulations to Fulton businessman
Clyde Williams. Jr. on the honor he
received from Governor Edward T.
Breathitt when the Governor's tour
visited here Tuesday. In each of the
communities visited by the large entourage sponsored by the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, an outstanding local leader was honored for specific efforts in the field of community
development.
The citation to Clyde Williams is
deserving and commendable. Clyde
is one of the young businessmen who
believes that whatever is good for his
community is good for his business,
so he works tirelessly and unobtrusively to get the job done.
In words far better than we can
say it, but not greater than the pride
we feel for Clyde Williams, Jr., here
is what the Governor's citation said:
This man has served Fulton in a
wide range of activities since his return from military service in World
War n . He has held various offices in
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce,
including president and vice-president and is now serving as co-chairman of the Industrial Committee
which was instrumental in the location of the Ferry-Morse Company
here He is chairman of the Fulton
Power Board, Director of the Twin
Cities Industrial Development Association, and has been the guiding
light in the formation of the Fulton
Development Corporation.
It is my pleasure to present this
award for outstanding community
leadership in civic, economic and cultural activities to Mr. Clyde Williams, Jr.

7aM Ot Overt

I took part recently in groundbreaking tor the new
two-year
community college at Hopkinsville,
an event which inns'rssfd
me
further with the importance of
higher education and the part
played in it b y our StateA
college at Elizabethtown w a s dedicated. Ground is to
be broken tor o n e at
September IS. T h e one at
is to b e dedicated Sep-

Meeting in regular
September 26 the YMBC elected
the following officers Billy Blackston. president; E i u e j I Lowe, v i c e president; Robert Burrow, secretary.
Bertes Pigt*
treasurer;
R o y Greer, S g t - a t -arms.
Mac Pewitt was fonored with a
dinner party ess sAterr.ber 19 at
his home west o f FWV.n Mac left
last week f o r the University of
Kentucky. A
d e U o o j chirkm
dinner w a s served to: Miss Wilma
Harris, the guest of honor. Miss
Betty Lou Gore. Joe Campbell.
Peggy Cooke and Boy Nethery.
BUlie J o e King of East State
Line was given a hay ride and
weiner roast September
21 in
honor of his birthday Those present were: Marian Webb. Maurice
Coffin. Yvonne Moore- Norman
Barnes. Joan H u t c h d i . Virginia
Nell Allen. Harold Reads. Nell.
Mozelle. Carol. Randall and EJoUe
King, Samnri* Hadfed. Charles
Crimbal, Max Long, Bbgene Kate,
B o b b y McKenrrs
Miss Betty Sue Schwerdt was
hostess to a bridge party on September 22. given by ber mother,
Mrs. Ben Schwerdt, at her borne.
Thirteen of her friends gathered
at her home to honor her on her

Twiti) birthday. I c e
and candies w e r e served to: Betty
B o r a ; Jatte and Joan McKinney,
Dianne and Sue Palmer, Noia Sue
Clayton, Winkey Voegeli, Patricia
Taft. Richard Wright, Jade V o e geli, Jimmy Wright, Edward P e r r y and Jcftmny Schwerdt.
Mrs. Charley Brann. Miss C o r delia Brann and Mis. Jack R a y
w e r e co-hostesses t o a lovely tea
given in honor of Miss Mary Hill,
bride-elect of Gilson Latta, September 22 at the home of Mrs.
Brann. T h e bouse was attractively
arranged with fall flowers.
Mrs. R. H Watte, Mrs- Byron
Blagg, Mrs. Len A s k e w and Mrs.
Elizabeth S n o w w e r e hostesses to
a lovely bridge-luncheon September 21, In honor of Miss Mary
Hill, bride-elect of Gilson Latta.
Coven tor six w e r e laid at the
dining table, while eight guests
were seated at card tables. A delicious luncheon was served, a f ter which bridge was enjoyled.
T h e guest of honor received costume jewelry as a gift
Mrs V. L Freeman and Mrs.
Guy Gtngles w e r e hostesses to a
delightful bridge party on S e p tember 28. honoring Mrs. Dupree
of S t Loins. High score prize went
to Mrs. L O. Bradford and tow
to Mrs Harvey Maddox.

100 Years Ago This Week

One ot the advantages at having
11 State college* and M other colleges,
privately
operated
or
church-supported, is that it puts
higher education within commuting distance at many students
For many at those w h o must
take up residence to a college town
because of distance from home,
scholarships, part-time Jobs and
other aids are available to help
pay expenses.
Students entering the University
of Kentucky at Lexington have a
choice of many careers, in the
fields of the arts and sriencw, or
in law, agriculture, engineering;
and, for the last f e w years, in
medicine

these State-supported community
colleges, with two to b e added next
y e w It also has its State-supported University ot Kentucky and
With the n e w medical center at
five State-supported
State cal- U- of K , the State is able to prov i d e training much closer to b a n e
Gradnates at the university and f o r those young people w h o want
the four-year State college* start- to b e physicians, dentists and
ed w a l k this year at an average,
annual salary of about K^OO, or
T h e University of Loutoville,
more than twice that of the aver- which has been recognized naage high school graduate.
tionally f o r scores of years tor the
T h e difference in earning power excellence of its schools of mediat the two groups widens as the
cine and dentistry, also receives
years g o by.
State aid.
These facts illustrate one of the
In its several State-supported
realistic rewards—not to mention
the cultural s n d educational—for colleges, Kentucky has some of
continuing through college after the nation's best-regarded centers
the necessarily preliminary a- of teacher training. These colleges
chievement at getting through also o f f e r courses and degrees in
preparation f o r other c a r e e n .
high school.
Since World War n , t h e attitude
K n o w i n g they need higher education t o compete f o r better-paid of the college towards students
positions in this age of highly- has undergone a big change. No
specialized skill and knowledge, longer is it a country club, or a
rich
and
35 per cent of last year's high place to loaf for the
school graduates enrolled in c o l - pampered. It is a p l a c e to work
leges o r universities.
and learn.
T h e majority of these young
Improved application
by the
K m t n r k i a n s are attending the student has also been noted in the
university at Lexington or one high schools of the state. Since esof the State colleges of Morehead, tablishment several years ago of
at Morehead; Murray, at Murray; the Minimum Foundation P r o Eastern, at Richmond; Western, at gram, the average score o n c o l Bowling
Green, or
Kentucky lege entrance examinations has
State, at Frankfort.
risen 30 per c e n t
T w o community colleges, at
Graduation not only from high
Hizabethtown and at Prestons- school but also
f r o m college
bczrg w e r e added this year to the
should be the goal of e v e r y qualifive previously established. T w o
fied young Kentuckian. Financial
n e w colleges at Hopkinsville and
assistance or other aid is available
at Somerset are to be opened next
to many of those w h o need i t
The 1964 General -Assembly,
realizing that Kentucky must keep
poshing to prepare young people
for the future, appropriated $10
million more f o r higher education
this year than was appropriated
f o r last year.

There is an old saying attributed to mothers and fathers ambitions for the futures of their sons
and daughters. It was: " A n education is something y o u will have
the rest of your life. It cannot be
taken away f r o m y o u "

Telephone
Talk

BY
CURTIS MATHIS
YOUR

SOUTHERN

BELL

MANAGER

Aa Historical nrvtrw c f the Civil War day by day in'
a* reviewed b y t h e Kentucky Civil V t r
By K W
One hundred years ago this
week. Brig. Gen. Basil W. Duke,
w h o had been promoted t o that
rank eleven days after the death
of his brother-in-law and c o m manding officer. Brig. G e n John
Hunt Morgan, was at Jooesboro,
T e n n , in command of s
small
group of Confederate cavalrymen,
mostly Kentuckians. who made up
what was left of Morgan's old division of approximately 2500 o f ficers and men.
In Duke's "History of Morgan's
Cavalry," he says:
Immediately
upon learning of General Morgan's death.
General
(John)
Echols, then commanding the department, ordered me
to
take
command of the brigade composed
of the old soldiers—the remnant
of his old division. I found this
brigade reduced to 271 effective
men. and armed in a manner that
made it a matter of wonder h o w
they could fight at all. There
were scarcely fifty serviceable
guns in the brigade, and the variety of calibers rendered it almost a
matter of impossibility t o keep on
hand a supply of available ammunition . . . .
"Every effort was at o o c e Instituted to collect and
procure
guns, and to provide
suitable
equipments .
Daily drills snd
inspections soon brought tWs brigade into a high state of e f f i c i ency and the men longed to return to the debatable ground and
try conclusions fairly with the
enemy which had boasted of recent triumphs at their (expense."
Other Confederate soldiers f r o m
Kentucky were in East Tennessee
at the time, but were separated
from Duke's command b y Federal
troops holding s strong position st
Bull's Gap. Somewhere between
Knoxville and Bull's G a p Were
three brigades commanded
by
Brig.
Gen
John S.
("Oerro
G o r d o " ) Williams of
Bourbon
County. They had been cut o f f

JORDAN
from the main body of an eightbrigade cavalry f o r c e with which
Maj G e n Joseph Wheeler had
invaded Tennessee f r o m the south,
destroying railway tracks in an
attempt to keep supplies f r o m
reaching Sherman at
Atlanta.
They were attempting to join up
with Duke's and other Confederate
forces
encamped
near
Jonesboro. One of the three brigades under Williams was c o m manded by CoL W. C . P. Breckinridge of Lexington; it included his
old regiment the Ninth Kentucky
cavalry, once part of Morgan's
command.
Col. Breckinridge was a son of
the Rev. Dr. Robert J. Breckinridge, strong Unionist w h o that
week made a speech at Lexington,
endorsing wholesale arrests being
made all over Kentucky. Some
said loyal persons w e r e being
taken on false charges, but the
minister replied: "When Simon
de Montfort was slaughtering the
Protestants in the south of France,
he was appealed t o by certain
persons declaring that his
mm
were mistaken, that they w e r e
killing many w h o were good
Catholics. T o which he replied,
"Kill them all; G o d
knows His
own.' A n d this is the w a y w e
should deal with these N i o w s ;
treat them all alike, and If there
are any among them w h o are not
R e b e l s . s t heart, G o d will take
care of them and save them at
least"

HIGHWAY COSTS FALL
BELOW AVERAGE
WASHINGTON — The C o m merce Department has found an
exception to the "high cost of living." T h e cost of building a highway. which ran at 103.4 per cent
of the 1907-59 average at the
end of last year, has dropped to
» 3 » per cent of that index, second-quarter figures show.

We At
SOUTHERN BELL
Are Prond To Be

"Pari of the Bunch"
Alike
2nd ANNUAL

INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAL
October 1-3
Fallon, Ky. - - So. FnHon, Tenn.
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Crash Impact
Causes Light
Service Delay

of the chest and possible internal
injuries. He was taken to Fulton
Hospital, where his injuries w e r e
thought to be not serious.

Last Friday night about 11:05 a
car driven by Elmer Holmes, 51,
o f Lynnville, crashed into a light
pole on East State Line-McFal]
Street
Holmes sustained

Now Thai The 1-24 Route Has Been Settled

Attend the Festival

Festival: Oct. 1-3

Banana Festival
Eve
SPECIALS!

Other occupants of the car were
Cornelia Hill of Martin, minor
cuts and bruises, Herbert Dick of
Lynnville, facial laceration, and
B o b b y Thomas of Lynnville, contusion of the hip. They were also
taken to Fulton Hospital and released after treatment

Part of Fulton was without
a contusion lights f o r almost four hours

— AT —

Flatter yourself for fall with feminine fashions
from our outstanding collection of nationallyadvertised styles. May we show y o u . . . .
soon?
* Coats

* Hats

* Purse*

* Suits

* Dresses

* Lingerie

* Sportswear

GIFTS OF ALL KINDS

Will The Final Link Of The West Ky. Parkway Be Nexl?

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
BABY BEEF

CLARICE SHOP

BLADE CUT

Chuck Roast

300 MAIN ST.

lb. 39c

BABY BEEF

Round Steak

The Adams

lb. 69c

BABY BEEF

Sirloin

lb. 79c

BABY BEEF

T-Bone

lb. 89c

ARMOUR STAR

Sliced Bacon
$149.95 w / i Compare at
— VHF-UHF Tuning
— Genuine Walnut Cabinet
— Full Year Warranty on all parts
W e have the largest selection

of

<%* tie

WHti JIM PRYOR

cabinet styles and the

lowest prices in this area. Take advantage of our factory-to-you
buying and get our price before y o u trade. You'll b e surprised!

51 by-pass

W A D E T.V.

Fulton, K y .

tions. The general use of minor meet a specific fertilization p r o b element materials to meet non- lem.
specific c r o p requirements is not
It is usually not recommended
recommended.
that mineralized fertilizers over
regular fertilizers be used. HowThey recommend the use of spe- ever, it is recommended that the
cific minor elements in a fertili- use of minor elements be used
zation program to meet special to meet specific deficiencies.
plant requirements under special
An example of the need of minc r o p situations. Special element deficiencies have been observed and eral elements is BORON ON A L FALFA—use
of boron on alfalfa
this probably will warrant their
use. If a minor deficiency has not has been established primarily on
been demonstrated, there is no the basis of the widespread obbasis for a minor element recom- servance of typical boron deficienrrfendation, certainly a farmer cies in alfalfa and the responses
should not a d d to his production that they have been obtained to
cost unless he has a reasonable boron applications on many farmchance of getting returns f r o m the er demonstration fields. A s a result of these observations
and
expenditure. T o say that continudemonstrations, it is known that
ed use of "mineralized" fertilizers
the general recommendations for
will prevent minor element dealfalfa of 20 to 30 pounds of b o r o x
ficiencies from developing is not
per year per acre. This boron can
correct on the basis of present reb e applied most efficiently with
search findings. It Is possible that the usual fertilizer top 'dressing.
when more is known about de- Use of borated fertUlzer.for this
ficiencies the use of "mineral- purpose is encouraged. _
ized" fertilizers could be warranted as an accepted practice.

All American farmers face the
question that is brought about by
increasing interest in the possibilities of minor element deficiencies. T h e y are asking "will the
use of premium grade fertilizer
increase production high enough
over regular fertilizer to justify
the additional e x p e n s e ? " Interest
among farmers in this subject has
been reflected in the fertilizer industry by the manufacturer of
premium grades or mineralized
fertilizers. These premium grades
usually cost the farmer f r o m 5 to
10 percent more than the corresOn the other hand, w e k n o w
ponding non-premium or regular
that the usual "mineralized" fergrades.
tilizers d o not contain sufficient
The University of Tennessee minor elements to correct a real
Agronomy Depwtment says that defictency if it should exist. Of
on minor element use these ele- course, this does not apply to ferments should be used only to tilizers that are compounded with
remedy specific deficiency situa- some specific minor element to

ANNUAL FALL SHOW & SALE
MONDAY,

- Awnings

- Carports

- Sidewalk Covers

- Patio covers
- Special Designs

— Combination storm windows
— Combination doors
— Flexalum aluminum siding
— Venetian blinds
FREE estimates; no obligation!

Ten Ar Ky No Industries
Union City, Tenn.

Phone 885-0721

OCTOBER 5

SHOW 10:00 A. M. CST
SALE 12:00 NOON. CST
LOGAN

28 Bulls

ALL

COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
Russell ville. Ky.

67 Lots

CLEAN

39 Females

PEDIGREES

Top Hereford* from the best herds in West Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
JUDGE:—Dudley Arnett
AUCTIONEER:—A. W. Hamilton
Show and Sale Sponsored by the
RUSSELLVLLE CHAMBER of COMMERCE
West Kentucky Hereford Ass'n.
For catalogs write:
Kentucky Hereford Ass'n.—2558 Southview Drive
Lexington, Ky.

Attend the

lb. 59c

FRESH DAILY!

Ground Beef

lb. 39c

RED

4 lbs. 29c
GOLD MEDAL PLAIN or SELF-RISING

5 lbs. 49c
HUNTS,

29-oz. CAN

HALVES or SLICED

Peaches

can 25c

Festival

Hi There'
It's Curtain Time Again....
m

Thursday night, September 24, the curtain goes up at Taylor
Motors of Murray on 'The Roaring 85's" as they unveil the fabulous
new Imperial Chrysler, Dodge, Plymouth, Dart, Valiant, Barracuda,
and Simca.

Here's A PERSONAL Invitation To Come See For _
Yourself From

John Powell Emerson
PHONE WINGO

376 -5235

Letters To Editor

Ixtond of Oafau, fla
tory <rf Hawaii, o r

BOB

McKNIGHTS

HOME SHOP
Diamonds
lry

Watch and Ji
Repair

the Terrv-

507 Forrest dale

DUCK'S 24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Phone 126 or 1678
Doable S&H Green
Stamps
Every Wednesday

DUCTS DZ
106 W. State Line
Phone 128

TV

W e need the "Leader*" to or
zatize the search in your State. 11
• TOU are eligible to Join with o s to
the PHSA and wish to help in this
noble search f o r the rest at our
i coc-rades in arms w h o survived
the disaster on Dec. 7th. 1941, then
please indicate your willingness to
accept the position of State Chairman or of State Co-Chairman,
when writing to headquarters Jefferson City

Charles W

Antennas Installed

Blazek

National '.Ice-President of
T h e P e a r l Harbor Survivors

Am

TELEVISION
306 Main
Phone 307

(Jambo)

T V PHSA is a non-profit f r a ternal Veterans group, i iwa«ia>d
strictly of the survivors at the
Pearl Harbor attack of December
, 7th m i W e have already begun
formulating our plans tor revisit1 ing Pearl Harbor f o r our
"25th
Anniversary "Memorial Service j
and Convention" on December 7th :
1SS6.

Very sincerely yours,

REPAIRS

BIG

J e f l e n o r . City. Missouri
(S511)

We wast you with us. We need
you and all at the survivors f r o m
Tour State to make the Pearl Harbor Survivors Assn. complete. W e
need your guidance acid leaderrfiip to help us . . . S O S . . .

SERVICE

ROPER

Room So. 5 Jefferson Building
101 East High Street

At the present time w e have
State Chairmen and Co-Chairmen
in 14 States across the country and
members in all 54 States. Unfortunately. w e have been unable to
locate any survivors in your State
to assist us in the responsibility
j of directing the search f o r our
friends and buddies w h o did surv h e and are still living within
your State

Talk ap the Festival
Tell afcoat the Festival

Cheeseburger

40c

FISH SANDWICH 35c
FRENCH FRIES 20c
LARGE (14 oz.) Fountain Drink 10c
BIG (Jambo) HAMBURGER
35c

RAT'S SANDWICH SHOP

Curb Service

Counter Service

YO«11 Sey they're <Mldow>

FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.

Columbia

Military

Drill Team - Columbia Military
UTMB Grenrademy; South Marshall High
adiers - Deill T e a m ; West Pulton
F. T . A Float. Calloway Co. High School Band: Swift * Company Float; 2 Tanks Hickman National
Guard; Milan High School Band;
Vita-Most Car - Pure Milk ComT e x a s Gas Co.
pany; Obion Central High School
High School Band; Lesion JeepPost M - Dresden; Taylor
K y - Float;
City of Obion - Float; Lyon
Hickman County High School - County High School Band; A1
Band; T e n y Norman P . T . A . - Hirt - Float, Greenfield Jackettes
Float; Miss Memphis - Convert- - Drill Team; Pure Milk Float;
ible
Lone Oak High School - Band ,
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of
Union City High School Band .
South
Fulton
Boasters Club •
Convertible; Fulton County High
School Band; Hickman Chamber
of Commerce - Float; M i s May
field - Convertible. Martin High
School Band; Weakley County
Municipal B e c t r i c - Float: South
West Kentucky Shrine Club - Car.

S O S . . . . "Seek Out Sunrircrs" . . . at " P E A R L H A R B O R " December 7th. 1S41. at 07:55 A H
1*41
If you w e r e a survivor of this
The untiring search at the K a r l attack or you might know of a
Harbor Survivors Assn. goes on survivor w h o was at Pearl Harbor,
and on, across the NaDon. W e be- i s the Unitary Service, on December 7th 1*41. write f o r full inforlieve that w e might still be able
mation an the PHSA at oar Nato f i r ^ some 40.000 .ormer m e m - tional Headquarters office:
ber* of the United States A r m y ,
"Pearl Harbor Survivors Assn." J
Harv, Marlr.e; arid Coast Guard,
who are eligible to join with its In
' I K "Pearl Harbor Survivors ASST.
Higibility to j o u with us, is f o r

Academy;

PARADE—
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Flying Rifles - U. S. Navy; D. a
Navy Band; U. S. Navy Wave
Drill Team; Fnlton High School
Band - Not CJaartfled; Miss Amer
ica; Shrine Mounted Drill Team.

I w * j i fTi M
FASI KIWI larrifya*
ckid Atflna relieved
wrtiiin 1 I
NEPMUN
tas tk* i
(ecardkss of a M yoa taw trie* ar
how hopeless jreur cat, KPHKM ceaM

I

Is* yoaMkuffist far KFHR04L
CITY DRUG CO4 FULTON, K Y .

G r o w High School - B a n d ; Tayl o r Chev-Buick - Float; G r o v e J r
High School Band; Mac & F a y e
F l o w e r Shoo - Float; Trigg County High School Band;
Ferry
Morse Seed Company - Float.
Stewart County High School
Band; City of Fulton - Float; M r
Kenzie High School Band: City
at Fulton - Float; Christian Co.
High School Band; Y M B C.
Float: City of Paducah - Drill
Team.

Music Lovers Nay Enjoy
Marimba Band First Time
When minor lovers attend the
Inter-American Music Fiesta o n
October 2 many will be seeing a
marimba band f o r the first time.
The troups comes here through the
efforts of interested persons in
Guatemala and the Festival Association is indeed grateful to them.

Although autnorities tend to
agree that the marimba was first
invented in Africa, today w e associate the instrument with Central
America. Particularly with Guatemala. where it is a national institution dating back for centuries.
Roughly speaking, the" marimba keyboard resembles that of a
piano, but to {day the instrument
to full capacity seven well-trained
musicians are required—four for
the so-called " m a r i m b a " or upper
register, three f o r the "tenor."
Actually, only one man plays the
melody, while the rest hammer
away at the accompaniment. AH
seven performers must b e highly
skilled to handle the sticks—especially those who use three at a
time
Though the marimba is the instrument beard most in Guatemala, played over radio stations
all day long and in hundreds of
bands, it is manufactured b y only
a f e w artists in half a dozen places
in the country.

North ManhaH High School
B a n d : Coca Cola Bottling COL Float; Lewis Co. High School
Band; Pepsi
Cola Bottling Co.;
C o l o r Guard Columbia
Military

Discover how
a bourbon can be
i u i u i s i u n i i w i . W w m i i n rm

wuos-

MS.raussiwKSIIUUT a., iwsmu misiiti. IT.

Mariano Beye? Andrade, n o w
sixty-seven years old, is o n e at
the f e w
marimba-makers.
He
lives in Guatemala City and has
t o his credit same thirty of the
biggest instruments—the so-called
f o r m a l or grand marimbas, with
137 keys. It takes him three to
f o u r months to make a
grand
marimba S o m e at his finest h a v s
sold as far away as the United
States- T h e y bring in an average
o f five to d x hundred dollars
but, when special carvings a
designs are requested, may s o f o r
as iiiim h as six leer hundred.
T h e best w o o d for the keys
comes from the boi-m tgo tree and
the granadillo rojo: far the resonance hones eedar, i.jpie—, or
mahogany is used.
T h e toning of the keys is o n e of
the moat difficult tasks o f the entire manufacturing process, sii
they are riiaped by an adz to produce the proper tone. T h e tuning
is usually accomplished with an
old bottle tuned to the key of C.
Primitive and unreliable as this
m a y appear, marimba-makers like
Reyes have developed such a fine
ear f o r tones that they hardly
ever miss. Almost any piece of
board held in the right position
will produce a tone for the old
artist

SOME G O TOO F A S T

WEATHER IS COSTLY

CHICAGO — In a study of 113
WASHINGTON — T h e Federal
men with coronary heart disease, Aviation Agency estimates that
70 per cent were classified as l o w ceilings and l o w visibility,
having competitive personalities— which disrupt airlines schedules,
excessive drive and an enhanced cause a lois to carriers of $10 milsense of time urgency.
lion a year on jet traffic alone.
It has started a study of all-weather instrument systems.
Join the banana bunch

Jvcts

about

Greenfield Monument Works
la Operation ( I Y a r n

C
\

' Large Display *
• Well Lighted At Night *
' Open Sunday Afternoons

t)

c^i U«

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Teem.

i
Greenfield
AD s r 2 M

Thriftiest FRIGIDAIRE
Frost-Proof
Refrigerator]

NOTICE

• No dafrottlng
evert
• 100-lb. z e r o
zone freezer!

Sheriff Joe Campbell will be in
\

Fallon Friday, September 25ih, al
the City Hall from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
to collect State and Conniy taxes.

Sam* ca

EFFECTIVE CONTROLS
AVAILABLE TO YOUR
DOCTOR INCLUDE
DIET CHANGES —
DRUGS—REST-

CHAfWFS IM Visits AT
bMLf< OF

fc/tb

YIELD

IMPORTANT CLUES

FOR MOPE INFORMATION ' A30UT
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, ASK
ASK
YOUR HEART
ASSOCIATION
noN

3

I
I

Graham Furniture Co.
303 WALNUT ST.

PHONE 185

Local Folks Join Joyce Kilmer In Love And Devotion For Trees
If Joyce Kilmer but knew it,
Fulton is jam-packed with people who think just as much about
trees as the famous poet. The
growing number of tree enthusiasts was brought to light this
past week when the City of Fulton engaged in some tree-cutting
projects out at Fairview Cemetery.
While City Manager Rollin
Shaw contends that only those
trees are being cut down that are
diseased, indignation is still raging among a lot of people that
other trees are being cut down
promiscuously.
Pea-haps you can join in the
battle by identifying some of the
trees that are being cut down and
also enjoy a little first hand
knowledge of the trees that grace
our streets and avenues.
We are printing herewith an
article prepared by the Garden
Department of the Woman's Club
for your information and enjoyment.
KNOW YOUR TREES
A series of short articles presented by the Home and Garden
Department of The Woman's Club
on how to distinguish trees and a
short history of each.
THE HORSE CHESTNUT

along the country roads and highways. After the leaves have fallen,
the tree is adorned with many
spiny balls of seed pods which
furnish fine food for Bob-whites,
Goldfinches and other birds.

and may be recognized at a dis- bare branches for all to see
tance by that feature alone. Small through Fall and Winter.
blue-black berry-like fruit is a
THE MAPLE TREE
feast for the Robins, Mourning
The great Maples of North
Doves and other birds and squirAmerica, a noble family of many
rels when it ripens In the Fall.
varieties flourish in field and
THE AMERICAN ELM
forest from the Atlantic to the
THE SYCAMORE TREE
The loveliest of all species of
Pacific and from Mexico to the
Elm, The American Elm of classic
The most colorful feature of Arctic Circle. We are more familshape and grac<eful bearing may this high, wide and handsome iar with the Red Maple, the Sugar
be found in abundance every- tree is the bark. A short distance Maple, the Silver Maple and even
where in temperate North Amer- above ground the pebbly brown the Box Elder or Ash-Leaved
ica. It ornaments our public bark on the trunk of a large Maple. In early Spring long beparks. It stands as a guardian of sycamore becomes a mottled, fore its leaves appear, it hangs
our city streets, a delight in our. dappled, piebald combination of out untold numbers of beautiful
dooryards and a solace in our rich brown and cream-white little red flowers that, before very
cemeteries. Unlike the
Oaks, patcWes, with here and there a long turn into akenes or "keys",
Maples, Pines and
Hickories, splash of pale green. This pat- a two-winged seed joined togrowing where the seed settled tern extends out some distance gether in growth. One of the first
on the soli, most of the American along the larger branches but on signs of Autumn is the turning of
Elms grow where they were the smaller branches the bark the leaves. Some of the Maple
planted by hand. Unless the dread looks as though it had been white trees turn a beautiful gold, some
Dutch Elm disease is' controlled washed. This is the largest of our a riot of color, ranging from deep
these trees "a joy forever", a joy native broadleaved trees and it red to crimson and gold in strikfor at least a century may be com- may reach the height of 150 feet ing contrast with the green folipletely wiped out. This tree was or more under favorable condi- age still worn by most of its
the favorite of Oliver Wendell tions. The leaves resemble the neighbors. Thei*e are many beauHolmes who drove many a mile Maples but are much larger and tiful Maples on Vine Street in
to inspect some famous ones about heavier. In the Fall the sycamore Fulton and at their peak, their
which He wrote in "The Autocrat leaves usually turn yellow to beauty is unexcelled.
of The Breakfast Table".
brown before falling. The seed
clusters about 1 inch in diameter,
THE HICKORY TREE
The American Elm is not to be dangle on wiry stalks from the
There are at least two kinds of
confused with the Slippery Elm
nor the Chinese Elm. The leaves
2-6 inches long, strikingly veined
and with toothed edges are somewhat smaller than the Slippery
Elm and are not as rough to the
touch. Spraying Is the only control known today to save our Elms
from the disease.

"Under a spreading chestnut
tree, the village smithy stands".
So wrote Longfellow a century
ago when the village blacksmith
shop was a center of activity and
THE MIGHTY OAK
a clearing house for local news.
The popularity
of the poem
"Thten here's to the Oak, the
brought many persons to see the
brave old Oak,
"village smithy" and some visiWho stands in his pride alone!
tors were surprised to find that
And
still flourish he, a halethe "spreading chestnut" was not
green tree,
the native and noble chestnut but
When a hundred years are
the Horse Chestnut, so called begone!"
cause it was originally thought of
H. F. Chorley, (1808-72.)
as fodder for horses. This tree
Oaks are mighty trees with
was a native of Greece and was
brought to North America about virtues that have been enshrined
in mottoes, maxims and proverbs.
200 years ago.
"Tall oaks from little acoms
The Horse Chestnut belongs to grow". "Little Strokes fell great
the Buckeye family. It may be Oaks".
identified by its beautiful clusters
of white flowers flecked with red.
Our native Oaks seem to fall inThis is followed by prickly pods to two divisions called the White
and the gummy winter buds. The Oaks and the Black (or Red)
Horse Chestnut has 7 radiating Oaks. They both have acorns. In
leaflets In its compound leaves, the fall they put on their colors
whereas the Buckeye has 5.
of yeUow, orange and brown.
Two of these Horse Chestnuts The Black Oak may be Identified
may be found In Fairview ceme- by its sharply spined leaves while
tery, though they have suffered the White Oak's leaves have
from severe drought for the past many lobes but not a bristly tip
at tHe end of any of them.
three years.
SWEET GUM

THE SOUK GUM TREE

One of the earliest tretas to don
its fall coloring is the Sweet Gum,
a tall handsome tree, native to
the southeastern portion of North
America. With its attractive gray
bark, its distinctive maple-like
leaves that turn a beautiful combination of crimson, orange and
purple after the first tinge of
frost, it may be easily identiled

This tree called by several
names, such as Black Gum or
Pepperridge is an attractive tree
even though it never grows beyond medium height. It prefers
wet ground but can and does
thrive on slopes. The leaves, 2 to
5 inches long are a lustrous glistening green in Summer. In Autumn they turn a deep rich red

•••••••••••••••••••
PRESENTS
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Hickory trete in this area, the
Shagbark and the Bitternut (or
hard-head). Hickories are distinguished, one from another by
the differences in leaves, buds,
bark and the nuts they bear. The
the nuts are delicious. Shagbark
clusters and while the husks fall
away easily, the shells are not
hard to crack but the kernel earns
the name of Bitternut. In the
Shagbark or Shellbark, Hickories,
the husks are thick and the shells
of the nuts are hard to crack but
th enuts are delicious. Shagbark
lumber, is very tough and used
for axe handles and other tools.
In the Fall, this tree is easily
recognized for its bright golden
leaves.

TRANSFER!
Miss Linda Whitnel, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Win Whitnel, is
attending Converse College at
Spartanburg, S. C., having transferred from Lindenwood College
at St. Charles, Mo. Linda is a
junior.
Join the banana bunch

The Apollo c o m m a n d module, the vehicle designed to
carry three Americans to the moon, will be displayed in
full size at the premiere of the N A S A S p a c e Show at the
M I D - S O U T H FAIR, September 2 5 thru October 3. The
cone-shaped craft is equipped with operational gear and
three " a s t r o n a u t s " at the controls.

now? the beautiful shapes for'65 >

'65 Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan

Chevrolet
InqmlaWi

It's longer, lower, wider—with comforts that'll
have many an expensive car wondering why it
didn't think of them first. More shoulder room,
more leg room up front. Curved side windows, an

instrument panel that's a conversation piece. In
fact, just about everything's new right down to
the road. And even that'll seem newer bec&UM
the Jet-smooth ride is smoother than ever.

..

Here's all that made Chrirlle America's most

WV.
V d *
viritM

popular new-sized car—plus some new surprises.
Like those cleaner, bolder lines. I-ike the silky way
n c w *ide sk'ms over the choppiest roads. I,ike

V8 power that'll make you think we stole some of
Corielte's stuff—which we did. All told, five engines
are available from a quieter six to a Y8 that cowed
on 300 horses strong.

'65
f

B §

^^B SF —_ M 2

m m

PREVIEW
FUR TRIMMED

COATS
For 1964

'65 Chevy U A'otu 4-Voor Sedan

theruH
Mram

It may be the expensive-est looking thrift car
you've laid eyes on. But thrifty it is. The big
differenre being that Chevy IPs marvelous mechanical efficiency now wears a debonair new look. And

offers a new range of engines. Including a new
300-hp V8. You could get the idea that saving
you money was the last thing we had in mind—if
it weren't for that price sticker on the windowt

at SPECIAL LOW PRICES

$ 4 5 "

to*]

BUY YOUR FALL COAT N O W !
SAVE UP TO $20!
Exciting Genuine Suede Leather Coats . . . Highly
Styled . . . A n d Capped with Luscious Mink Collars
. . . A l s o Excitingly N e w W o o l Fabrics in Fur Trims
and Smart 1 0 0 % Cashmere Styles . . . in N e w
Shades and H u e s . . .
Smartly Styled for
Pttltn — J - l i .
Minn — ( - 2 0
Juniors — 5-IS
V4 MM* — 12'/i-Z4Vi

Style Setting Trends
For Fall '64

O 0 # t Use Our Convenient Layaway Plan • 0 •

Newttp-of-lhe-lineCorvair Carta Sport Coupe

lorrair
irz

How's this for sport with an international flairt
The longer, wider design gives all closed models a
h a r d t o p roof, along with more shoulder and
entrance room. And to go with the racier look,

S e e 6 beautiful

shape*

for

9«S-Cherrolei,

Chevelle,

Chevy

there's tip to 180 hp arallahle In tha new Com
scries, up to 140 hp in the Monza and 500 aeries.
Also a flatter riding independent suspension, more
responsive steering and a wider road stance.

I f , Corvair

A

f'orrette-ai

your

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK, INC
Phone 38 or 39

228 Fourth Street

Fulton. Ky.

dealer?*

Miss Americas First Official Photo
Since She Became Beauty's First Lady

Monetle Oliver,
Joseph Pitlman
Wed In Dresden
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Bonnie Fay Buttle
Feied On Birthday

Bonnie Fay
Ruddle was tbe
guest of honor at a party last
Friday afternoon given by her
Mrs. Montez Oliver of South parents, Mr. and Mrs- Newton-"
Fulton is today announcing the Ruddle. East SUte Line, the ocmarriage ot her daughter, M o n - casion being her twelfth birthday.
ette, to Joseph Dale Pittman, son
Hamburgers, potato chips and
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Pittman of Fulton. The wedding was Pepsis were served in the back
solemnized September 19, 1984, in yard, picnic style, to the following
Dresden, Tennessee, with R e v e r - guests: Carolyn Sisson, Cheryl
Reed, P a m Grooms, Phyllis Craig,
end Cayce Pentecost officiating.
Nan Crittenden, Ginger Edwards,
T h e bride is a senior at South Sheila Barron, Cathy McAlister,
Fulton High School and the groom Debby Scruggs, Elaine Mathis,
attended Fulton School. Both at- Betty Tucker, Marie Ruddle and
tend the Cumberland Presbyterian Eddie Ruddle.
Church in Fulton.
Mr. Pittman is employed at
Crocker's Grocery in Fulton.
T h e y will make their home in
ah**
South Fulton.

HM

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
H e News takes pleasuife in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
September 24: Mildred
Cloys,
H W . Connaughton. Ronnie Dale
Sadler; September 25: David Long,
Mrs. Neal Tobin. Brenda W o o d ;
September 28: Vicki Adams, Mrs.
Lester Betty, Bobbie Huffine;
September 27: Mrs. Earl Campbell, Johnny Holland, Ellen H o o k er, Lisa Ann Watts;
September 28: P. D. Blaylock,
W. S. (Bill) Mantle. Phil Parker,
Calvin Zlckefoose September 29:
T o m m y Emison, Mrs. Estes Eddington, Mark McClure, Nancy
June Moss, Douglas Smith, Mrs.
Richard Thomas; September 30:
Nelda Clement, Ray Covey, Sandra L e e Holt, Dan Reed; October
dra L e e Holt, Don Reed; October
E. H. Knighton.

Miss Tennessee To Be Guest
At Beauty Pageant, Parade

M ,

PRESSURE

M I8«i CENTURY
REV. STEPHEN HALES
SOUGHT TO LEARN

'HAW WHAT FORCE i
THE HEART J
MUST PROPEL
THE BLOOD

HE INSERTED TUBS M

MARES NECK ARTERy

_
^

BLOOD ROSE
9 FEET.'

: U

IN HISTOOIC

MEASUREMENT OF
BLOOD PRESSURE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE. ASK YOUR
HEART
ASSOCIATION

Arriving Saturday, October 3, to add glamour to the Second I n ternational Banana Festival will be the newly selected Miss Tennessee.
Miss Rita Munsey of Knoxville will appear in the parade

Saturday

afternoon and also at the beauty pageant Saturday night.

YOU ARE INVITED
TO SEE THENEW
This Ls Vonda Kay Van Dyke, Miss America of 19«5 in her first official

photo. The lovely

1965

beauty, w h o

will reien over Banana Festival activities on Satnrd a y , October 3 appears to have tears of joy In her eyes.
She will appear at a number of Festival events.

See schedule in Pepsi-Cola ad Page 9-C.

American Dairy Princess Appears Here;
Rated Beauty Most Likely To Succeed

MODELS
CHRYSLER
300
Newport
Imperial
Simca

OODGE
Polara

PLYMOUTH
Fury
__ ,
Belvedere
Barracuda

p
Coronet

I

Dart
">

»

9:00 A.M. To 7:30 P.M.
Thursday (Today!) September 24ih
al 1 he home of JOHN POWELL EMEBS0N,
on Highway 94. Phone FB-62726
* 50,000 - NILE OB 5 - Y E A B

located 2 miles east of Pilot Oak

(Wingo).

W A B B A N T Y On AU Chrysler Prodncls This Year.

* DRAWING AT 7:30 p. m. A fine country ham w 111 be given away al 7:30 to some hickv Demon
present.
' ™

John Powell Emerson
Miss Wihna Lee Blevins
Twentr three year old Wllma Lee Blevlna, of Harrison,

Arkansas, American

CHRYSLER REPRESENTATIVE OF TAYLOR
Dairy

Princess

1964-1965, will arrive in Fulton Friday night, O c t o b e r 2. She will br accompanied by her official chape
rone. She will be met In Memphis by Jim Vaden, w h o l« handling her arrangements for the Interaation- j
al Banana Festival. Mr. Vaden

MOTOR

COMPANY,

MURRAY

for

will return her to Memphis Saturday night, after the festival activities

Highway 94, 2 miles east of Pilot Oak. Ky.

Phone Wingo FR 6-2726

NOW! DOUBLE
YOUR SAVINGS
WITH OUR LOW,
LOW PRICES PLUS

GREEN STAMPS
America's Most Valuable

WE HAVE MONEY
ORDER SERVICE

S t a i U D S

FRESH

SLICED

HAMBURGER

SLICED JOWL

lb. 33cBACON ENDS

BACON

3 lb. pkg. $1.00 FAT BACK

FRESH LEAN

FEET

lb. 49cFRANKS

. . . . .

12 oz. pkg. 39c

MILD CHEDDAR

STEAKS

WHITING

FISH

WHOLE

MINUTE

STEAKS

BACON

RUMP BONELESS

ROAST

FRESH

ROAST

CHOICE

shoulder
corned

VARIETY

Gizzards lb. 39c

DELICIOUS

lb. 69cSTEAK
lb. 45cSTEAK

lb. 79c BISCUITS
$5.00 Purchase
Or More

PRODUCTS

GERMAN STYLE RYE BREAD
BOHEMIAN RYE BREAD
CAP SHEAF 100% WHOLE WHEAT
DELICIOUS RASIN BREAD

DRINKS

ALLSWEET

Rib

I I

FISH STICKS
BOX

All Flavors
Reg. Size
Plus Deposit

3 ~ $1.00

GERBERS

4 3-4 oz. JARS

2 lb. box 69c BABY FOOD

CASHMERE BOQUET

3 fall cans 39c SOAP

6 for 59c

10 bath bars $1.00

ASSORTED COLOR

lb. 59c OLEO
4 lb. crt. $1.00 NAPKINS
200 count 31c
FURNITURE POLISH
ASSORTED COLOR
6 8oz. cans 49c
TONE
save 20c 69c TISSUE
16 rolls $1.00

FROZEN

5

lb. 69c MILK

10 - 89c
I

Ql. 29c

SACRAMENTO

VALLEY BROOK

MISS DIXIE

Round

SUNSET GOLD

HENDERSON'S

6oz. Jar 79c ORANGE DRINK

T-Bone lb. 89c CHEESE

CHOICE

251b. bag $1.69

PLYMOUTH

3-$1.00

ARMOUR'S
COLUMBIA
BRAND

CANS

GREEN BEANS lb. can 10c PEARS
4 lb. cans $1.00
PILLSBURY
ICE CREAM
1-2 Gal. 59c CAKEMIXE* 3 boxes $1.00

FRESH

LIVER __ lb. 79c

ftffTfl

8 01

WAGNER'S

FANCY CUT

lb. 19c

FRESH

^ ^
J

10 oz. Jar 99c FLOUR

COFFEE

lb. 29c

BACKS 8c NECKS

chuck lb. 35cSTEAK

SUGAR

BUNNY

~

Treasure Bay
WHOLE
OR
PIECES

5 for $1.00
5 lb. cans $1.00

BRIGHT STAR

PLYMOUTH INST.

lb. 49c

WINGS

MEATY

ROAST

REELFOOT

BEEF

lb. 79cLEGS

10 2 oz. for $1.00

GASPER'S

COFFEE

lb. 55c

29-oz. CANS

24 oz. can 99c Pork & Beans

PLYMOUTH INST.

lb. 59c

THIGHS

10 lb. box $1.89

B-B-Q PORK

ysters

25c

U. S, GOVT. INSPECTED

. lb. 29cCHICKEN BREAST

BREADED—CHUCK WAGON

SHOWBOAT

lb. 45c SAUSAGE 5 8 oz. cans $1.00 CHILI

OLD FASHION — CHUNK STYLE

BOLOGNA

KELLY'S

LIBBY'S

lb. 10cCHEESE

FRYERS

MILFORD FANCY

SALAD DRESSING Ot. 39cCORN
6 lb. cans $1.00
KELLY'S
MILFORD FANCY
B-B-0 BEEF 10 oz. can 59c ASPARGUS 4 lb. cans $1.00

lb. 19c

ARMOURS SKINLESS

GROUND BEEF

PIG

lb. 15c

NICE THICK

BLUE PLATE

99c

^

HUNT'S

PEACHES
4

CHERRIES

MICHIGAN

MAID
LB.

CAN

10c

HUNT'S FRUIT

CANS $ 1 . 0 0

COCKTAIL

5 ckSs $1.00

GOLDEN SWEET

YAMS

TRADE WIND

CHUNKIES

JONATHAN

APPLES
30LDEN RIPE

BANANAS

%

lb. 10c

2 lb. box $1.39
4 lb. bag 39c
lb. 10c

Last Lucky Winner
$200.00 O.G. DAVIDSON

PIGGLY W I G G L Y
We Reserve The Righl To Limit
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 26
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Vacation-type
State Parks To
Remain Open

Junkyard Dealers
Complying With
Screening Law

"All State vacation-type parks
will remain open through Sunday, November 1, and four parks
will be open during both the fall
and winter season," State Parks
Commissioner Robert D. Bell has
announced.
BW1 said that due to unusual
demand for vacation-type facilities, he extended the season for
the parks
"We feel that the fall season is
ofie of' the most attractive periods
for Kentuckians and out-of-staters
to enjoy our facilities. This has
been such a banner year for the
tourist and travel business in
Kentucky that we feel we can enjov our best fall season," he added.
The following
vacation-type
parks and their overnight facilities and dining rooms will remain open through November 1:
Kentucky Dam Village at Gilbertsville. Kenlake near Murray,
Rough River which is between
Leitchffeld and Hardinsburg, Pennyrile near Dawson Springs, Lake
Cumberland
near
Jamestown,
Cumberland Falls near Corbin,
Genera) Butler at Carrollton, Natural Bridge at Slade, Carter
Caves near Olive Hill, Buckhorn
between Booneyille and Hazard,
Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg, and
Pine Mountain at Pineville.

Almost half
of
Kentucky's
junkyard dealers have submitted
applications for permits in compliance with the state's screening
law,
Highway
Commissioner
Henry Ward announced today.
Ward released figures which
showed that 44 applications for
permits were received during
August, thus bringing to 41S the
total number of applications received by the Department's Office of Compliance.
There are presently 900 junkyards in operation in Kentucky,
and this figure is expected to decrease as District Office personnel inspect premises.
Plans for screening are submitted with applications, and a
permit is issued only after the
junkyard operators have erected
suitable screens.
Ward said that 51 permits were
issued during the period August
12 - September 11, upping the
total number of permits issued to
118.

•

CAYCE NEWS

By Miss Clari** Bocdorant
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Simpson
of Fulton were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs- A. Simpson.
Mesdames Clara Carr, Grace
Austin, Chester Wade and Miss
Eva Johnson attended a W. S. C. S.
meeting at Tiptonvilie last Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Naylor of
Dallas, Texas, visited with MrsDa isie Bondurant and Clarice last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oliver and
Barbara of Akron, Ohio, were last
week's guests of Mrs. Edna Alexander and Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Wade and Andy. They were enroute to Memphis to visit his
mother, Mrs. Ethel Oliver.
We are sorry Mrs. Bill Gadberry is a patient ln the Fulton
Hospital and Aubrey Burnes in
Hillview. We wish both a speedy
recovery.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and Clarice were Mrs.
Lou Bondurant and Camille, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Burnette and Mr.
and Mrs. Malcomn Inman.

WATER VALLEY—
(Continued rrom oage onrl
McGaey of Fancy Farm; 2nd,
Trixie, owned and ridden by W.
N. Black of Mayfield; 3rd, Little
Lady, owned and ridden by Sam
Workman of Hickory; 4th, Jerry,
owned and ridden by B. V. Witherspoon of Fulton; 5th, King,
owned and ridden by Sue James
of Water Valley.
Class 3. Amateur walking - 1st,
Miss Aristocrat, owned and ridden
by Darrel Vaughn of Benton; 2nd,
Sterling Temptation, owned and
ridden by Betsy McClain of Benton; 3rd, Dawn's Ebony Secret,
owned and ridden by Dr. J. E.

Wilson of Mayfield; 4th, Rock's
Merry Boy, owned by David
Pirtle, ridden by Billy Pirtle, Water Valley; 5th, Professor Maid,
owned and ridden by Notris Bugg
at Clinton.
Class 4, racking class - 1st, Ed,
owned and ridden by Elmo Thomas of Fancy Farm; 2nd, Trigger,
owned and ridden by Marshal
Galloway of Sedalia; 3rd, Rebel,
owned and ridden by W. L Britton; 4th, Sally, owned and ridden
by Jerry Dublin of Mayfield; 5th,
Clipper, owned and ridden by
Ken Wray of Water Valley.
Class 5, Fox Trot - 1st, Billie,
owned and ridden by Robert Willie of Water Valley; 2nd, King,
owned and ridden by Dee Pickens
of Water Valley; 3rd, Barty, owned by Manus Williams, ridden by
B. V. Withers; 4th, Silver, owned
and ridden by Sue James of Water Valley; 5th, Bingo, owned and
ridden by Ray Boyd of Wingo.
Class 6, Western Pleasure - 1st,
Rocky, owned and ridden by
Clara Forrester of Martin; 2nd,
Blacky, owned and ridden by
Bobby Fisher of Wingo; 3rd, Sage
Queen, owned and ridden by
Roger Carr of Pryorsburg; 4th,
Chief Reelfoot, owned and ridden
by Jerry Thompson of Fulton;

5th, Little Princess, owned and
ridden by Ron Gregory of Mayfield.
Class 7, pony to cart - 1st, Your
Majesty, owned by Star Stables,
ridden by Tommy Bushart, Mayfield; 2nd, Goldie, owned by Jimmy Boyd, ridden by Dana Harmon,
Water Valley; 3rd, Pistol, owned
and ridden by Louella Puckett of
Waler Valley; 4th, Sun Drop,
owned and ridden by Rick Dal toe
of Water Valley; 5th, Jim Dandy
owned and ridden by Sammy
Myers of Benton.
Class 8, English pleasure - 1st,
Special Moon, owned by Floyd
Lovelace, ridden by Clara Forrester, Paducah;
2nd, Ozarks
Stroller, owned and ridden by
Edward Bugg of Clinton; 3rd,
Missouri Beatle, owned by Almus
AsbeU, ridden by Jackie McConnell, Commerce, Missouri; 4th,
Billie, owned and ridden by Robert Willie of Water Valley; 5th,
Clipper, owned and ridden by
Ken' Wray, Water Valley.
Class. 9, Open Walking - 1st,
Minute Man, owned by Elbert
Burcham, ridden by Nicky Forrester, Hickman; 2nd. Dawn's Ebony Secret, owned and ridden by
Dr. J. E. Wilson of Mayfield; 3rd,
Trixie's Jet, owned and ridden by

DOUBLE S T A M P D A Y
ON WEDNESDAY
S&H Green Stamps
GORDON S E S S 0
Sendee Station
Corner State Line and Carr Street

state this is tUa largest crowd in
organist.
Billy Pirtle of Water Valley.
Approximately 900
attended Water Valley since the log rolling
Class 10, Rescue Race - 1st,
Princess, rider and pickup Ronald this horse show. Local residents in 1910.
and Donald Gregory of Mayfield;
2nd, Tom, rider and pickup Terry
Jackson and David Gossum of
Wingo; 3rd, Blacky, rider and
pickup Bobby Fisher and Don
No Bolbe—No Belts—No Straps. Holds rapture In and up Hke the
Grissom of Mayfield; 4th, Comhand — Accept No Other—Accept the Beat Far Reducible
manche, rider and pickup Dee
Pickens and Gene Gossum of
Water Valley; 5th, Crook Snip,
rider and pickup Greg St. John
and Wendel Wade of South Fulton.
Tom Banks of Murray was
Washable, Sanitary — For Single Or Double Bnptare
judge; Al McClain of Mayfield
CITY DRUG COMPANY
was announcer; Norman Wray of
408 LAKE STREET
PHONES I t , 42S
Water Valley was ring master and
Mrs. Martha Logan ot Fulton was

THE DOBBS TRUSS

RUPTURE

AVE T I M E
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP

FIVE - O - ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

FULTON. KY.

Today is '65 Pontiac Day.

1965: The year of the Quick Wide-Tracks

Counly 4-H Members
Gel Awards At Fair
Two 4-H members from Fulton !
took part in the State Fair at
Louisville last week. They were
Joyce Lee, 212 Anderson and j
Hattie Harris, 307 Bates. Joyce
received a red ribbon for her j
Dairy foods demonstration and I
Hattie received a white ribbon I
for her corn meal demonstration. 1
There were 13 entrants in each j
of the divisions.
On Saturday, Joyce and Hattie '
took part in a television program
which was over Station WAVE.

• tspeftly Pftptrfd • Wtihed
C k * - laboratory Tcted •
i»•• Burning • Eaif to Fir*
• ^rfecrfy ttzed lot funucc,
• M i ,

Moltlf

CITY COAL CO.
Fallon

Phone 51

W h a t do we m a a n b y " q u i c k " ? J u s * t h i s : A n e w - a l l - o v e r P o n t i a c P o n t i a c offering a new T u r b o H y d r a - M a t t e
— t h e s i l k i e s t , s w i f t e s t - s h i f t i n g a u t o m a t i c t r a n s m i s s i o n y o u ever t o u c h e d a toe to; eager n e w T r o p h y V - 8
p o w e r ; n e w s t e e r i n g agility; a s u r e r - f o o t e d W i d e - T r a c k ride. A n d a new P o n t i a c T e m p e s t t h a t ' s b e c o m e e v e n
m o r e of a P o n t i a c w i t h new s t y l e , n e w l e n g t h a n d P o n t i a c - q u i c k reflexes to m a t c h . Y o u never k n e w c a r s
c o u l d be s o b e a u t i f u l , a n d s o k e e n l y alert to your t o u c h . T h i s is your year to drive a W i d e - T r a c k - q u i c k I

'Q5

PontiaC

'65

Pontiac

Pontiac

Tempest
^

H o w

does ,he
success car outdo itself for 1 9 6 5 ? Beautifully, just beautifully. But this Pontiac has n o
intention of getting by on looks alone, t h o u g h it could. S o there's new quickness, Pontiac style. A
new nimbleness. N e w fuel savings. A smooth, easy new ride. Drive a ' 6 5 Pontiac and see h o w one
success leads to another.

Tem

P®»t'» even more of a Pontiac now, and what more could e car be than that! The '65 Tempetf
looks like a Pontiac, as you can see. Rides like a Pontiac on Wide-Track. Goes like a Pontiac, too: a
1 4 0 - h p six is standard. Or you can o « a quick V-8, up to 286 hp. You'U wonder how we can keep the
price so low on eo much car.

SU THt NEW SOMMCVMJA STAB CHIEf. QRAMO PMX, CATAUHA U MAN* AND TIMPfgT AT YOU* AUTHOPIZIO PONTIAC OtALtR.

KING MOTOR CO., INC.

W««t Stat* Lin*

South Fulton. Toon.
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Stouffer's Louisville Inn Offers Additional Points
Guests Luxury At Popular Prices Against Licenses
Set For Offenses

Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and Mr.
and Mrs. Brundige.
Mrs. Evelyn Vaughan has returned to her home in WarrenStouffer's Louisville Inn greets
No doubt all who saw the Miss burg, Missouri, after a visit to Mr. the traveler with more than the
America Pageant on television and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mrs. refreshment ot a comfortable bed
are looking forward eagerly to Elnora Vaughan and to relatives and good food. It has thte priceless
seeing the new Miss America. at Paris, Tennessee.
added ingredients of historic
Miss Vonda Kay Van Dyke, in
charm, intrigue and good fellowMrs. Eula Rogers is spending ship built into its design.
person at the Banana Festival,
a
few
days
in
Nashville
visiting
which is truly "just around the
The Inn is a distinguished 12corner". From all reports, the Ba- her daughter, Virginia, and family story brick motor hotel that seems
nana Festival is shaping up to be and will have a check-up while to have stepped out in modern
there.
an event that must be attended by
dress from the French Quarter of
every person in this area who is
old New Orleans. The attention to
physically able to attend. Reports
quality that is a Stouffer tradeLIFE IN PACIFIC CAN BE
are being heard every day of
mark in the well-known restaurthose from a distance who are
ants is carried through to motor
SO SLOW
planning to attend the one and
inns, a newer field for this nationonly Banana Festival of 1964.
PAPEETE, Tahiti — A journal- al company.
ist wrote this note to his boss to
Elevators at the Inn are fast and
Irvin Brundige was honored explain a late story: "Couldn't
rooms,
with a birthday supper last Satur- get it out of here last week as silent. Three hundred
day night. Those enjoying the fish post office and telegraph were soundproofed and air conditioned,
and all the trimmings were: Mr. closed due to Bastille Day cele- with double-sized beds, provide
and Mrs. Durrell Terrell, Mr.brations — which are still going elegant comfort. Guests enjoy the
and Mrs. Ches Morrison, Mrs. on." Bastille Day was July 14; the privacy and quiet of a secluded
Clara Nix, Wiley Sims, Mr. and note was dated July 19.
home.
Decorative ironwork, product of
European art that came to full
C. (DOC) ADAMS
bloom in New Orleans in the early
f)
1800's, has been liberally used in
fencing and as decoration against
the mellow red brick walls, both
inside and out.
The dining complex on the
ground floor is reminiscent of the
Montmartre of Paris or the French
Quarter of New Orleans. One enUS 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fallot ters the picturesque lobby with
its slate and brick floor, graceful
fountain, and luxuriant plants and

•

CHESTNUT GLADE
By M n . Harvev Vaughn

F o r F i n e Liquors

south F a i r
SI

Basil Caummisar
Joins Stouffer's
In Sales Position

FAIRGROUNDS

OCT. 3 / More to See!
More thate Freef
PERSON
SEPT.
25
•
26

BASIL P. CAUMMISAR

*

World cnamploiuhM

RODEO
Starring

*

LORNE
D A N
GREENE
BLOCKER.
BEN,and HOSS CARTWRK3HT

J ^ o f TV'S ' B O N A N Z A * . . ^

[CIRCUS

10 GREAT
INTERNATIONAL
ACTS!

l&tmftMtti MUSEUM
OF UNNATURAL HISTOK3T
MID-SOUTH GOSPEL S I N G

Bay Nineties Village
YOUTH TALENT CONTEST
womnn* BUILDIIIGfrkibits
WILDLIFE SHOW
ANO MUCH-MUCH MORE !

Tickets For All Fair Attractions At
Qtfltmitfo Central Ticket Office

i f
l/vwJI

I GIANT CARNIVAL F U N W A Y ! |

HEAVEN H l H
THE
6

Q U I t l ^ B O U R B O N

Next to greet the guest is the
delicate charm of the Bienville
dining room, with its North and
South sections divided by interesting see-through cabinet in French
Provincial design, an elegant
showcase for some of the rare art
objects that add to the restaurant's
charm. The collection of paintings
in these rooms merits special attention, some of them primitive
oils of the period. A cocktail
lounge and bar introduces an Old
English note with its arresting
painting of Victorian tipplers over
the barThe Inn has two floors of motel
rooms directly accessible from the
outside, and nine floors above of
hotel accommodations which include luxurious executive suites.
The color scherries of the rooms
range from marigold in the carpets, and ivory and gold walls, to
emerald green carpets and pale
green walls. Single rooms have
one wall of natural wood paneling.
Pictures and prints depict the
colorful life and landscapes of
old New Orleans and the days of
the riverboats. The Inn was decorated by Hubbuch of Kentucky.
But the frosting on the cake is
Stouffer's newest sky restaurant,
the Cup and Stirrup, on the 12th
floor. Picture windows give a
panoramic vitew of downtown Louisville, its famous bridges, the Indiana hills and the North-South
Expressway (1-65) which comes
almost to the Inn's doorstep.
The Cup and Stirrup looks older
and rougher than the usual tackroom. Immediately drawing attention is the very old wood used
In walls and ceiling. Here, preserved to be enjoyed for the historic
tales it evokes, as well as its unusual texture and color, is the
wood from the old barn that was
dismantled from Locust Grove,
the plantation of General George
Rogers Clark from 1809 to 1818,
when he died. Paintings of dogs
and horses enlivten the walls and
vie for interest with the large collection of curios—a powder horn
made of carved gourd, a pair of
handmade wooden skates, handmadle farm tools, and a rare print
of the horse "Kentucky".
A Grand Ballroom on the second
floor can seat 450 for dinner and
larger groups for meetings. Two
smaller rooms on the second floor
and two overlooking tHe outdoor
swimming pool are a part of Louisville Inn's convention facilitiesOther services include a Frenchstyle barbershop of sideburn and
bustle days, a gift shop and newsstand, free Sauna (steam) baths,
swimming pool and a spacious atthe-door parking l o t

T.) Operating a motor wbicle In
HONG KONG 2 CITIES
violation of restrictions (such as
HONG KONG—Hong Kong ls
without glasses)—from no points
really two cities, with Kowloon on
now to 90 day suspension.
the Chinese mainland and Victor8). Attempting to elude a peace ia, the city on Hong Kong Island,
Stronger point levies aimed pri- officer when making an arrest— in the harbor.
marily at speeding and racing viothe State's driver point system,
lations have gone into effect in
I
Open 6:45 - Phone 12
according to Governor Edward T.
Breathitt.
"1 realize that no enforcement
program is a popular program,'
Brleathitt told a recent public hearing held in Frankfort on the proposed changes. "But all of us as
public officials must face up to
our responsibilities.
Whatever
price we have to pey in public
criticism will be well worth it if
even one life is saved."

NOW SHOWING

I'ttr

—THRU—

SATUBDAY

1.) Racing (now 6 points); su- i
spension of driving privilege for
90 days for first offense, one year
for second offense, and three years
for subsequent offenses.
2.) Speeding (now 3 points); under 16 miles pier hour over limit, 3
points; 16 to 25 mph over limit, 6
points; 26 mph and over, suspension of driving privilege for 90
days.
3.) Moving violation involving
an accident; from present 4 points
to 6 points.
4.) Passing stopped school bus
loading or unloading—from present 4 points to 5 points.
5). Passing in a no passing zone
—from present 4 points to 5 points.
6.) Failure to yield right of way

I
I

SUNDAY
4

t

Fred MacMurray

Phone (S

Kisses for my
President &

— Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum,
—Vinyl and Tile.
—Downs Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern *
Antique

JAMES

WEDNESDAY

mom's thefirstwoman president
•and pop's the new*First Lady'/

S. P. MOORE & CO.
2*7

THRU

ITS A RIOTOUS COMEDY!

HAZELWOOD

tk sweated
retain their loveltnem when
profesaioailly drycleaned with our exclusive

MIRACLE

FINISH

Every sweater will regain its original
luxurious softness and again have that
"like-new" quality you love.
If you want your sweater to have that
"look of newness" again, you must try

OX-Paiiaieitt
LAUNDRY

AND

CLEANERS.

only
Disnuo «*o somcD BY

MfUVEN HILL OlSTtUtaitS. INC.. «A«t>Sn>WN. * t . S 0 * (

PER FIFTH

INC.

218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.

LOW WATER
COSTS
LAKES SHIPPING
EAST LANSING, Mich. — A
cycle of low water levels in the
Great Lakes may cost American
carriers as much as $13 million in
iron-ore shipping this year., The
Lake Carriers' Association esti
mates that each inch of low wa
ter reduces ship cargo capacity 60
to 100 tons.

Warm rooms and hallways . . . floors, walla, and corners . . .
wall to wall! You can enjoy this kind of healthful comfort all
winter long with a well-built house thaf s supplied with
Standard Heating Oil. Odorless. Clean-burning. Standard
Heating Oil costs no more, gives most for your money!
Call your Standard Oil Man today!
E. J. McCOLLUM. Agent
FULTON, KY.

We take better care of your comfort

YEARS OLD
? 0 PROOF

Basil P. Caummisar has been
appointed director of sales and
promotion for Stouffer's Louisville Inn. Formerly promotion and
public service director of The
Courier-Journal and Louisville
Times, Caummisar has been active
in community affairs throughout
Kentucky and Southern Indiana.
A past president of the Sales Executives Council, his work in the
fields of public service and business development has won num-_
erous national awards.
Stouffer's Louisville Inn, a new
300-room Motor Inn, opened this
>*ear on the Broadway site formerly occupied by St. Xavier High
School.
"It's like coming back home,"
said Caummisar when asked about
Stouffer's Louisville Inn.
"When I attended St. Xavier in
the thirties, I never dreamed that
Kentucky would produce such
fabulous accommodations as I now
see at Second and Broadway."
Caummisar attended the University of Louisville, Indiana University and served as an officer during World War II. He married
Joyce Trigg of Hopkinsville. They
have two daughters and a granddaughter.

ferns. A French Provincial cupboard gives it the romantic atmosphere of a New Orleans courtyard of two hundred years ago.
The first dining room off the
lobby is the Vie* Carre. A specially designed chandelier, made of
six French oil lamps, glows softly
on Mississippi gambler chairs that
evoke colorful days of riverboat
history.

to emergency vehlclb—trom no from no points now to 90-day supoints now to 4 points.
pension.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
MALE HELP: At once. Electron s , world's largest selling cleaner
seeds representative in Fulton
trea. No experience or investment
seeded. Part or full time. We f i nance our accounts ourselves.
Phone or come in before 10:00
a. m., 443-6460. Write Electrolux
Corp., I l l South 6th Street, Paducah, Ky.

FOR RENT: J. .oor landing ma
.-hina and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
change Furniture Co.
TV ANTENNAS: W e install —
Trade-repair an move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Rcper Television.
UNITED
STATES
DISTRICT
COURT WESTERN DISTRICT OF
KENTUCKY
AT
PADUCAH
CIVIL ACTION NO. 1J72
N O T I C E
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
PLAINTIFF

WE RENT —

vs.

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

Dewey Johnson
All type* et

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

WE BUY.
SELL and TRADE
BROWirorO

New and Used Shotguns,
Pistols, Rifles
Leader Sporting Goods
414 LAKE ST.

PHONE 206

1,220.80
or less,
State of
ford, et

ACRES OF LAND, m o r e
situate in Fulton County,
Kentucky, and T. A. Ledal
DEFENDANTS
TO:
Unknown heirs of E. Linden
Louis Johnson
Unknown heirs of J. W.
Ward, J. W Harper
Unknown spouse, If any,
of W. P. Emerson
The unknown heirs, devisees, or
their spouses, successors or assigns
of the above-named
defendant
and any unknown adverse claimants.
Description, in pertinent part, of
the land condemned herein to
which the above-named defendants
may have an interest is as follows:
Tract No. 7 - Located in Fulton
County, Kentucky, situated about
one mile east of the Townsite of
Bondurant, south of Kentucky
Highway No. 1282, and west of
Running Slough, a part of an o f ficial subdivision survey made for
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
and known as "Grants West of
the Tennessee River", a part of
the lands described in deed dated
March 1948 from Thomas B. Stone
to Roscoe Stone, Recorded in Deed
Book 65. page 485 in the O f f i c e
of the Fulton County Registry.
Tract No. 13 - Located in Fulton
County, Kentucky, situated south
of the junction of Kentucky Highways Nos. 94 and 1282; a part of
an official subdivision
survey
made for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and known as "Grants
West of the Tennessee River", is
a portion of the land inherited by

For The
B E S T
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
t>uy it at

EXCHANGE
F U R N I T U R E CO.

EXCHANGE
Furniture

Company

Commercial Ave - Phone 35

FOR SALE
Adjacent to the Boy Scout Cabin in East Fulton, just redecorated, solid brick home. Full basement, three bedrooms, extra
large, all room a growing family ever needs. The back yard Is
fenced, property can be handled with $500.00 down and payments
of approx. $55 00 per month which will include everything.
Total price $8000.00.
ON CENTRAL AVENUE, walk to town OT South Fulton
School, two bedroom home, central gas h e a t Needs painting,
will sell as is for $1750.00 down and payments of $45 00 per. mo.
(Includes Ins. and Taxes). Cash price $5800.00. If down payment
is not available, its possible we can obtain secondary all of
financing.
THE NEIL TOBIN HOME, Orchard drive. Two bedroom brick,
black top street and a well landscaped lot make this a fine buy
at $11,500.00.
THE T H O M A S PICKLE HOME. On Oliver Drive, three bedrooms, completely modern comer lot with plenty of room for
any kind of expansion. $14,000.00.
ON O A K STREET, South Fulton, good two bedroom home,
gas h e a t all modern conveniences. We would like to trade this
property for farm land or will consider any property both real
or personal in on trade. Vacant, 4500.00.
ON 5th STREET, HIGHLANDS, BRAND NEW Brick, two
bedrooms and den. Has sliding glass doors and patio, built In
oven and range, beautiful birch pannelling and cabinets, c o m plete In all details including landscaping. $12,500.00 W I L L ACCEPT TRADE of any kind of property, real or personal.
Building l o t edge of town Ky. Side, City water, out building
suitable for bachelor quarters, good place to park trailer.
$650 00. Swap for anything of value.
105 Acre farm located Weakley County, young timber, no
land th cultivation. Ideal recreation area. Owner has 15 acre lake
in planning stage. Plenty of g a m e Good gravel road 17 miles
from Fulton. Total price $4500.00.

WICK'S AGENCY
TOWN A V I ) COUNTRY PROPERTY, BUILDERS
PHONE ISO or 2$47 night or day
If we don't have It, w e will build It
I have buyers for farms, large or small Cash on Barrell head.

C. Reid Bondurant under the will
of his mother, Mrs. Kate Reid
Bondurant dated May 18, 1954
and recorded in Will Book No. 3,
page 121, in the Office of the Fulton County Registry.
Tract No- U - Located in Fulton
County,
Kentucky,
situated
about one-half mile south of the
Townsite of Bondurant, a part of
an official subdivision survey
made for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and known as "Grants
West of the Tennessee River", the
identical land described in deed
dated December 9, 1937, from the
Union Joint Stock Land Bank to
R. B. Goalchr, recorded in Deed
Book 54, page 18, in the Clerk's
Office of Fulton County.
Tracts No. 21, - 1 - Located in
Fulton County, Kentucky, and
situated about one mile southeast
of the Townsite of Bondurant and
west of Running Slough. Tract
(21), a part of an official subdivision survey made by the Commonwealth of Kentucky and known
as "Grants West of the Tennessee
River", includes a part of the
lands described in deed dated
November 21, 1946, from Mrs.
Bobbie L. Hale to Mrs. Icie H.
Sanger and B. G. Hale, J r , recorded in Deed Book No. 64, page 136,
in the Clerk's Office of the County
Court, Fulton County, and tract
(21-1) is abutting land claimed b y
B. G. Hale, J r , under said deed
dated November 21, 1946.
Tract No. 25 - Located in Fulton County, Kentucky, situated
about 3-4 mile south of the junction of Kentucky Highways Nos.
94 and 1282, between the old and
new state lines, and south of Sections 32 and 33 of Township 1,
Range 6 West, the identical land
described in deed from R. C- Whitnel and w i f e to E. W. Parks, dated
November 6, 1946, and recorded in
Deed Book 65, at page 91, in the
Office of the Fulton County Registry.
Tract No. 26 - Located in Fulton
County, Kentucky, situated about
3-4 mile southwest of the junction
of Kentucky Highways Nos. 94
and 1282, and south of Section 32,
T. 1, R. 6 W., a portion of the land
described in deed dated December
31, 1934, from Amberg Land Company, a corporation, to Worden
Gray, recorded in Deed Book 51, at
page 234 in the Office of the Fulton County Registry.
You are hereby notified that a
complaint in condemnation has
heretofore been filed in the office
of the clerk of the above-named
court in an action to condemn the
fee simple title to Tracts 7, 9, 10,
13, 18, 19, 20, 21,-1, 23, 25 and 26,
with all of the aforementioned
tracts, except Tract 26. being subject to outstanding oil, gas, and
mineral interests and to rights-ofway for existing public roads and
public utilities, if any, in the property described in the exhibit attached hereto and made a part
hereof for public use for the protection, development and adminstration of the Reelfoot National
Wildlife Refuge as authorized by
the Migratory Bird Conservation
Act (45 Stat. 1222), as amended
(16 U. S. C. 715 et seq.)
The authority for the taking is
the Act of Congress approved
August 1, 1888 (25 Stat. 357; 40
U. S. C. Sec 257) and under the
further authority of the Act of
Congress approved June 15, 1935
(49 Stat. 382; 16 U. S. C. 715d-l)
and by authority delegated on
February 17, 1959, by the Secretary of the Interior under subparagraphs (6) and (7) of 210. 2.2
of the Department Manual of the
Department of the Interior (24
F. R. 1348) to the Solicitor of the
Department of the Interior; andi

pursuant to Chapter 150, section
150.270, Kentucky Revised Statutes, 1953 and by approval of
the
Kentucky
Department ot
Fish and Wildlife Resources on
February 14, 1962, as required by
P. U 87-383, and by the Migratory
Bird Conservation Commission on
March 11, 1958 and June 27, 1962;
and the General Appropriation
A c t 1951 (64 Stat. 595,693), which
appropriated funds for carrying
out the provisions of the Migratory
Bird Conservation Act of February
18, 1929 (45 Stat. 1222), as amended <16 U. S. C. 715 et seq.)
You are further notified that if
you have any objection or defense
to the taking of your property
you are required to serve upon
plaintiff's attorney at the address
herein designed within twenty
days (after the last date of publication of this notice which is
October 1,1964) an answer identifying
the property
in
which
you claim to have an interest,
stating
the
nature and
extent of the interest claimed and
stating all your objections and defenses to the taking of your property. A failure so to serve an answer shall constitute a consent to
the taking and to the authority of
the court to proceed to hear the
action and to fix the just compensation, if any, and shall constitute
a waiver of all defenses and objections not so presented.
Y o u are further notified that if
you have no objection Or defense
to the taking you may serve upon
plaintiffs attorney a notice of appearance designating the property
in which you claim to be interested, and thereafter you shall receive notice of all proceedings affecting the said property.
Y o u are further notified that at
the trial of the issue of just compensation, whether or not you
have answered or served a notice
of appearance, you may present
evidence as t o the amount of the
compensation to be paid f o r the
property in which you have any
interest and you may share in the
distribution of the award of compensation, if any.

Lincoln

Heritage

Trail

salt) r e c e n u y ax UKJ m i u j m x s r i u u u a.*

Booklet

T a i l through."
Governor Edward T.

—

—- . —-

—

also be available at the Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois state fairs. Rep
Illinois Governor Otto Kerner at the meeting was Richard Newman,
travel promotion for that state.

Social Securiiy
Coverage Greater
Now 25 Years Old

amendments—that of providing 24,000 residents in the elevenbasic protection against loss of county Paducah district are reearnings w h e n the family bread- ceiving social security benefits
winner becomes disabled, dies, or each month totalling more than
retires in old age. Today, 9 out of $1,300,000.
10 working people are building
protection
for themselves and
J A F A N A S E TURN PETALS
their families under thte social seT O K Y O — Japanese florists
curity
law."
Twenty-five years ago, on A u g make their national flower, the
ust 10, 1939, President Franklin
According to Whi taker, more chrysanthemum, even prettier b y
Delano Roosevelt took his pen in than 19 million people n o w re- using chopsticks or crochet hooks
hand and signed into law a bill ceive monthly social security bene- to turn the petals to just the right
passed b y the 76th Congress and fits, and the total will reach 20 angle for special effects in arentitled the Social Security Act million early in 1965. Locally, over rangements.
W I L L I A M E. SCENT
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY Amendments of 1939. There was
little fanfare or publicity concern211 Federal Building
ing this event because f e w people
Louisville, Kentucky
realized that the amenAnents
We are in the market to fill your
December 10, 1963
would ultimately affect the lives
of nearly every American family.
PRAY T O I - i H T ^
Today, 25 years after that legG O T O CHURCa SUNDAY
islation, Charles Whitaker, Paducah social security district manWe have a good and complete supply of
ager, described the 1939 amendments
as the "most significant so'Complete line of Hall- cial security
changes ever enactmark cards, tallies and ed." H e stated that the amendments laid the groundwork for
playing cards
the present social security law by
•Gifts in colored glass- providing
including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
f o r monthly benefits
ware, brass, Goldtone (beginnnig January 1940) not only
Kenland, Ladino and while clovers, grasses, etc.
for retired workers, but also for
and milk glass
dependents of retired workers
•Pepperite printed sta- thte
and deceased workers.

PURCHASE ORDERS

FERTILIZERS AND SEED

tionery, calling cards
and notes
'Picture frames
•Permanent flower arrangements
•Fresh-cut flower arrangements
•Corsages and pillow
corsages
•Wedding flowers a specialty
•Artistic funeral arrangements

"The 1939 amendments," said
Whitaker, "made social security a
family program rather than one
f o r „ / e t i r e d workers alone. Since
then, the program has come a long
w a y toward realizing the goal set
for it in the 1939 and subsequent
H H M H 1 H I H U H

I I U I H I I I I I I I i m i l l H » I I I I U I I U I U |

Our Greatest |
Portrait Offer! §

PIGGLY
WIGGLY

3 DAYS ONLY

So. Fulton

Scott's Floral Shoppe

Than., FrL, Sal.

Phone 20
Carr at Commercial

For Sale

Sept. 24-25-26
I

m

••f

%

s

,
..it

ii

. specialists in photographing children . . .
PHOTOGRAPHERS HOUKSa
b

5

H a t e i

Cannon Agency
PHONE 55

10

KM.

to 7 PM.

.»

l F x i r Semi-Life Size Vignette

— FRANKIE: Nice 2 bedroom home in excellent
location. Ideal for young family or retired couple.

— FARMS from 10 acres to 233 acres.

taken at

little Folks Portraits . .

— FAIR VIEW: 3 bedroom, newly decorated
home. Small down payment and assume $39.00
monthly, includes taxes and insurance. Total price
$4600.

Circle

a

by nationally advertised

— JACKSON: Large house for rent or sale with
small down payment. No repair or decorating
necessary.

— CLEVELAND: Large home in good repair for a
large family. Priced to sell.

11" x 14" Portraits arc

PIGGLY WIGGLY

ait.

— ORCHARD DRIVE: Newer brick home on excellent lot. 6 rooms and bath.

— BUILDING LOTS in Orchard Drive,
Drive and Covington Subdivision.

i

Photographs taken of babies ot 4 weeks ap to r h i
<W
Unfe

12 years

oW.

Mo

appontiimit

DMcnuy.

1 Bast Portrait per o U d , 2 par family.

QaOdren's groop pietares taken at 99< per d u l d .
or j o u r m o o e j b e c k . ,

PIGGLT

WIGGLT

SOUTH FULTON. TENNESSEE

I
K¥«
iuxflmc.
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DUKEDOM NEWS

By Mrs. HUlman Weatbrook
It was Mr. Stem's birthday. Sunday afternoon visitors in the Stem
By Mr*. Charle* L o w e
home w e r e Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
The wedding ot Sarah L e e Cathey
Adam*, Mr.
and Mrs. Buford
and L^rry Watkins last week
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse" Saunders of Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Tra- brings forth congratulations and
Longview, Wash., Mr. and Mrs. vathan of Martin and Mr. and beet wishes f r o m all of us. They
Joe Dacus and Mrs. Estelle John- Mrs. Noble Hopkins of Murray. were married at Junction, Illison of S t Louis visited relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of nois on September IS. She Is the
here recently.
Martin spent one day last week daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Mrs. Jack L o w e is home f r o m with Mrs- C. E. Lowe.
Cathey of Fulton and Larry Is the
Hillview, after ten days spent in
son of Mr. and Mrs. L o y d WatMrs. Flossie Pickering ot Harris kins.
the hospital.
spent a f e w days of last week
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans is a pati- with Mrs. Myrtle Orleans.
Y o u n g people at home f o r the
ent in the Fulton Hospital.
weekend and attending church
Garry Stem spent Sunday in at Good Springs are Linda Bailey
Mrs Wallace Cunningham and
Mrs. Kenneth Roberts, of Padu- Princeton with his grandparents, and A n n Westbrqok from Memcah, spent Wednesday with their Mr. and Mrs. Garland Murphy.
phis, Jeane Starnes from Martin
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mrs. Dickey Willie of Union m d Dian Watkins from Murray.
City spent Sunday with her parMiss Eunle Wilds is home, after
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M a n d l Roach. about three weeks in the Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall of Hospital, and making a satisfacLansing, Mich., are spending sev- tory Recovery.
eral days with Miss Roberta and
Mrs- Orby Bethel, w h o is in the
B o b DeMyer.
Mayfield Hospital, is about the
Robert
Hodges
of Lansing, same.
Neal Ross sold his dairy cows
Mich., was in Pierce last week,
last week and wUl enter Veterans
saying hello to old friends.
ANDREWS
Hospital at Memphis f o r treatment.
Jewelry Company
Word has been received of the
Attend the Ffaatlval
serious illness of Mrs. Fannie
Westbrook in Nashville. She Is
the mother of Carl Westbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Tyson of
Fulton visited her sister, Mrs. A
C- Bell, on Saturday. This is the
first visit she has b e t a able to
make
since suffering a broken
F O R TOUR
leg about seven months ago.
* FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
Mr. and Mrs. DurreU McCall
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
and Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Alfred
spent
the w e e k end in St. Louis,
• FARM LOANS
visiting with Joyce McCall. Kay
OFFICE PHONE 5
2M MAIN STREET
and Malcolm also visited, friends
Mr. and Mrs. B o b Maurer.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. A C. Bell on Sunday w e r e
Mr. and Mrs. G e o r g e Selph and
Mr. and Mrs. Euell Porter and
daughter of Alamo, relatives of
Mr. Bell; also old neighbors f r o m
Kenton, Mr.
and Mrs. Monroe
Patterson.

•

PIERCE STATION

SOMEBODY CARES

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:

It is JO important that someone cares about how this child grows up. Someone
cares that she is clothed and fed and loved. Someone cares that she goes
to school and grows in mind as well as body. Someone cares about
her childhood wonder and curiosity and wants to see them
satisfied. Someone cares enough to teach her to love other

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

!PETALS

nese florists
flower, the
prettier by
I rochet hooks
l u s t the right
ffects in ar-

LIVESTOCK
LOANS

No interest charged until money
actually used!
Thousands of shrewd, practical stockmen arrange livestock loans with Production Credit weeks in advance.
You pay no interest until you sign the first b HI-of-sale
draft Convenient Inexpensive. Repayments tuned to
your selling date.
PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
^
JOHN P. WILSON

WARREN BARD

Field O f f . Mgr.

Field O f f . Mgr.

Hickman, K y .

Clinton, Ky.

Phone 1506

Phone OL-3-5161

people and will help her in her relations with them.
Someone cares about her spirit and desires for her
the highest ideals and standards, and will
help her to know God. Are you this someone?
Let it be said of her as it was said of Him,
"And

Jesus increased

favor

with God and man."

Mrs. Conley's Car
Struck By Train

DM Churth is Cod's oppoinltd ogenty in this world tor sprtoding tlx knowledgt ol His love

G L A D YOU'RE HOME!

- BlUE CROSS'andBMSHIELD
HELP EASE
SOME OE THE
WORRY
OF BEING SICK

lor man ond of His demand for man to respond to that I o n by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in Iht I o n of God, no govtrnmtnt or sotitty or toy of lift will long
ptrstvtrt and th« freedoms whkh we hold u dear will inevitably perish. Ihtttfort, even

m.

from a stilish point of vitw, ont should support thi Churth for Iht soke of tht wtlfore
* f himself and his family. Beyond that, however, tvtry person should uphold and portkipatt in tht Churth bttaust it tells tht truth about man j lift, dtoth ond destiny, tht

81

truth whkh olont will M l him frtt to live as a thild of God.

©Col.man Adv. S.r„ P. O. Box 20047, Dallai 20, Tt««

mmm

This Series of Chnrch Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation oi the Local Ministerial
Association and Is Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
FULTON MOTOR COMPANY
I I S Kentucky A v e .

Phone 314

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Grocery - Feed A Seed Mill

Your Alii* ~

Main A OUve Streets

•

Roofing,

Phone SOS

Air -conditioning

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Kentucky A r e .

Falton

Phone 441

and New Holland Dealer

PROTECTION

SMALLMAN SHEET METAi.
Heating,

Water Valley Implement Co.

FOI
HOSPITAL

2:52.

Luke

TAKE
SOMEONE
TO CHURCH
THIS WEEK

i
Mrs. A T . Conley of Fulton
was injured when a freight train
struck her car at a railroad crossing on Walnut Street at 4:45 a. m.
Sunday.
She was taken to Hillview Hos
pital, where her injuries w e r e considered not serious. Her car was
badly damaged.
Mrs- Conley
was returning
home f r o m the Illinois Central
depot, wher'e she had taken a
friend to board the train, when
the accident occurred.

Mrs. Herbert Henley has been
dismissed from the Baptist Hospital in Memphis and transferred
to the h o m e of Mrs. Chloe Childers, 316 Carr Street
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Blue CroM-Blue Shield membert hove Vital Paid-In-Advance h»lp to meet the
cosl of necexary hoipitol and medical care. There are no claims to file . . .
payment it mode direct to ho.pitol and doctor.
Blue Cross-Blue Shield have never concelUd membership becqyte of age, health,
retirement, or an incurable condition.
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Line, Fulton, Ky., recently c o m pleted successfully a course ln
"Rrfrigeration" through the United States Armed Forces Institute
(USATI), Madison, Wis.
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HOSPITAL NEWS

News From Our
Boy* In The

T h e following were patients in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, September 23:

SEBVICE

HIIJ.YIKW HOSPITAL

GREAT LAKES,
111.—Richard
W. Bunch, electronics technician
fireman apprentice, USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William A Bunch
of Route 4, Fulton, Ky., is attending Electrician's Mate School at
the Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, 111.
The 14-week course covers the
repair, maintenance and operation of all m o d e m naval electrical equipment.
Additional
studies cover the
preparation and use of electrical
blueprints and wiring diagrams.
He is scheduled to graduate
October 2.

Mrs.
Ellis H^fthcock,
Mrs.
Flossie Conley, Charlie Gore, A .
D. Cunningham, Herman Easley,
Mrs. Loyd Henderson, Mrs. Jimmie Sisson, Fulton; Neal Clinard,
Mrs. Nell Guill, Ancel Hall, Steven
Atkins, South Fulton; Mrs. Ray
Adams, Route 4, Hickman; Wicklilfe Neal, Route 2, Wingo; Mrs.
Bobby Glisson, Water
Valley;
Mrs. Louis Patrick, Crutchfield;
Aubrey Burns, Cayee.
JONES HOSPITAL

He is serving aboard the a m munition ship USS Pyro, operating out of Concord, Calif., and is
qualified to operate, maintain and
repair ship propulsion equipment,
such as propellers, evaporators,
pumps, valves, oil purifiers; operate and repair such outside machinery as cranes, elevators, f o o d
preparation
equipment and air
conditioning equipment.

served three years in the A i r
Force.
He Joined the Air Force ln 1961,
taking his basic training at A m arillo, Texas
He is a 1960 graduate of Fulton
County High School and attended
Murray State College
one semester. He is a member of P o p lar G r o v e Baptist Church. *
His parents and his brother,
Raymond, drove him to Nashville,
where he boarded a plane to A n derson Air Force Base in Mary
land. He will continue his duties
there until late December 1965.

Gurley is continuing his educa- MILTON CALLIHAM—
tion while in service through the
(Continued from Page One)
voluntary w o r l d - w d e
education
program f o r members of the A r m T w o brothers, J. P. (Bonus)
ed Forces.
Calliham and Jack Calliham and
two sisters, Mrs. Bruce Strachar,
Gurley is a graduate of South
and Mrs. Birch Anderson precedFulton High School.
ed him in death.
Services were held Wednesday
at 2 p. m. at the Whitnel Funeral
Airman 2-C Phillip W. Jones, Home. Rev. W. T. Barnes, minisson of Mr. and Mrs. Wess Jones ter of the First Methodist Church,
of Route 4, Hickman, has been officiated. Interment by Whitnel
home on a 30 day leave from Funeral Home was at Hopewell
Bitsburg, Germany, where
he Cemetery, Gleason, Tennessee.

Mrs. Maggie Rawls, Mrs. Ozion
Bloss. Mrs. G. C. Holladay, Mrs.
MADISON, WIS. — Larry R.
Birdie Ledbetter, Mrs. Oscar Tay- Gurley, machinist's mate third
lor, Mrs. N. H. Moss, Louis Foy, class, USN, son of Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. Hubert Bolton, Clyde Ma- Oscar Gurley of 705 East State
theny, Audrey Ferguson, Fulton;
Mrs. I Carl Brann, Fulton Route;
Mrs. Allie Morgan, Water Valley;
Mrs. Addie Barham, Crutchfield;
L. D. Allen, Route 3, Union City.

'Doc's Day' Is
Scene Of Big
District Rally
State Treasurer Emerson "Doc"
Beauchamp will be honored for
over half century of service to
the Democratic party at a rally
planned in his home county Lo5an Saturday, October 17.
Officially billed as "Doc's Day"
the rally will be staged by Democrats of the First and
Second
Congressional districts, but invitations will be sent out all over
Kentucky.
G o v Edward T. Breathitt, Kenucky's Democratic congressmen,
ind Democratic former governors
•vill be guests of honor.
A barbecue and entertainment
vill precede talks on Beauchamp's
areer by many political figures
>f the state as well as old friends
n Russellville and elsewhere.
"Doc's D a y " will be the party's
najor campaign rally in Western
Centucky,
Breathitt
said
in
'rankfort last week. Frank Paxon,
Paducah,
state campaign
hairman of the national ticket,
aid the governor told him that
he Beauchamp appreciation pro:ram will receive "100 per cent"
ooperation and support."
,

SUNSET DRIVE IN
THEATRE
Between Martin and Union City"
rhurs - Fri.
Sept. 24-25
—Double F e a t u r e Starts at 7:15
Natalie Wood - Steve McQueen
LOVE WITH THE PROPER
STRANGER
And at 9:05
Job Cummings - Dorothy Malone
BEACH P A R T Y (In Color)
Saturday

3 Features

Sept. 26

Starts at 7:15
-eopold Salcedo - Diana Jergens
IX)ST B A T T A L I O N
And at 8:40
Debra Paget - Paul Christian
IOURNEY TO THE LOST CITY
(In ColorScope)
Then at 10:25
Jack Pa lance - Anna Ralli
W A R R I O R S FIVE
3un-Mon.

Double Feature

Sept. 27-28
Starts at 7:15
Gregory Peck - Tony Curtis
CAPTAIN NEWMAN, M. D

PORK CHOPS
CENTER

: 7 9

CUT

»N89C

c

First Cuts

39*

)

Super Right Pure Pork

Sausage I (
Turkey Roast:

1-Lb.

Hams •;•;„ ( )
Southern

69"

Bag

39c

• m

g 4-Lb. %

Cod Fillets EX

8-Lb.
. Can

(

J
Bar Cake
Peaches
Tomato Soup
1

12-Oz.
Cans

(10c O f f ) . .

$100

Box

Mild

10c

u,.

Can

Grade " A "

7-Oz.
Con

59 APPLES
27
S.

FANCY

$r

Size

Tokay Grapes

Prune Plums

20 a 78<

2 - 25*

* lty

WHITE CLOUD

Quik

BATHROOM TISSUE

44*

SWEET It JUICY

CALIFORNIA

Au't.

|

2c

|

Colors

1

Ofl 1

MODESS SANITARY

Roll
Mm

Pkg.

fcJ

Napkins
O
$100

W

of 12

1

Dexo
SHORTENING
3 lb. can 58c

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.. SEPT. 26
THE GREAT ATLANTIC I

And at 9:30
Bettc Davis - Karl Maiden
DEAD RINGER
Ran Set Theatre Closed on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays

V

M

49*

Potatoes

NESTLE S CHOCOLATE

r

Dos.

MCINTOSH

U. S. NO. 1 SIZE A

lb.

79*
49*

r$l

r

Sunnybrook

GOOD LUCK

39c

S u p e r Right

10c

Campbell.

Deodorant ( )

2

3IC CUT UP Whole 27c

Whltehous«12-Qt

U.

LlC

None Sold To Dealers

Savs

H. ORIENT ROOM

Dial Soap

TJ. S. No. 1 Inspected

No Limit

A

6c

Freestone...

King

Lb.

SLICES
REMOVED

Save

Meddo Land

Margarine
Fab

N O CENTER

39'

Ea.
(

SUPER R I G H T FULLY C O O K E D (Whole or Half)

Semi-Boneless

Pineapple = " 3 - 9 7 ' Lunch Meat 3
Dog Meal r , ,„.... 10-- 93* Powdered Milk
Cherries E r
6 97c Cheddar Cheese
) - 33*
Strawberry
~ 69* Instant Coffee t
4 r 99*
Large Eggs
Peanut
Butter
35*
10*

16c

Spanish

- 53*
- - 49*
~ 59*
" 39*

Del Monte

PIE

\

ea. 59c

Complexion
L
Size Ban

Autumn vacationers find the long,
gentle Kentucky fall season just

Whole Loin
Rib Half
Loin Half
Country Ribs

) 59t FRYERS

lb. 66c

CHERRY
Southern

One very important factor contributing to this trtsnd is, without
question, the attractiveness of the
Kentucky parks and the quality of
the accommodations. The Bluegrass State, at a cost of around
$20 million has developed the f i n est vacation park system in this
country. The overnight lodges are
new and m o d e m and beautifully
appointed. Their rates are standard, $8 single, $12 double, and the
f o o d and service are excellent
Cottage rates are similarly reasonable.

? HAMS

JANE PARKER

PECAN PIE

For many people Kentucky's
most persuasive charms are not
exerted until after the rush of
summer, .Vacationers has passed.
More and more people are saving
their vacation time until fall and
spending it at one of the Kentucky State parks which offer
overnight
accommodations
throughout the year.

savagely attacking a lure that
would have been completely Ignored only a short time ago. A n d
there is no question but what they
acquire renewed vigor as they b e come more Indiscriminate, fighting
pterfect f o r the timing-up, invigor- with a frenzied f u r y unknown durating sort of recreation they need ing d c « days.
to launch them robustly into winM o s t , of the Kentucky
State
ter. Fall mornings in Kentucky parks have natural trails which
are sparkling and alive, and the a A carefully designed to give visifragrance-filled nights are the tors m a x i m u m opportunity to en,ost wonderful sleeping nights in j o y the blazing extravaganza of
the world.
autumn color, whether they are
Starting in September the days afoot or on horseback.
are generally bright and warm
T w e l v e of Kentucky's 34 State
with a gradually developing tang parks are n o w complete vacation
that provides weeks of magnificent resorts with every modern luxury
walking and horseback riding w e a - and every sort of facility f o r the
ther before it becomes winter's entire family's pleasure. They are
whiplash. This is the time when all scattered throughout the state and
outdoor activities take on an ad- they include two brand new l u x ded zest. The lungs automatically ury lodges.
breathe deeper of the brilliant air,
Reservations may b e made b y
racy with a thousand fall aromas.
It's a tonic, stimulating time in phone through the central booking
service at Frankfort, K y . — ( A r e a
old Kentucky.
Code 502 ) 223-2326. ToU-fPee calls
Fishermen find the fall months may be placed f r o m Cincinnati,
particularly rewarding
in the 251-9880, f r o m Louisville 583-0078,
state's heavily populated waters. and f r o m Lexington, 252-4913.
Emerging from
their summer
For detailed Information on v a lethargy, the fish seem to lose cations in Kentucky write to
much of their normal caution, Travel Division, Capitol Annex,

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs Thomas Allen, Mrs. J. J.
House, Mrs. Joe Fuller, Mrs. Ual
Killebrew, Mrs. Wendall Wade
and son, Mrs. Buford Sisson, Ervin Stephens, Mrs. J. W. Elledge,
W. A. Roach, Fulton; Ollte Mae
Kennedy, Mrs. Sylvia Elliott, Mrs.
Sam Jones, Mrs. Archie Homsby,
Mrs. Edd Cook, South Fulton;
Mrs. Alzo Hicks, Mrs. John McCree, Mrs. H R. Allen, Route 1,
Fulton; Ruel Fulcher, Route 3,
Fulton; Mrs.
Myrtle
Orleans.
Mrs. Josie Taylor, Route 4, Fulton: Mrs. Ruth Galloway, Mrs.
Robert Shannon, Hickman; Mrs.
Bill Gadberry, Cayee; C. A. Stephens, Oakton, Mrs. Jack Graham,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Troy
Duke,
Shirley Johnson, Route 1, Water
Valley; Mrs. Nina Lennox, Route
1, Union City; Mrs. Madeline
Yates, Mrs. Weldon Crews, Route
1, Wingo; Mrs. Terry Smith and
son. Route 3, Clinton.

Fall Is Kentucky Vacation Time;
Stale Offers Great Attractions

FACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

W F U L i;
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OCTOBER 1-3
FULTON. KENTUCKY

Schedule Of Events

Second International Banana Festival
1964
Fulton, Kentucky—South Fulton, Tennessee
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27—OCTOBER 3
10 A. M T O 4 P. M
Arts & Crafts Exhibit, Arts and
Crafts from Central America, Tennessee, and Kentucky.
(114 Lake Street). 25c Admission.
12 NOON TO MIDNIGHT
Carnival and Midway
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3«
8 P. M

Banana-Rama Talent Show
(Memorial Field)

$100 Admission

street clothes to point oat the exact location of the Second Annual International Banana
Festival She is wearing one of the many touvenir hats available for the Festival The
banners too, can be purchased. While the three big days of the Festival are October 1, 2
and 3, the Arts and Crafts exhibit opens on Sunday, September 27.

+

Jf

Join Us In Making Friendships
With Our Central American
Neighbors
* •

7:30 P. M. T O 9:30 P M
Beauty Pageant Preliminaries
(Fulton High Auditorium). Beauties from all over the
South compete for Miss International Banana Princess.
RESERVE — $1.50. GENERAL ADMISSION — $1.00.
8 P. M. TO 10 P. M
Inter-American Music Fiesta (Memorial Football Field). Music from Central and North
America. General Admission $1.50; Reserve $2.00.
8 P. M. TO ?
Lingo Games (Fulton City National Bank
Parking Lot) Bingo Games Played in Spanish, for Prizes
10c A Game.

MISS AMERICA'S DAY

YOUTH DAY

rv.sj

Bananas. No Admission.
2 A. M. TO 4:30 P. M
Soccer Match-Machete Contest
(Memorial Field) Honduras Vs. Costa Rica in Soccer. Machete Cutters from Central America demonstrate dexterity with machetes. $100.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3RD

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1ST.

Beauteous Banana Festival Princess Carol Glisson changes from her royal r o w n to

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

B A. M. TQ t l MODN ."
Banana Box Derby (Starting
Ggte^vill be located on Highway 45 South directly across
from Park Terrace Restaurant) Traffic will be re-routed.
No Admission.
2 P. M. T O 3:30 P M
Banana Movie (Fulton Theatre)
Movies from Central America. 20c Admission.
2 P. M. TO 4:30 P. M
Banana Olympics (Memorial Stadium)
Track and Field Events. — Adults $1.00, Children 50c.
6 P. M. TO MIDNIGHT
Banana-Rama (Lake Street) Big
Street Party with Talent Shows, Square Dancing, Twist
Contest — A Madri Gras. No Admission.
6 P. M. TO-MIDNIGHT
Lingo Games (Fulton-City National Parking Lot) Bingo Games Played in Spanish, for
prizes. 10c A Game.

8:15 A. M. T O 10:15 A M

Banana Pancake Breakfast

(Basement First Methodist Church) 75c a plate.
10:30 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M. Railroad Hand Car races. No Admission.
11 A. M. TO 12:30 P. M
Banana Bake-Off (First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall) Culinary display from the
World of Bananas No Admission.
11:30 TO 12:30 P. M
Milady's Miss America Noon Lunch
(South Fulton Cafeteria). Ladies have luncheon with Miss
America. $3.00 Ticket.
2 P. M. TO 4 P. M

Parade (2nd and Eddings to 2nd

and Carr to Carr and 4th to Lake To State Line To Broadway T o Henry I. Selgel Factory) with Miss America and
International Beauties.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2ND

4:30 P. M. TO 6:30 P. M
World's Largest Banana Pudding (Band Stand, Lake Street) FREE!! Over One Ton
Served in Dixie Cups. No Charge.

LATIN AMERICA D A Y

'vKl'EK PARADE

8:15 A. M TO 10:1} A. M

Banana Pancake Breakfast

(Basement of First Methodist Church) 75c a plate.
10:30 A. M. TO 11 A. M
Acceptance and Presentation
of International Awards by National Officials (Memorial
FootbaU Field.) No Admission.
11 A. M. TO 12 NOON
Governors,

Banana Shcot (Memorial Field)
Congressmen

shooting

bows and

FOR TICKETS
All tick eta, except thoae for Milady's Luncheon, featurint Miss
America of 1965 can be purchased
at the Chamber of Commerce office. Tickets for the Miss America
luncheon, may be purchased at
any of the Fulton drug stores.

IN OUR SPECTACULAR
PROGRAM OF EVENTS

CONGRATULATIONS

To the people of Fulton, Ky., and South Fulton, Tenn., who have spent their time and effort to prepare a great festival program of truly international scope, I extend my heartfelt good wishes. This event,
unlike any other in the United States, will accomplish many things; a better understanding of our Central American neighbors, a broader exchange of ideas, culture, commerce. Throughout the year, the festival will receive tremendous attention during various trade programs of the National Banana Association, and in my opinion, affords an excellent opportunity for even greater undertakings in the
years ahead.

RALPH LALLY, President
NATIONAL

BANANA

ASSOCIATION

arrows at

$1.00 A Plate.
8 P. M. TO 10 P. M

Everybody's Bar-B-Que (Downtown)
Al Hirt Show (Memorial Stadium)

General Admission — $2.50, Reserve — $3.00.
7:30 P. M. TO 10 P. M
Beauty Pageant Finals with Miss
America (Fulton High Auditorium) Reserve . . $2.00, General Admission — $1.50.
10 P. M. TO ?
Banana Princess Ball (Downtown General
Admission — $1.00.

Stale Department's Representative To
Festival Has Close Kentucky Kinfolks
Oliver L. Sause, (pronounced sow-say), director of
the Department of Central American Affairs will be the
State Department's official representative at the second
International Banana Festival on Latin-American Day.
Mrs. Sause, who will accompany her husband to the Festival will be returning to familar territory. She was born
in Kentucky. Mr. Sause will make the address of welcome at the program Friday morning when international
awards will be presented to Central American and
American countries.
All visiting dignitaries from the banana producing
countries will be recognized at this event to be held from
10:30 to 11:00 A. M. at Memorial Stadium.
Mr. Sause is a native of New
York. He was born on Long laland in 1917. He attended the
University of North Carolina and
pursued graduate studies in economics at New York University.

!

'

-

AT rr AGAIN!

Fulton, Ky.

.a

72x90-inch Blended

DRESSES

man and Austrian economic assistance programs.
In 1954 he was assigned to Madrid, Spain, as Senior Economist
for the U. S. military and economic aid programs in that country. In 1957 He was assigned to
Santiago, Chili, as Acting Director
of U. S. economic programs. In
1959 he returned to Washington
and became Deputy Regional Director for U. S. economic programs In Europe and Africa.

Prior to World War H he was
associated with the investment
firm of C. F. Childs and C o , Wall
Street, New York. In June 1M1
he entered the Armed Forces and
was with the 70th Infantry Division during combat in France
and Germany. Starting his military career as a private, Mr.
From August 1961 to June 1962
Sause ended with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the U. S. Army he was assigned for senior career
training
to the Industrial College
Signal Corps.
of the Armed Forces at Fort McMr. Sa use's experience has Nair, Washington.
focused to a considerable extent
In 1962 he became Director of
on foreign economic programs. economic programs for Central
After World War II he served in a America and Panama and in
civilian capacity in the U. S. Of- March 1964 We was made Director
fice of Military Government In of Central American Affairs, DeBerlin, Germany, where he was partment of State, an office rein charge of an office supervising sponsible for both political and
exports and import trade for economic affairs. In this capacity
West Berlin. His tour of duty in he reports direcUy to the AssistBerlin included the period of the ant Secretary of State for Latin
Soviet blockade and the airlift In American Affairs, Mr. Thomas C.
1948.
Mann.
Mr. Sau^e speaks Spanish and
Upon his return from Germany
Mr Sause joined the government German and his wife is fluent in
organization concerned with Im- Spanish. Their favorite hobbies
plementation of the Marshall Plan are bridge and travel.
where he was in charge of Ger-
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Novelty wsoves
Colorful prints
Dan River plaids
Drip-Dry softens
Smooth broadcloth

0
0
•

Printed Blankets

Contrasting
Buttons, b e w i j
*ic-*a< and

"Season's Hewers" pattern In six
color combinations.
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rocrtvo stylos* Indudod w i Wo
« , T-strops end stitched sHp-One.
tfy styled e e e * e deft by dotoilod.
H P S AT FT AGAIN! This is a
photo the News took lsst year
•howtna Dub Burnette making arfsr
making
the

A marvelous collection of now stylos, fabrics and
colors -that'll rote A-plus In any classrooml And the
•Iny price tags make your dollars stretch. Ouarai*
teed washable fabrics from the best mills. Make
year selections now I »-6x and 7-14.

99

^

Stock ar shadow oMHwod
In sixes 4 to 10.

ITALIAN STYLES LOAFERS ^ <» *» *3»

The Newa hasn't seen the genial
Dub around much, because we
Wear that he's rettin* everything
afl ready to make another "10 Oie
too of podding to feed some folks
who Just dropped tn." Dub's Pore
Milk Company is one of (he Banana Festival's most enthusiastic
I too!
Bananas boost energy—Ripebanana sugars are easily assimilated—resulting in a quick energy boost for young and old
alike.

Three Naval Uniis

THRIFT-PRICED FLATTIES

To Be In Festival

An outstanding selection of new ties, strops end pumps In smooth and ta»
styles. Mack or antique
lured leathers. Shawn above are
tan. Sixes 4 ta 1#»

Large-scale participation in the
Banana Festival of units from
Memphis Naval Air station has
been announced by the Festival
Association.
A navy bend from the air station will -perform In Latin American Day activities on Friday, October 2, and on the following day
will give a concert and march In
thte parade
A Navy drill team, called the
"Flying Rifles," and a newly-organized WAVE drill team will also
march in the parade.

Oliver L. Sause
2-B

The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 24, 1964

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT8,
FUI.TON-SOUTH FVLTOM!
The Banana Festival to a l most here! Write an easay on
"Why It is Important That We
Have Friends In South America." You can be a winner! First
prize is $25; second $15; third,
$10. Maximum length of essay
is 750 words. Type it or write it
in Ink. Do your best — write to
win! Deadline is September
23 rd.

KASNOW'S Invite You To Attend The 2nd
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL

jitj^trTB^irir

Women's Exciting New
BULKY KNIT

SWEATERS
$Q99
Sale! Laminated

Girls' Coats
Six
3-4x
(Reg. $ « . » )

$ g 9 9

Sizes 7-14
(Rsg. >10.99)

$ £ 9 9

Choice of two styles
one featuring
club collar and large patch pockets . . .
the other a chin-chin collar and (lash
pockets. Red, royal and beige In sizes
3-6x and 7-14.

and

5

SC99

Cardigans and slipover. . . . . |« floral patterns,
cable knit*, |acquard designs, bulky knits, novelty
knits. Solid colors and two-tones. Sixes 14 to 40.

GIRLS' SWEATERS
My.
m»4 Hdl «sMs MM st hl-Mk
Orfss* wry Ik u r n < a * M MIM.

_ »3»

LOW PRICE ON FALL HANDBAGS
Pouches, tates and dutches . . . .
for drossy or casual wear. Newest
shades In calf, patina, marshmallow plastic, tapestry and burlap.

SLACKS

Selection
Save Now

College and
Continental Styles

CHOIC

VISIT OUR NEW MODERN STORE
YOU ABE ALWAYS WELCOME!

KASNOW'S DEPARTMENT STORE
45 Years of Service to the Ken-Tenn Area
448 LAKE ST.

FULTON '

Drsss styles ore mads of royon-t /ion gabardins or rayon-nylen twist weavs fabric. Tailors'! for good lit and omfortabls wear. In
b'ock, charcoal, green, brov/n and navy. ColIsgs and continental styles corns In many fabrics including wash 'n wear printed cotton
satssn, mated glsn plaids, coMon-Zantrel
rayon nabard ne, 100% cotton thunderbird
twill. Plain front wilh tapered legs. Beige,
block, gray, blue, olivs, charcoal and grssn.
All styles availabls in sixes 28 to 42.

2

Regular and Preach Stylo
WOMEN'S U U FOtfiS

or Regular Dress Styles
With Plain cr Pleated Fronts

S099

Boys7

and

SCHOOL
SHOES
• Oxfords
• Slip-ons

II mm4 11H «* I.

Girls'

$]00
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i? proud to belong to the twin-city
community
WELCOME TO THE FESTIVAL
WELCOME TO OUR PLANTS
It has been our pleasure to be a part of the business life of
the twin cities for many years. The friendships we hare
made, the respect and admiration we hold for your will
to forge ahead, and the progress all of you have made
working together, makes us proud to share your
^m
growth. Congratulations on the tremendous efforts undertaken to stage another giant
Banana Festival.
AK

flPJ

[SUALS

99
It* io>

*3»

Sam Siegel

—The Siegel Family

•Mk

ard filer oriHqix

narthmolburlap.

199

Glenn Puckett, left, manager of the Henry L Siegel Fulton, Kentucky plant and Jim Huffine, manager of the South Fulton Tennessee plant examine a pair of the thousands of pants made in the two
plants annually. Both Glenn and Jim are dedicated Banana Festival
workers.

• MB S jjW? 4

ABOUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT
The illustration in this advertisement is part of the intensive national advertising program of the Henry I. Siegel Company. Appearing
in all the leading men's apparel magazines and periodicals in the
country, the H. I. S. label is becoming synonymous with distinctive
fashions everywhere.

Banana Festival Star A1 Hirl One Of Nation's Top Musicians
he does to and with
When big (he weigh. »•>*••> what he does as a
bearded, jovial, to citing A1 Hirt— the bandstand The Pied Piper has
a (olid showman to his finger- nothing over genial, compelling
tips—bringa hla bewitching trumpAlHbt
et into play, on TV, in a night
In Chicago, night life and mod u b or at a iimmmrth concert,
there's no doubt that here la the tion picture critic Sam Leaner
Create* exponent cf Jan and the wrote: "Hirt is acknowledged by
at this « B - many e x p e l s to Ue the greatest
trumpeter of our day. m s trumpet
ramous musicians — Andrew sang out again and again with
Kostelanetz, Tommy Doriey, Bay beauty and power rarely heard on
McKinley, Horace
Heidt, and the night life acene where noise
many othera—have travelled from and claptrap showmanship pass
His solo
many parts at the country to thrill for musicianship . . .
to A1 Hirt's trumpet magic. They trumpeting in "What's New?",
M n e d him "virtuoso of the trump- "Night and Day", "Jungle T o w n "
et" and gave curt with extrarvagant and "Cant We Be Friends?" were
praise ot a musician wno has, <*r- stunning expositions of a trumpet
ing the past IS years, remained in technique that must b e classed as
New Orleans chiefly because he's virtuosity . . Hirt's young men also
been content to stay at home with took solo turns that indicated the
his wife, Mary, and their eight individual brilliance of the master's youthful musical disciples."
children.
But on the occasions that Hirt
has accepted other dates, he's
made the town go wild about what

sound that for excitement ami ingenuity touches possibly a new
standard. Their two-beating has
a latitude and dimension that e x plodes with a compelling creativity
every note of the way. And from
start to finish, the Hirt crew had
the customers in a tumult that
veteran room staffers claim was

The inspiration for all this ecstatic praise had a classical as well
as a jazz training Hlrfs father,
Alois, a former policeman and
now a member at the New Orleans Police Board, and his mother encouraged young Al's love of
music. They sacrificed a great deal
to give him the best training and
education possible. A1 attended
the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music to gain the background
which permits him to go from the
wild atmosphere of Dan's Pier 800
to the concert stage with the New
Orleans Symphony and get the
And Variety, the show business same amazing reception at both
magazine, reported: "This New Or- levels of music.
leans-based crew
generates a

WELCOME,
FESTIVAL VISITORS!

Stop By And Eal With Us
When Yon're In Town!

THE '65 FORDS ARE HERE
After the Cincinnati Conservatory, Hirt entered military service,
served f o r four years, and on his
return Joined the Tommy and Jimm y Dorset? bands, Bay McKinley
(with whom he toured Europe f o r
o n e year), and Horace H e i d i
Then he settled down in New Orleans—where jazz had readied
ImriMwtiil heights—married s c d
set out to raise eight children.
Hirt said "No" to many attractive offers to leave New Orleans
and during the last IS years has
been acclaimed as one of the greatest Dixieland musicians evter to
come out of the birthplace of Jazz.

VARDEN-GOULDER MOTOR GO.
Mayfield Highway

Authorized Sales 8c Service

Phone 42

But Hirt—who knows the temper
of a crowd of music enthusiast!cs
—ranges the whole field of Jazz,
and refuses to be trapped into
beating o n e style to death. He's too
adept a dbowman for that, and
ewery piece stands on its own (like
a gem in the window of Tiffany's)
depending on the mood of Hirt and
his backers.
H e can climb from the dulcet,
caressing tones of a poignant ballad—where you can hear a pin
fall in the room—to the screaming
and flaming trumpet solos that
break like an atomic blast When
his audience has
heard
Hirt,
they've had it; and the news races
around town- That's why he plays
to crowds aprywherel

Guaranteed-Seaf
A1 Hirt Tickets
Are Selling Fast
Officials have expressed amazement at the way guaranteed-seat
advance tickets have been selling
for famed New Orleans jazz musician A1 Hirf s special performance
at the second International Banana
Festival on October 3.
Only 1S00 tickets have been put
on sale for this highlight of the
annual festival. Plans are to hold
the show outdoors, but if bad
weather forces the show inside,
only the holders of these guaranteed-seat advance tickets can be
accommodated. They are available
through the Chamber of Commlerce for $3.00 each.
Before his appearance at the
second International Banana Festival in Fulton and South Fulton,
Hirt will appear on the Andy Williams television show.
On November 26 he is to be
featured with Dean Martin on a
Thanksgiving TV special, and in
February will star on the Red
Skelton Show. He is also being
considered for acting roles in a
motion picture

K™N
BOOT BEEB - SANDWICHES - DRINKS
— CUBB SERVICE —
Martia Highway

-

i n k fulhra

V-B
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pAjoducti
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COMPANY
Ice Cream — Collage Cheese — Bailer
Chocolate Milk — Orange Jnice — Buttermilk

Have Fan Willi Us
__
A! The
Second
INTERNATIONAL BANANA
FESTIVAL

October 7 - 3

»OllEt»
ifUSTH'

FULTON, KY. — SOUTH FULTON, TENN

Be Our Guest!
WHEN WE SERVE THE ~
WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA PUDDING
BIGHT AFTER THE PARADE
AT THE LAKE STREET BANDSTAND

This Is the Purs Milk Company float ln last year's giant
parade. We will have another float this year, with our
one-ton banana pudding, refrigerated and made to suit
your taste.

YOU'LL AGREE that Banana Pudding Made
With PURE MILK CO. Boiled Costard Suits
The Taste of Any Queen...or King!
ENJOY

THREE

BIG D A Y S

OF F O N . E X C I T E M E N T ,
Exhibits, Beauty Queens, Famous
American And Central American
Talent,

FREE

BANANAS.

PURE MILK WELCOME
TO ALL OF YOU FROM
ALL OF US
ASK FOR PURE MILK PRODUCTS
While You're In The Twin Cities

9-A

Fulton Boosters Of Banana
Festival Visitors In Mayfield

Volunteer publicity workers
from Fulton's second annual International
Banana
Festival,
from October 1 through October
J. swung through West Kentucky
yesterday on an official welcome
tour.
Official invitation for the people of Mayfield and the West
Kentucky area to visit Fulton
during the Banana Festival was
extended by the group.
ln a motor caravan swing
through the West Kentucky areas
of Fulton, Murray. Hardin. Benton and Mayfield. the representatives extended a formal invitation to officials to attend the
Festival, which is rapidly becoming nationally known.
Sponsored by the Twin Cities
of Fulton, Kentucky, and South
Fulton. Tennessee, the Banana
Festival calls attention lo the
fact that Fulton is the "Banana
Crossroads ol America ". The
tropical fruit, arriving in New
Orleans from foreign countries,
is shipped by train into Fulton
where the loaded box cars are
inspected and re-iced for routing
throughout the country. Over
ihree and one-half billion pounds
of b?nanas passed through Fulton in the last decade, officials
say.

Of special interest this year
is the appearance of Governors
JEEPSTER IN PARADE
The "Legion Jeepster" will appear in the huge parade of the
Second International Banana Festival on Saturday, Oct. 3. Tom
Call of Dresden, adjutant of the
American Legion Post No. 94, has
advised the parade committee.

and aides from Kentucky and
Tennessee, the famed Jazz musician Al Hirt and his group, and
the new Miss America, who will
be crowned tomorrow night
Many other headline attractions will be presented. Soccer
matches between Costa Rica and
Honduras teams add an international flavor. Machete exhibitions by Central Americans who
use the large knives to harvest
crops will be seen. A beauty pageant to select Miss International
Banana Princess," to succeed
Carol Glisson. Fulton. 1964 Princess. will be judged beginning at
7 30 p. m.. Saturday. October S.
Miss America will crown the new
Princess
A Kentucky Colonel banana
pancake breakfast, a grand parade with visiting bands and
beautiful floats, a banana bakeofi contest, the Banana Princess
grand ball, inler-American music
fiesta, a banana pancake breakfast for all. street parades and
mid-way. banana Olympics, lingo
games - played like bingo hut
conducted in Spanish - and numerous other attractions give a
Mardi Gras air to the Festival.
Bi'l ColtreU. executive secretary. says to plan now to attend,
beginning Thursday. October 1
through Saturday, October 3, in
Fulton.
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WELCOME! „
^FESTIVAL
VISITO

Us And We

Mayor Harry Vandergriff, of Mayfield, Is being officially welcomed to Fulton's second annual Inter national
Festival by Mrs M arete Owens, member of a good-will motor caravan which toureM
West Kentucky. The group, extending an Invitation to everyone to attend the Festival, October 1 through
October 3, Included: Nancy Bushart, Mrs. Betty Bin ford, Mrs. Ann Peterson, Mrs. Ann Hunt, Carol
Dunn, Peggy Crews, Fulton County Sheriff Joe Campbell, Eddie Moore, John McAllster and Duncan
Bushart, all of Falton.

ok Forward

MAC and FAY IN PARADE
Mrs. Fay McNatt will again be
doing some of her unusual and
lovely designing when she enters
a float in the Second International
Banana Festival parade, from the
Mac and Fay Flower Shop.
"HOME

WELCOME,
FESTIVAL VISITORS!

OWNED

AND
HOME

OPERATED"

510 BEN FRANKLIN 5-10
LOCALLY O W N E D

NATIONALLY

KNOWN

200 LAKE STREET

Chile Town Named For Kentucky
KENTUCKY FLAG waves over community center of "Kentucky," Chile during dedication ceremonies of the new housing development which was constructed with U. S. assistance under the Alliance for Progress. "Kentucky" is
one of 35 rural villages, each named for a U. S. state, built in southern Chile
to relieve a serious housing shortage caused by the devastating earthquakes of
May, 1960.
TAKE IT

WESTERN AUTO STORE
204 LAKE STREET

To Our Festival Visitors....

O ^ T OF
THE A T T I C . . .
ANTIQUE IT I

Muclio-

audio-

en

conocesde

IN ENGLISH THAT MEANS---

GLAD TO MEET YOU

.ANTIQUING
m & i EASY

. . . And we hope we do meet you when you attend our second annual Banana Festival. But even more>we hope that w e
may see you in our town often, lo shop in our modern retail stores, to attend our churches, to patronize our wholesale

WITH MARTIN SENOUR
PROVINCIAL COLOR GLAZE

outlets, our professional people, to visit our industries. Actually, we hope that you will have such a good time here

Simply "paint, glaze, wipe" to
tum a marred, scarred attic relic
into a handsome antique, a decorator accent piece! With Martin
Senour's Provincial Color Glaze,
you don't even remove old paint,
varnish or stain. Forget about
scars and scratches. Just paint,
glaze, wipe. Choose deep vibrant
colors for handsome accent pieces
or soft delicate tints for feminine
French Provincial effects. Ideal for
unfinished furniture, too. Everything you need is right in the kit!

and you enjoy our hospitality so much, that some day we may have the extreme pleasure of saying "Howdy
Neighbor." Our welcome to you is robust and enthusiastic. Our hope that you will come back is humble and sincere.

We are proud of these assets:
Churches... Farming Activities . . . Schools • • • Hospitals... Utilities
. . . Labor Supply... Industries . . . Retail Trade . . . Climate
Tourist Accomodations - Transportation

A Paradise For Sportsmen - Organizations

FULTON-SOUTH FULTON
EXCHANGE FURNITURE GO.
Commercial AT*.

Fallon

Phone 35

Chamber of Commerce

....The Lady of the House

9-A

All Of Us At

Mrs. Eddie Morris, wife of the founder of Melrose Chemicals
MELROSE
OVEN
CLEANER
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MELROSE
CHEMICALS

I
E

CORDIALLY INVITE YOU

\mm sm

TO THE SECOND
INTERNATIONAL
,1!

...The Manager of the Sales
Floyd Plummer, Odessa. Texas, regional sales manager

BANANA FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 27-OCTOBER 3

OVEN
CLEANER

WELCOME VISITORS and DISTINGUISHED GUESTS
VISIT OUR PLANT WHILE YOU'RE HERE

Takes The Work
Out Of Oven Cleaning

Mill ieii 4fOU tluitSOLD IN PROGRESSIVE STOHES EVEHYWHERE

on the opening day of the Banans

Bond And Trophy
Are Derby Awards
A »100 bond and a trophy will
be awarded to the winner of the
"Banana Box Derby" to be held

rertival Oct. 1, it wes announced
at a meeting of prospective participant. Tuesday night
Members of the South Fulton
Boasters d u b , which Is sponsor-

10_B
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.
•. —
tag the
h i . car in t h . American Soap Box
the deUiis of the D
e
A
y
In Atoon, Ohio, eartiw this
more of Paducah A o w e d slides
• «
of his son's building and racing

Store Hours:
Monday Thru Friday - 9:00 A. M. To 5:00 P. M.
Saturday - »:00 A. M. To 8:00 P. M.
USE OUR REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT
-

Kn*hmir

DRAPERIES
of Owens-Corning
Fiberglass in
Burlap Weave
• WHITE
» CHAMPAGNE

John Joe Campbell, chairman
of the Banana Olympics, is t o day making known plans to execute this event. Mr. Campbell is
a member of the Lions Club,
which js the sponsor.
Committees have been named
and are hard at work. They are:
Billy Gore and J. E. McNatt, decorations; Jim Huffine
and
Bobby Scates, costumes; Wendel
Butts and Kenneth Crews, rules
and judges; Joe Treas and Rev.
John Piatt, applications;
George Cox and Roy Cocke, parking;
Lawson Roper and Dr. R.
T.
Peterson, tickets; Charles Wade
Andrews and Dick Armstrong,
field marking; Raymond Benedict and Vyron Mitchell, publicity; Glenn Veneklassen
and
James Warren, awards;
and
Guy Fry and Earl Lohaus, pro-

$

3

gram.
Rules for entrants have been
established and here they are;
1. Applicant must be a student
regularly attending school.
2. Applicant must not be beyond 6th grade.
3. Applicant must be 11 or 12
years old.
4. All participants must complete application through their
school.
5. All participants must agree
eacli event an it" by ttie final" decislon of the Judges.
. The Banana Olympics will be
open to students of this area.
Events for the boys are 60 yard
dash, 220 yard run. 880 yai;d run,
60 yard hurdle, 440 yard relay,
880 yard relay, high Jump, broad
jump, Banana throw, shot-put,
and discus.
Girls may enter for a
60
yard dash, 220 yard run, 60 yard
hurdle, 440 yard relay,
high
Jump, and Banana throw.

The Illinois Central Railroad
Service Club is planning to operate
a food booth on Lake Street during the Banana Festival. Thomas
Mahan, representing the club, told
the festival association that all
money the booth makes will be
turned over to the festival.
Mrs. Nathan Wade, wife of the
president of the festival association, said, "The generosity of the
volunteer service is certainly in-,
dicative of the wonder co-operatiou and graciousness of the people of these two communities."

PALM BEACH

LORRAINE

VAN HEUSEN

PHOENIX
ALLIGATOR

G0SSARD

PEQUOT

DONNKENNY

MORGAN JONES

SHIP 'N SHORE

JUSTIN

BUXTON

AS" x 63"

WEMBLEY

H.I.S.

(Pdl. Weakb

PAIR

43" x 84'

Beautiful quality Celanese acetate fabric Is
in Venetian-type self design that's rich and
handsome . . . champagne, green, gold, or
white. The cotton lining gives It weight, makes
U hang better too.

Matching quilted spread,
Twin size

$10.00

Double size

$12.00

Ombre Striped

DRAPERIES

ESQUIRE

^

3

PAIR

MALL0RY

HUSH PUPPIES

'ScnA

^

4

84"

PAIR

Matching tailored spread,
twin and double-bed sizes

#7.

ZEPHYR

DRAPERIES

MUNSINGWEAR
PARIS

48"x

A washable rayon acetate fabric in multttone
shaded stripes of gold-bronze, melon-brownbeige, or blue-green. Outstanding value* i t our
prices.

150

48
$

BETTY BARCLAY

^

DRAPERIES

48"x 63"

BRADLEY

CANNON

^

Fully Lined

Word has been received from
Miss Ana Maria Crespo of the
Central GuatemaJan Tourist Bureau, that Guatemala will be sending a weaver to display the ancient
art of weaving throughout the
week of the festival.
Also coming to the festival will
be a r'epresentative of the tourist
bureau who will assist in arrangements for a display of Guatemalan
paintings, pottery, and crafts of
all kinds.
BEAUTY IN PARADE
This is in connection with the
display of arts and crafts from
An application for parade entry
South and Central America and
was received recently by the Memthis country which is intended to
phis Area Chamber of Commerce.
demonstrate the coincidence of inThe Second International Banana
terest between this area and Latin
Festival is proud to announce that
America.
,
they will sponsor a convertible
Mrs. Robert Rudolph, who is
for "Miss Memphis." The newly
chairman of this event, has spent
crowned beauty queen is Miss
much time this sumrrter touring
Mary Driver.
Kentucky and Tennessee

BATES

PAIR

Guatemalan Bureau
To Help Festival

SINCE 1863

CORO

5 0 " x 84"

To Be In Festival

The House of Famous Labels

HANSEN

» MELON

Not only very good-looking but baa s twoyear color guarantee, washes perfectly, needs
absolutely no Ironing, will not stretch or shrink,
you'll love this weave tool

ICRB Service Club

Plans Announced For
Banana Olympic Here
Over the huge crown in the a rean falls a expectant
quiet,
when suddenly the audience rises to
its feet as one and a
mighty
cheer
Issues forth as
they glimpse the entrance of the
marathon runner with
torch
held high. Thus the beginning of
the Olympic Games. This might
be the scene this summer
in
Japan as this event is ushered
in,, but we will see it first hand
(on a bit smaller scale) as part
pt the International Banana Festival.

50" x 63"

ecutive secretary of the Festival. With htm
was George Barnes, center, executive-secretary of the National Banana Association tn
New Orleans, La., and Fulton Rotary President James Needham.

Visitors from the Internationa] Banana
Festival heap the South American fruit on
President Oliver GiUiam at a meeting of the
Union City Rotary Club. Guest speaker at
the meeting was William L. Cottrell, left, ex-

• GOLD
• AVOCADO

5

PAIR

4 8 x8 4
$

FC.

A hearter-ihan-uaual weight ot Flberglas material In an elegant woven pattern . . . choose
whlta, linen color, sapphire or fold. Handsome for rooms with s formal decor.

All 4 styles are also available
in other widths.

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY

-

ept 24, 1964
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Festival ThemeProject-Unite Us
Pleases Official

i Soap Box
I Ohio, earlier this

SPECIALS from
JONES AUTO PARTS

EMBAJADA DE COSTA RICA
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006
August 29, 1964
Dear Mr. Cottrell!

Jerry Van Dyke

Comedian Jerry Van Dyke To
Perform At Banana Festival
America's
outstanding young
, Jerry Van Dyke, has acthe invitation ot the InterI Banana Festival Board to
otertain as Master of Ceremonies
t the Inter-American Music Fiesta
the Festival program unon Thursday, October 1,
Music Ffcsta will highlight
Friday evening activities in
three day, star-studded interational program In Fulton, KenWith Jerry Van Dyke perform j as Master of Ceremonies, the
nter-Amerlcan Music Fiesta will
nt the talents of the GuateArmy Marimba Band, a
^olk Dance group representing the
of Costa Rica, and musientertainment from North

residents of Fulton, Kentucky—
South Fulton, Tennessee, along
with the National Banana Association, the Festival is motivated
by a sincere desire to reveal the
coincidence of interests that lie on
a parallel course with our country
and those banana-producing countries to the south of us. The program, designed to create opportunities for friendships and understanding between North and
South Americans, will have as its
theme, "Project—Unite Us."
Known as the "Banana Crossroads of America;" the Fultons
serve as a redistribution center
for bananas shipped from Central
and South America banana-producing countries to points throughout the United States and Canada.

Representing
musical
talent
the United States at the In•r-American Music Fiesta are
Bertha Wenzel, with songs
the Packet boat Era, the
i Dot Kids, w h o will perform
[ Kentucky Running Set, Aunt
Jemima, offering four American
pirltuals, and the Hickory Hill
ingers, w h o recently performed
t the National Folk Music Festl-

HICKMAN IN PARADE
The parade of the Second International Banana Festival promises
to be a spectacle long remembered
in this area as floats, bands, drill
teams and many other entries are
being received dally, according to
Frank LeMaster, parade chairman.
The Chambw of Commerce ot
Hickman has announced that they
will enter a f l o a t Ardel Fields la
S p o n s o r e ^ y businessmen and In• • charge.
*
*
-»
' » * — — ••
• '*

WE

WELCOME

I wish to acknowledge your correspondence of the last weeks In
regard to the International Banana
Festival, to be held In Fulton,
Kentucky, October 1 to 8, 1964.
Please accept my apologies for
not having written before, but
when your first letters arrived I
was at the hospital where I underwent surgery, and later on I was
out of the city convalescing and
trying to get some rest.
I have read with the utmost interest the arrangements you and
the members of the Committee
have carried out in order to make
of this Festival a real success. I am
delighted to learn ot the art and
handicraft exhibits you are preparing, and that a Costa Rican
folklore group and soccer team
will participate.
It gives me great pleasure to accept your kind invitation to speak
at the Festival. I will prepare my
speech along the lines you have
suggested.
I take this opportunity to convey to you and the members of the
Committee warm congratulations
for this idea. I am sure the Festival will be a further step In
strengthening the friendly ties between our peoples, through its
"PROJECT—UNITE US" theme.
Sincerely yours,
Gonzalo J. Facio
Ambassador of Costa Rica

COMMERCIAL AVE.

INTERNATIONAL

$3.25

15c each or 7 for $1.00
EVEREADY

SINGLE AERIALS

Spot Light With Battery
$3.50

(FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS OF CARS)

$2.95

BOCK BOTTOM PBICES ON

PORTABLE

ELECTRIC

HEATERS

BEF0BE JACK FB0ST CONES.
YOU

HAVE THREE MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM — FITS ALL

AIR KING MODEL AIR KING MODEL
FH 10N
Size 15" High
7 3-4" Deep
17" Wide
Push Button Control
Step-up Model
1650-1200 Watts
5600-4100 BTU
Regular $34.00 Value

110 VOLT

OUTLETS.

AIR KING MODEL

HF6

HR2

Size 11 1-2" High
15" wide, 7 1-2" Deep

Size 11 1-2" High
15" wide 4 3-4" Deep

1650 Walls
5600 BTU

1320 Walls
4500 BTU

*

Regular Price $21.95

Our Price $ 19.95

Regular Price $19.95

Our Price $14.95 [Our Price $12.95

Every Model with these extra VALUE features for greater value —
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!
"For Greater Efficiency" Automatic Thermostat
Tor Greater Safely" Automatic tip over swilch and safely grills.
'Tor Greater Convenience" Lightweight - Truly portable with built in carry handle.
'Tor Greater Beauty" Slim, Trim luggage type styling, Cloud-Gray baked enamel.

j

We Invite You To Stop By For

YOU

THE

(FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS OF CARS)

(No. 935 & 950)

e • mm

TO

TWIN AERIALS

FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES

Now Being Sold

FERRY-MORSE F L O A T
Joe Sanders, who was in charge
of the flower-covered float from
Ferry-Morse Seed Company in the
Banana Festival parade last year,
will take over those same duties
again this year. He is also on the
decorations committee for the
Banana Princess ^eauty pageant.

FULTON

EVEREADY

Festival Tokens
Official Banana Festival souvenlors are now on sale at the
following places: C. A. Turner's
Gift Barn, Derby Resturant,
Derby Gift Shop. Park Terrace
Restaurant and Gift Shop and
the Klngsway Motel.
Festival officials urged all local citizens to buy these souvenirs as a means of publicising
the Festival.
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Visit During Your

A

Stay Here

ICE COLD BEER
By The-Case-Carton-Or
Your

Favorite

Can. All

Brands

Complete Stocks!

WHISKEY
WINES
GINS
BEER
ROM
By The Bottle Or By The Case

4fG*4, came, ta
the.

U

Qedioal

UiSte to-

oilU

K.P.'s LIQUOR STORE
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON, KY.

12-B
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No Banana Harvest In Fulton, But Festival Sowing
Seeds For Latin American Friendships
In the twin cities of Fulton, Ky. and South Fulton,
Tenn. the 7000 citizens live by a dynamic creed that
goes about like this: "The difficult we do right away.
The impossible takes just a little bit longer."
Having accomplished the difficult task of staging a
fantastically successful Banana Festival in nine short
weeks last fall, the cities earned the undisputed title of
"The Banana Crossroads of America."
Now working enthusiastically on the "impossible''
facet of their creed, it looks mighty like the twin cities
will henceforth be known as a branch office State Department, "anxious to know you" diplomatic corps and
the good shepherd of a flock of people-to-people programs, whose harvest will be a bountiful crop of healthy
understanding between Fulton, Ky. - Tenn. and the banana producing countries of Central America.
Impossible though it may seem to others, there is
nary a twin citian who does not view the Banana Festival as a long range program to solidify relationships
between North America and Central America.
For the annual Banana Festival
in Fulton, Ky. - Tenn. is a program with heart, with vigor, with
imagination, with determination
and dedication. Many large philanthropic foundations, certain State
Department agencies and other
groups have endorsed the Latin
American phase of the program
with enthusiasm and good wishes,
but with a "wait-and-see" attitude
as far as financial help is concerned.
The Banana Festival planners,
proceeding with the consummate
faith that where there's a will,
there's a way, not only will show,
but they also have placed the responsibility f o r winning world
peace on their collective and individual shoulders.
Even though the twin cities of
Fulton, Kentucky, and South Fulton, Tennessee, are two thousands
miles from the nearest banana
plantation, .the community Is as
^located in the heart of Central
America.
When the Second International
Banana Festival Is held October
1-8, visitors, too, will sense a close
kbiehlp with the banana-producing republics ot Latin America.
While—of course—no bananas
are grown in the twin cities in farwestern Kentucky and Tennessee,
they are "the banana crossroads
of the United States" and "the
banana capital at the nation."
For many years the community
has prided Itself on the fact that
it 1s the center of the nation's banana distribution. Fulton Is located
half-way between New Orleans,
the country's greatest banana port,
and Chicago and Is in the center of
the Eastern half of the United
States.
As the hub of five lines, Fulton
is the main diversion point on the
Illinois Central Railroad, the biggest carrier of the finger-shaped
fruit after it arrives in New Orleans and Mobile by ship from
Guatemala, Ecuador,
Honduras
Panama, and Costa Rica.

tival. It was a mammoth undertaking which envolved the energies,
enthusiasm, and strong wills of the
entire community. It was such a
spectacular success that lt was
given nation-wide press, radio, and
television coverage Including c o v -

ing is easy communication, the
months before the Festival will see
Fulton and South Fulton become
the world's largest Spanish Class.
The tremendous energy and enthusiasm the citizens of the Twin
Cities threw into last year's Festival indicates that by the time the
three-day Festival begins October
1, almost the entire community
will be able to welcome and communicate with the many important
representatives of of the bananaproducing countries who will be
honoreB guests at the Festival.
Festival officials
have been
working closely with the United
States Department of State and
the Fan American Union to develope the program for Latin
American Day, October 2. Many
events are planned f o r that day
and throughout the Festival to
carry out the theme of international understanding.
All the Schools in the Fulton
area will be asked to sponsor the
writing of essays entitled "Why It
Is Important That W e
Have
Friends in Latin America."
Latin American Day expresses
Fulton's feeling that in having
various officials and representatives of certain Latin American
countries come to the Internation-

and crafts of our country.
An exchange oI musical talent
between certain Central American
countries and the United States
will also be held in connection
with the Second International
Banana Festival. The Pan-American Union's headquarters in Washington is co-operating in arranging to have a large number of
Latin American musicians and
musical groups in Fulton to participate ln the Inter-American folk
fiesta.
An Inter-American soccer game
will be included as a part of the
Latin American program of the
Festival. The sport is very popular ln Latin American countries;
teams from Costa Rica, Ecuador,
and Honduras will stage a match
to show Americans a sample of the
sport that is to them what football
is to us.
Another feature of the program
to increase understanding of Latin
America will be the showing, dally
throughout the festival, of a movie
picturing the story of the banana
industry as it relates to each individual country, as well as information about the countries themselves. The film will be produced
with the aid of the State Department, Pan American Union, and

The shoot will involve the governors of Kentucky and Tennessee
and other officials competing at
hitting bunches of bananas hung
from football goal posts. Just to
make things more interesting, the
contestants will use bows and arrows.
The banana split will be what its
name Implies—if the soda fountain connotation is forgotten. Representatives from each of the banana-producing countries will test
their skills in the precision splitting bananas with machetes.
For glamor, a beauty review
will lead to the crowning of a new
International
Banana
Princess
who will serve for one year as
the official representative of the
American banana industry.

Members of the Uons Club "huddle" after one of their
meetings to make plans for the colorful Banana Olympics.

The desire of the people of Ful
ton and South Fulton to establish
people-to-people friendships witl
Latin America is not even waitint
for the Festival to begin. The citizens of the Twin Cities are alread:
engaged in a drive to provide re
ceiving blankets for many area'
of Latin America where womer
are so poor that they are nov
forced to carry their babies homi
from the hospital wrapped ii
newspapers.

Here Are A Few

Warren

points to a

map

Chiefs Elmer Mansfield (left) and Richard

showing Frank Le Master parade

the Banana Bake-off.

Myatt will figure out the traffic problem.

marshal, where the line-up forms.

To help bridge differences in
environment, circumstance, and
language, and to bring hearts and
minds closer, an exhibition will
display throughout. the Festival
arts and crafts of Latin America
that coincide with similar arts

the banana-producing countries.
A soap box derby — called a
"banana box derby", of course —
will signal the beginning of the
first day of the Festival on October
1.
In this year of. the Olympic
Games in Tokyo, Fulton will
stage its own "Banana Olympics"
as a part of the Festival activities.
All the ceremonies of the regular
Olympics will be observed, Including the carrying of the symbolic torch—now
shaped like a
banana.
The importance of the railroads
that made Fulton "the banana
Capital of the World" will be saluted with races of old-fashioned
hand cars. The Illinois Central,
which carries Fulton's bananas,
will provide an exhibit of rail
equipment.
All kinds of contests will be in

Inter-American Arts & Crafts Exhibit Mrs. Williamson
Has Top Design
Opens Here Sunday, September 27th In Flag Contest
Mrs E. E. Williamson sutinitted the winning design in the Banana Festival's competition for an
official flag, the board of directors
announced today. The design submitted by Miss Carol Dixon of
South Fulton placed second, and
Mrs. Doyle Shupe received honorable mention.
M r s Williamson's design will
b e reproduced on cloth snd flown
as the official symbol of the festival. The flag Is to be green with
a yellow border. In the center is a
circle
with "International Banana Festival" written around the
outside edge and another circle of
hands of bananas inside It.
In the center is an outline drawing of North and South America.
Beneath the emblems in the center Is a scroll with the festlvsl's
theme. "Project—Unite Us" written on R, snd below thst the words
T u l t o n , Ky.-South Fulton, Tenn."
boseo an hombre que liable
espanoll

Shown at ten Is the Avenue of
Powers, who supervised,

the

but Police

Linda

The men with a nightmare . .

co-chairmen, are shown here making plans for

Government agencies ln Washington are enthusiastic about the
Festival's contributions to good
relations between
the
United
States and Latin America, and the
Rockefeller Foundation has said
that what is done in the second
Banana Festival could make Fulton - South
Fulton become a
model or pilot town under the A1 liance for Progress pregram.

Mrs. Robert Rudolph (right) arts and crafts chairman la showing a painting to Mrs. Nathan Wsde
and Norman White, who are co-chairmen ot the
Inter-American Music Fiesta.

swarms of floats, bands, beauties,
military units, drill teams, horses,
old cars, ponies, mules, and anything else that can move along the
route. Everybody loves a parade,
and this one will be an extravaganza.

Mrs. R. V. Putnam (left) and Mrs. James Green,

al Banana Festival they will be
able to see first-hand what kind
of people populate a small community located between the midwestem and southern sections of
America-

Sunday, 8ept. 27, will be a big
day ln Fulton-South Fulton, as
it m^rks the opening of the
Second International
Banana
Festival, Inter-American
Arts
and Crafts Exhibit.
Mr. Jose Oarcla, of the P a n American Union, notified the
chairman, Mrs. Robert Rudolph,
that this fabulous art display,
^coming f r o m nine banana producing nations of Central and
South America, has been shipped
and will arrive for this Important cultural event.

The Fulton Rotary Club had the pleasure of hearing dynamic BU
Cottrell tell of his various travels ln connection with the festival. Mr.
Cottrell Is executive secretary of the International Banana Festival
others In the photo, left to right, are: Larry Metcalfe of New Orleans
with the National Banana Association; Bob Morgan, [(resident of th(
Rotary Club; Mr. Cottrell and Nathan Wade, festival president.

Miss America will hold the spotlight in the most spectacular event
in the three-day Festival—a fivemile-long parade on October 3.
Last year's much less ambitious
The parade will be followed by
parade attracted more than 25,000 the serving of the world's largest
people to Fulton-South Fulton, a banana pudding, which will be big
town of only 7,000.
enough to serve thousands of FesThis year's parade will feature tival visitors.

Festival Needs Many To Do Much

erage on NBC's Huntley-Brinkley
news report and fourteen minutes
on the Steve Allen Show.
While the first Festival was sort
of a homage paid by Fulton's citizens to the industry that has been
a central feature of their local
pride, this year's festival is motivated by a sincere desire to reveal
the co-incidence of interests that
lie parallel to those of our counFrom 2,000 to 2,500 refrigerated try and those countries to the
cars of bananas come Into the south of us.
Twin Cities from the Gulf coast - T h e people of Fulton and South
each and every month. The car- Fulton realize the great need for
loads of delicate fruit are all Im- international understanding, and
mediately rtMced to prevent spoil- the program of the Second Interage and aire speedily sent out all national Banana Festival is deover the country.
signed to create opportunities for
Last year the town's interest in friendships and understanding bethe five and one-half billion tween North Americans and Latin
pounds of bananas handled in the Americans. The theme of the FesFulton redistribution centers in tival is "Project—Unite Us."
the last decade manifested itself ln
Feeling that the firmest foundathe 1963 International Banana Fes- tion for international understand-

Appropriate ceremonies will
usher in this arts and c r a f t s e x hibit, Including the works of
artists and craftsmen f r o m 10
countries to further the theme
of Project-Unite Us.
The works of artists f r o m a
large area of
Kentucky
and
Tennessee, will be included In
the showing, through the c o operation of this people to people project.

eluded as Festival activities. A
special attraction will be a "banana
shoot" and a "banana split."

Americas and

worked on and

at the right, kneeling

is W. D

generslly "built" the avenue. Standing be-

hind him is C. N. Glover, a City of Fulton employee. Mr. Pow ers Is works supervisor
for the City.

ifiarles Gregory at left is shown brushing up on his ftpanlah from one of the signs
displayed on local stores Jose Otano, at right, conducted thte Spanish leaaon of the air.
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To The

Fulton Mayor Gilbert DeMyer (left)., holds a copy of the SO-page Festival Pros-ram handbook that has
been compiled to delineate every phase of the p r o f r a m and Its operation this year. Others in the pboto,
left to right are President Wade, Advisor Bill Scott and Treasurer Lamaseus.

Fulton Group Aids
Hospital In Quito

OCTOBEB 1-2-3,1964

By RON JOHNSON
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
FULTON, Ky., June 27 — "Operation Brigade for Baby Blankets" has almost reached the
completion stage here.
Dozens upon dozens of baby
blankets have been received by
the International Banana Festival committee for collection and
ghipment to Rimmer Memorial
Hospital in Quito, Ecuador.

HELP EAT THE

LARCE BANANA PUDDING

MISS AMERICA 1965

The blankets, collected by
women of the Twin Cities in connection with the theme of the banana festival, "Project—Unite
Us," will be distributed to needy
mothers of newborn babies leaving the hospitaL
It is another of the efforts in
keeping with the goal of the
19M festival — to establish people-to-people relations with peoples of Latin American countries, the committee announced.
What Better Way?
Mrs. Hendon Wright of Fulton
originated the idea after reading that many new mothers in
some of the countries were so
poor that they did not have any
type of material in which to
wrap small babies brought into
tha world.

Aiid Other Reigning Beauties
Siegel Folks Lend A Hand
As is their custom to help In every worthwhile civic undertaking,
employees of the Henry I. Siegel plant in Fulton, Ky. dropped what
they were doing to wrap many bundles of baby blankets for shipment
to Rimmer .Memorial Hospital In Quito, Ecuador as one of the Banana
Festival's person-to-person programs of good neigh borllnees. In the
photo at left, Ralph Work neatly addresses the bundles, Harold Taylor wraps them in heavy brown paper, and James Perry takes tlmfc
out from his handling process to pose for the . News
photographer.
Mrs. Hendon Wright, smiles happily because of the hundreds of blankets collected everywhere to send to the hospital.

GIGANTIC PARADE OCT. 3

LAKE. STREET

FULTON, KY,

MISS CAROL G US.SON
..Intaruortanal Tlsnany Ihrinross

SIZE UP THESE SENSATIONAL
SHOE SAVINGS IN OUR HUGE
"

SELECTION

.. i

Family fun in smart shoe styles starts
here and now with a fabulous selection of
fashionables for everyone from little
daughter to D a d . Hurry in . . . the
values are m a k i n g budget newsl
We are Fulton's only COMPLETE shoe SIOTO, where all the family can find shoes
in a price range to fit their b u d g e t . . . in brand names you know. Come in now
and let's get acquainted! We are slocking as many widths and styles for All age
groups as possible, from tiny tots to grandparents, and our goal is to please YOUl
Every bit of our stock is brand new.

LEFT: Interior, from the front.
That's Mr. Bay standing in front of
some ot the shelves laden with hundreds of new fall and winter shoes,
and shipments continue to arrive almost dally.

L I F T : Mrs. Wllbnrn
(Ludlle)
Holloway and Mrs.
Bsy show s pretty new
purse to s customer.

JOHN C. ROBERTS
RED GOOSE

shoes for men
shoes for children

GRACE WALKER and NATURAL
POISE (by Wohl) shoes for ladies.

BAY family SHOE
(NEXT

TO EVANS

DRUG

STORE)

FULTON.

KY.

Goodwill Ambassadors
To Host Dignitaries
"The kind of community we live in, the hospitable
folks who live here, and the neighborliness of a small
town is the impression we want our distinguished guests
to get when they visit here," William Scott said today in
naming a group of local people to serve on the host and
hostess committee of the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber
of Commerce. "The members will serve as ambassadors
of goodwill to our visitors," Mr. Scott added.

Member, of the executive board ef the Banana Fe. tival Association, in one of their many meetings were
ia a happy mood at the national response they are r eoetvlng on this year's Latin-American rood neighbor
program. Seated clockwise are: Frank LeMaster, Fal ton Mayor Gilbert DeMyer, Mrs. Bob Morgan, President Nathan Wade, BUI Scott, Floyd Martin, O. L. Lamascu. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling, who WM a
number of the esxecutive beard when the photograph was made.

BANANA FESTIVAL SPECIAL

*

The committee will serve all
three days of the festival, making
sure that our L»tin and North
American guests are given the
kind of hospitality for which the
twin cities have become famousA partial list of hosts and hostesses is being named today. Nathan Wade, president of the festival association said, "These ambassadors of good-will are mosi
important in that they will creatc
a good impression upon our guest
to the communities"
Those volunteering were Mr

*

One Soecial Group

FALL SUITS

and Mrs. Herbie Hunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Max McDade, Dr. and Mrs.
Bob Peterson, Mr. and Mrs Charles
Binford, Dr. and Mrs Ward Bushart, Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Poe, Dr.
and Mrs. Andrew Nelson, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Adams, Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Armstrong. Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Stokes, Mr. and Mrs Arch Huddleston, Mr. and Mrs Grady Varden, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd, J r ,
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Nanney,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bruce, Mr. and
Mrs. Wick Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fields, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Homra, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Caldwell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Walker, Mrs. Ethel McDanlel,

Good styles, good patterns;
priced to $70.00; BANANA
SPECIAL:

$19.00
One Special Lot

FALL SP0BT COATS
Newest styles and colors;
priced to $40.00
BANANA SPECIAL:
WE SPECIALIZE in hard-to-nt men—small men, tan men,
thin men, extra tall men, stoat men, long-stoat men, short men,
short-stout men—and of course, REGULAR size men! Sizes 32
to SS.
Best of all, yoa get TWO SUITS for the regular price of
ONE, pins one dollar. Or, if you prefer, you can get one suit
and one sport coat and slacks, or one salt and one topcoat, all
in the «ame deal. A wonderful father-son Idea; or get together

$15.00

Mrs. Jane Edwards, Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Jose
Otano, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Matlock, Mr. and Mrs Norman Terry,
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Henderson,
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Veneklassen,
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Bennett, Mr.
and Mrs. Hendon Wright.
Also Dudley Morris, Mr and
Mrs. Charles Burrow, Rev. and
Mrs. Gerald Stow, Mr. and Mrs.
Emest Fall, Mr- and Mrs. Horace
Reams, CoL R D. Benedict Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Calllham.
Those who will be working on
a part-time basis are Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Williams, Jr., Dr. and Mrs.
Glynn Bushart, Mr. and Mrs. John
Joe Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Reams, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Williams. Mr. and Mrs. Wendal Butts,
Paul Kasnow, Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
Beard, Mr. and Mrs. David Homra, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Tripp,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Henderson
and Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Wilson.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Ray Terrell,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stanley.

Good Salesladies

BE SURE AND CHECK
Our New Fall Stock
Sweaters. Sports Shirts,
Hats. Slacks, Shoes and
Sportswear!
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Banana Festival Specials
5 - Piece Plastic
Shower Curtain Set

5 Yards $1.00

"Roomance"
Air Freshener

Ladies
'.'Cloud Ride
i
House Slippers

3 cans $1.00

$1.00 Pair

"Hi Quality" Liquid

TV Lamps

Dishwashing Soap

Each

2 Qts. for $1.00

$1.00

Plastic Brush

Boys

Hair Boilers

Western Jeans

48 for $1.00

2 pair for $3.00

Large 16-oz. can

Wicker Baskets

Spray Paint

with Artificial fruit

97c

$1.00

Yonr Choice (Plastic)

Quality Blankets

$2 for $1.00

94 % rayon;
6% nylon

Vegetable bins
Round & Square

Size 7 2 x 9 0

Dishpans

2 for $5.00

Waste Baskets

FACTORY OUTLET STORE

Domestic

$1.00

All - Purpose Pails

with a friend or neighbor and share these tremendous savings.

Unbleached

Laundry Baskets

Use Onr Layaway
for your fall and

3-pc. mixing bowl set winter needs!

Members of the BAPW Club are shown here idttii Banana Festival souvenirs from an attractive booth on Lake Street. Pictured are,
left to rirht: Mrs. Mattie Rice, Mrs. Anna BeUe Edwards, Mrs. Ollie
M flier, Mrs. Mary Browder, Mrs "Boots" Adams, Mrs. Ruth Pnckett
and the president, Mrs Ramelle Pigue.

FOB KEN AND BOYS

516 Broadway, Paducah — 211 So. 6th St., Mayfield — 218 Main St„ Fulton
FULTON STORE OPEN T I L 8:30 SATURDAY NIGHT

Thelma Covington and Dorothy McKnlght are "experts"
in all departments, but especially in the many cosmetic lines.

DOLLAR STORE
Fulton, Ky.

H

Hickman, Ky.

H e r e a r e t h e f 0 ik s w h 0 keep constantly on the alert for new products, new lines and new merchandising for
Southside Drug. Left to right: Charles Wade Andrews, Mrs. Andrews, Doc Wright and Mrs. Wright.

people who serve you every day know exactly what
your every day needs are from a modern drug store
*

Complete lines of Revlon, Helena Rubenstein, Dorothy Perkins and Max Factor Cosmetics - Bexel Vitamins
Nunnally's Box Bountiful
Playlex products for
baby . . . . And for the men English Leather. Old Spice. K ings Men, Yardley - — and thousands of items that you need and ask for in your up-lo-dale drug store.

t S s S o u t h s i d e D r u g C o . ssr

Standard Fruit Grows From Dwarf Into Giant Importe
NEW ORLEANS. LA, — in

*r iMt

pan

H
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problems. This dein the design
facilities a*
performing complete

perhaps the two most valuable
envelopments are tropical boxing and the introduction of a
new banana variety to the D. S

valuable usHUnrr to custom-

ers. These offices are rtaffed
with experienced sales personnel. all of whom have visited

Made)

CHAIN S A W S

are offered
Technical service personnel,
in coafenctre with district sales
managers conduct training seaS M (or both
retail personnel. In theae sessions, Movies, film strips aad
practical on-the-scene training

New

in 1957 Standard Fruit eona research facility m
to espeiiiuesit exdnsiveh with the tropical boxUU
Hospitals. electrical geoeret- ing of hananas a process conplants. roadi.
workers' sidered by many at that time
lx.net. thousands of truck*, as impossible By June of 1959,
txirton awl other farm equip- Standard was prepared to introment. and a complete m o d e m duce for the first time oo the
diesel railroad aitii over 300 V. S. market a plantation boxed
banana — CABANA. So socessailes of track are examples of
the tnhf'rrtial i n v e s t m e a t ful ha* this boxing process provStandard Fruit has made in the en in the short span of four
country of Honduras Standard t years since its introduction, that
today 75 per cent of imports
operations in CosU Rica are of
a similar nature, bat to a lesser have been converted to this improved method of shipping and
degree
handling bananas.
Other Interests
Continuing the tradition of
While tropical taut is the
aggressive research and developtympany's main interest, it also
t^j uAenm* la subsidiary oper- ment, Standard Fruit is now experimenting with new consumer
^ i o n s in box manufacturing
packaging materials and equipment which may solve many
bottling plants, s f o Q »nd lard
more problems at the warec j i a p M J . » railroad company
house and retail level, and proapd sugar and cement plants,
vide more aad better hananas
located in Central America.
to the American consumer
Above all. Standard Fruit is
Standard Fruit has 26 field
• banana company and is proud
sales office* across the United
<4 the contributions it has made
States and Canada which offer
to the industry In recent years,

SOLO

Clinton

Authorised Salas a a d

Service

are utilized to dem-

tbe best methods of

Standards sales promotion department has developed anmerous charts posters, pamphlets
and
on all aspects of
ripening, handling and merchandising bananas A year-round
supply of point-of-sale display
is offered to customers as well
as in-store merchandising assistFor all of its growth. Standarid Fruit still maintains a doseknit and aggressive company,
striving to keep a direct personal relationship with all of its
anticipating their
offering the best
produce and services that the
company can provide.
—

.

Versatility of the banana —
Nothing is easier to eat ootof-hand than a banana. No knife,
no napkin are needed. Just peel
it aad enjoy it Include the b>

Everytfciag for
Ctiveiieit
Skppiii ud
Reifbtoriy
ServiM

With nit SHOP
Complate

N o t e

Tnchnied. M o t o r
by

Skilled

DUKE'S AUTO P A R T S
205 E. S T A T E LOVE

PHONE 910.911

?

•

k « d etacfl. .hat yo»

SPECIAL C A T A L O G S

VONDA VAN DYKE

Farw Catalog. S o n Cam» • Catalog afl the lamm

H o e ts|
hast
well Ml

(JtuM
Art

Word |
lng at
Quarter^
Crespo i
Tourist I
try Willi
the weep
Bananaf
will <
weavtng|
Also
will be
tourist
arranged
Dam tin g|
all kind
This :
display
Bouth a |
this couil
monstratj
Interest
Mrs. R l
chairmaif
spent mi|
touring 1
In searcll
typical o l

MISS AMERICA 1965

S W A T C H BOOKS

t o n camn ihoaudi •<
fabrics for clothing tad
banc faruishiog check
umptca. choose the right

Oldsmobile is the official
car of Miss America

MERCHANDISE
DISPLAYS

See the latest m home appb•am. new improved power
loota. u s ; appealing to
piayt then order aad save
the Scan Catalog Way

KENTUCKY MOTOR CO.
STATE LINE

ONE-STOP SHOPPING

Parts

Overhaul

Welcome to the
International
Banana Festival!

SHOP IN PERSON

Jint pact oat what you van!
thea lei Seari handle
everything Lei Scan ukr
all the »ofk out of shop

P ^ n ^ j

Tractor Motors aad

TO
native w |
twuntry's

PHONE 1005

OLDSMOBILE and CADILLAC
Authorized Sales and Service

SPEEDY DELIVERY

Scan scientific distribution
irsiem ddtmt your order
the quickest way poaciMc
Pick up ike sat day or ban
I to you/ door

Wyle
shii
perfo
sgaii
For w
For IT
watei
Starti
stand

SEARS GUARANTEES

Everything Scars sells i<
backed by Oar Famous
Guarantee you know you
are safe shopping at

SEARS
Catalog Sales Office
303 Broadway
Sooth Fulton,

Tenn.

Cadillac For 1 X 5

Oldsmobile For 19C5
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Original Paintings By Kentucky's Famed Ray Harm
To Be Displayed At Festival Arts & Crafts Exhibit
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K e n t u c k y ' s Ray H a r m , a t a l ented a n d r e n o w n e d artist, will
be a special guest ln the t w i n cities during t h e International
B a n a n a Festival a n d 20 of h i s
original p a i n t i n g s will be I n cluded ln t h e great Arte a n d
C r a f t s Exhibit, w h i c h Is a n e w
f e a t u r e o f the
Festival
this
year

Union la e n r o u t e here n o w a n d
a c r a f t display f r o m Guatemala
and C o s t a R i c a will arrive here
S e p t e m b e r 25th. A n Indian girl
f r o m these
c o u n t r i e s will be
here also to d e m o n s t r a t e w e a v ing. T h e r e will be an a r t display
f r o m Murray
State
College,
w h i c h Includes w o r k b y several
local students C r a f t s f r o m B e A r e c e n t f e a t u r e In the L o u l s - rea, K e n t u c k y , a n d t h e S o u t h Vilie C o u r i e r - J o u r n a l had this ern H i g h l a n d s h a n d c r a f t will
to say a b o u t H a r m In a story a l t o b e s h o w n , a l o n g w i t h local
entitled, " K e n t u c k y Birds Meet c r a f t exhibits.
A M a s t e r " : K e n t u c k y birds r i g h t
Four artists f r o m Henderson.
n o w a r e getting t h e most f a - Ky., will d o " o n t h e s p o t " p o r vorable a t t e n t i o n
t h e y h a v e traits ln c h a r c o a l o r pastels.
h a d since J o h n J a m e s A u d u b o n One o t these artists Is
Mrs.
r e a m e d t h e state's hill and h o l - Florence
Pickle
Reynolds,
lows. T h e state's feathered c l t l - d a u g h t e r o f Mrs. L e o n Pickle
sens are b e i n g accurately a n d and g r a n d d a u g h t e r o f Mrs. Lon
Imaginatively placed on c a n v a s Pickle o f 8 o u t h Fulton.
by Ray H a r m , n o t o n l y an a r t ist, but a m a n o f m a n y talents,
And for more Information a m o s t of t h e m sett-developed.
bOut R a y Harm, w h o will be
T h e A r t s a n d C r a f t Display here with his wife, as a special
will b e a l a r g e e x h i b i t An art guest a t t h e A r t s & C r a f t s E x display f r o m t h e P a n A m e r i c a n h i b i t . . ,

He was b o r n ln t h e West V i r ginia m o u n t a i n s ln 1928. His
f a t h e r was a violinist a n d his
m o t h e r a herbalist. He says o f
h i s father, " H e
was a
true
m o u n t a i n m a n ln t h a t h e c o u l d
lire o f f t h e land wtthout r a i s ing crops". His f a t h e r t a u g h t
h i m early in life t h e ways o f
b « » r . b o b c a t , turkey, and birds.
Ills f o r m a l
education
was
sketchy, but a f t e r service In the
Navy, h e decided t o attend art
s c h o o l ln Cleveland under the
GI Bill. He wa3 rejected because
he did n o t h a v e a high school
d i p l o m a , but enrolled at the
C o o p e r S c h o o l of A r t and later
did graduate work at Cleveland.
While in Cleveland he m a r ried, and
financial
troubles
caused h i m t o fitart thinking a bout riding
f e n c e lines
and
c h e c k i n g windmills again.
But a c h a n c e to visit W o o d
H a n n a h ln Louisville
turned
the tide. H a n n a h saw his work
and commislsoned a Kentucky

cardinal
and a
mockingbird
H a n n a h then asked f o r a series
of 20 bird studies. H a r m w o r k ing as a t r u c k driver, c a m e to
Louisville to a s u r e
Hannah
that h e would deliver t h e remaining
paintings: but that
m e a n w h i l e he would have to
return West.
H a n n a h was
chagrined to
learn H a r m was n o t m a k i n g a
living f r o m art, a n d n o t being
a m a n t o see talent wasted o r
go u n r e w a r d e d , h e
persuaded
the artist a n d his family to
m o v e to K e n t u c k y f r o m C l e v e land.
T h a t was ln ^ O c t o b e r , 1962,
and since t h e n . T f a r m ' s f o r tune® h a v e taken a turn f o r the
better. T h r o u g h t h e e f f o r t s of
University o f K e n t u c k y ' s Presid e n t - e m e r i t u s , Dr. Herman
L
D o n o v a n , he was
named the
first H e r m a n L. D o n o v a n Artist
In Residence at t h e University.
T h i s s u m m e r he b e c a m e staff
artlst-naturallst f o r Kentucky's
D e p a r t m e n t of Parks.

TO FULTON AND TO THE FESTIVAL
)d as" G e n e r a l Electric
Here is Ray Harm, admiring one of . . . his bird prints f o r w h i c h he

LOW PRICE

has beeome famous. M r . Harm's visit here w a s arranged by Mrs. M a x well McDade, through her close friendship with W o o d Hannah.

FAMILY SIZE
COMBINATION

Guatemalan Weaver To Demonstrate
Art At Banana Festival Crafts Show
W o r d w a s received this m o r n lng at B a n a n a Festival H e a d quarters f r o m Miss A n a Marie
Crespo of Central G u a t e m a l a n
Tourist
Bureau,
that
count r y will b e sending a weaver f o r
the week of the I n t e r n a t i o n a l
B a n a n a Festival. T h i s
weaver
will display the a n c i e n t art
of
weaving t h r o u g h o u t t h e week.
Also c o m i n g to t h e festival
will be a representative of the
tourist bureau w h o will assist ln
a r r a n g e m e n t s for a display
of
n a m tings, pottery a n d c r a f t s » f
all kinds f r o m O u a t e m a l a .
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• Two-door convenience 'Automatic
defrosting • Big zero-degree freezer
• Slide-out Shelves
partment

• Butter com-

a Pushbutton controls for surface
units . . . easy to reach, set and
operate a Convenient appliance outlet lets you use your small appliances right at the range • Roomy
storage drawer for cooking utensils
• Removable oven door.

• Temperature control

PRICES START AT

$289.95

With Trade

With Trade

CONCERT QUALITY

Into

T O ATTEND BANANA F E S T I V A L — Pictured a b o v e
n a t i v e w e a v e r of G u a t e m a l a , d e m o n s t r a t i n g o n e of
country's popular crafts.

YOUR HOME with

...

• AM. CHANNEL VHF UHF RECEPTION
•
T W O IN O N E TELEVISION—brilliant color and
aharp c l e a r black and w h i t e • " I N S T A N T
C O U 1 R " CONTROLS—only two for quick, cot*
venient tuninr o( color strength and tint a A17TOM A T I C F I N E TUNINt;—automatically keep. each
VHK channel enacllv tuned at all Itmee a F R O N T
S<)I ND—*mn<l directed at viewer lor true fidelity
e T O N E C O N T R O L ^ l o r csiatomiaed selection o(
deal red lonal quality a S E T A N D F O R G E T V O I >
i ' M E C O N T H O I — n o Deed 10 react volume eacO
tuna act is tumad on.

PRICES START AT $149.95
$8.50 Per Month

$13.58 Per Month

Bring

TANDEM " 8 2 " TUNING SYSTEM
. . . Brings in all 82 channcla, V h F plus UHF
stations through two aeparate control knobs.

N E W ! CAPACITY
Automatic Filter-Flo Washer
14

AS LOW AS $479.95 (with trade)
Easy Terms — $3.95 Weekly

CP'Sfiw amu. out QumaIohi Thtik.1
7 2 LB.
tCf^SSi
CAPACITY _ lirallik

Is a
that

STEREO
CONSOLE

• 0 D I L CA-420X

CLASSIC ITALIAN LINES

WALNUT " F o r t i s s i m o "

Grand To Give, Great To Own
Wyler Incaflex thrives on heavy duty wear, while its styling
shines st the smartest affair. The inside secret on its precision
performance: the exclusive Incaflej balance wheel, guaranteed
against shock for life—replaced FREE if ever broken.
For women: Wyler watches in time with fashion.
For msn: Wyler makes handsome watches that are guaranteed
waterproof as long ss crystal Is intact, genuine parts used.
Starting at $29.95, Wyler offers uncompromising quality, outstanding valu*.
Ses our Wyler specials, today.

©

Orditury balance wheel

- tigtrt spokes relay
shocks slraifM to vital

Wy'er tncaflei balantl

wheel 01V t S with
ahocl... |uaranteed Iw

Commercial Ave.

Iil«i|»iiutifamii»

PIUS . . k

Six speakers • 4-speed automatic 11-inch
changer . . . automatic shuloff a Record
saving G - E tone arm a G-E C-100 ceramic stereo cartridge . . . diamond
stylus • A M / F M / F M stereo tuner.

$399.95
Easy Terms — $14.95 Per Mo.

Plus...

WAM0A

Water saver load selection a Two
wash cycles • Two wash temperatures • Spray rinse * Turbo-typo
pump • Unbalance load control.
$199.95

N O SPECIAL WIRING NECESSARY
Operates on either a regular ho u to hold
110-volt circuit or a standard 220-volt
circuit.
• High Speed Drying System
• Three Heat Selection
• Variable Time Dry Control
• Safety Start Switch
• Counter Depth - Coun'.er Height

LOW

$9.34 Month

PRICEI
$5 Month

jrffci.

I
K ^ f J J

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
balance mechanism.

FINISHI

Fulton

FULTON HARDWARE

& FURNITURE

CO
PHONE 1

On Friday night will b e the
"preliminary" Judging, at which
the contestant Raid is narrowed
down to l i o r I I f o r the finals
next night
On Saturday night, Octotjer 3rd.
the finals will open with a halfhour Jaxx program b y A l Hirt and
his combo. A t the conclusion o f the
the
will be crowned by the IMS "Miss
America-, making one of her first
puhUc appearances following the
winning of ber crown al Atlantic
City A hoot of other notables are
also expected to b e present, and b e

River Son 9* To Be
In Mask Program
..
B ^ S f W s ^

_ _ _ v_ K r v
^ P ^ a K
wffl

Banana Box Darby
To Be Fbrsl Event
The first event scheduled f o r the
Banana Festival this year will be
a 'banana b o x d e r b y " modeled after the American Soap B o x Derby
held annually In Akron, Ohio.
Local winners will have a chance
"at this event.
T w o divisions have been set u p
f o r ttte derby, one f o r b o y s f r o m
13 to 15 years ot age and one tor
eleven and twelve-year-olds. The
winners ot the two divisions will
compete f o r the grand championship.

TV Star Dave Overton To
Emcee Beauty Pageant
A star-studded Beauty Pageant to select "Miss International Banana Princess" of 1964 is shaping up for
the Second International Banana Festival in Fulton,
Kentucky, and South Fulton, Tennessee, the nights of
October 2nd and 3rd.
Master of ceremonies will be
versatile, well-liked Dave Overton
of WSM and WSM-TV, Nashville
who has handled the "Miss Tennessee" Pageant In Jackson Tennessee f o r six years.
Invltstlons have gone out to 80
beautiful girls in the Mid-South
area, including many w h o have
appeared either in the "Miss Tenneseee"
or
"Miss
Kentucky"
Pageants this year, and to many
more w h o have appeared in other
area competitions this summer.
And, in addition, more beauties
are being Invited, provided con-

testants are 18 years of age and
not over 25, are unmarried and
have not been married. From this
field approximately 40 will be
screened for the two-night show.
A beautiful, specially-constructed setting will again be used to
highlight the contestants, w h o will
be Judged In swim suits, formals
and on personality. Five wellqualified judges w h o live out of
the Fulton area will rate the entries, and vote tabulations will be
handled by certified public accountants, as was done last year.

Every b o y w h o enters must
build his o w n racing car, but may
h o v e supervision. A chart outlining the proper assembly of the
racers la a part ot the official set
of rules given each entrant along
with information on h o w the car
is to b e drrten, what
clothing
should b e worn, and h o w the race
is t o b e conducted.
It will b e permissible f o r boys
to have sponsors f o r their cars.
The South Fulton Boosters Club
is sponsoring the race and Charles
Johns is in charge of the planning. Boys w h o want to enter but
have not yet d o n e ao have been
urged by the club to contact Jdhns
or W. W. Jetton. Ttte parent at the
entrant must sign his application.
M A C aad F A T IN P A R A D E
Mrs. Fay McNatt will again b e
doing some of her unusual and
lovely designing when d i e enters
a float In the Second International
Banana Festival parade; f r o m the
Mac and Fay Flower Shop.
JEEP8TER IN P A R A D E
The "Legion Jeepster" will appear in the huge parade of the
Second International Banana Festival on Saturday, Oct. 3. T o m
Call of Dresden, adjutant of the
American Legion Post No. 94, has
| advised the parade committee.

Welcome To The

CITY NATIONAL BANK
MEMBER: F. D. L C.
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New! Bulk Truck Delivery

Because the Fulton High school
auditorium will accommodate only
1000 balcony admissions and 500
l e s e i m l seats each night, the
program Is expected to b e an easy
sell-out, and tboae wishing tickets
are urged to get t h a n as soon as
they g o on sale.

Dare Overton

pert of the inter- c r

A i d s r i c u Music Ftest« on Friday,
Oct. 1- Mis. Wenxel Is well known
Cor bar collection o f riser songs,
— e o f which h a s * been h a l t e d

MEMBER: FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

OF WAYNE'S DAIRY FEED
AT YOUR SERVICE
The best feed — at a Popular Priwrf It will
Pay You to check oar Service and oar
Price*. Now!

One i
is the
ding.
last
na

i
j
j llj i| ;
j}
<|| ii
Banana Pudding Chefs And Cooks Confer
One ot the most talked about nana Pudding la a festival treat
features ot this year's festival that everyone enjoys In
fact
U the one ton of Banana Pud- if you d o n t have a taste
ot
ding. An unexpected surprise at this delicious festival speciality,
l u t year's InternaUonal B a n s - your enjoyment of t h e festival
nm Festival, the one ton of B a - program will not be quite
the

WORLD'S FINEST
COLOR TV
/^jy^
^Nfcki
^ ^

o

Zenith's Handcrafted
Chassis is huilt
belter to last Ioniser.

19(i5

COLOR
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same As the magic dates, October I, 2 and 3rd draw
near
Mr. Dub Burnett. Is busying
the crew; the gigantic plastic
pudding container has been removed from storage and awaits
the delicious concoction . . . b a nanas . .boiled custard . . . and
vanilla waters.
With all the anticipation of
Injun Moe and Hairless Joe,
when making a 'batch' of Klckapoo Joy Juice the preparations
are getting underway. Mr. Burnette hag advised us that
his
secret recelpe for one ton of
Banana Festival Pudding has
been removed from the safe
and will be certified prior to
pudding mixing time. Incldently while the actual recelpe is s
well guarded secret, you
can
make one ton of 'ordinary' B a nana Pudding very simply. Take
the largest bowl In your cupboard, preferably three
feet
tall and five feet wide.
Slice
3.000 bananas by hand, take 250
pounds of vanilla wafers
and

means good service
any way you look at it!
of men and
products
!

spread in alternating layers o ver 850 pounds
of boiled custard.
This year, as presented
at
last year's festival, the Banana
Pudding yill ride through
the
crowds ut the Grand Parade,
and the^ilrst servings will be
offered l}y Miss America, Miss
Von da K. Van Dyke.

EFFICIENT DEALERS AND SUPER
SHELL PRODUCTS FORM A GOOD
PARTNERSHIP FOR YOUR
MOTORING PLEASURE
*

is Handcrafted Quality

Welcome To Our Banana Festival!
Have A Shell - Of - A - Good Time
GOV. EDWARD T. BREATHITT

INTERSTATE OIL CO.

Gov. Breathitt
Plans To Attend
Banana Festival
No Compromise with Quality

NDCRAFTED TV CHASSIS
All connections are handwired
for greater dependability
and fewer service problems.
No printed circuits. No
production shortcuts.

Another example of Zenith quality..
12S G o l d C o n t a c t s in Zenith's Super
Gold Video Guard 82 channel tuning system.
Longer T V life! Greater picture stability!

ROPER TELEVISION
306 Main Si.
Chouse Zenith

Phone 307
Quality

lor Finest

Performance

Mrs. Pofly Gorman, the Governor's appointments secretary has
confirmed the appearance of Governor Breathitt at the Festival.
Breathitt will arrive in Fulton
shortly after
noon on LatinAmerican Day, remain here for
the festivities that afternoon and
evening and depart by air that
night

JOBBERS

" W e Don't Want Everybody's Business. Just Yours"
BILL MANTLE

Distinctive profile teen in

Beautiful New Chevrolets for 1965

Governor Breathitt, will be represented in Fulton even before he
comes to the Festival. The Governor's personal flag of the Commonwealth of Kentucky will fly
in the Avenue of Americas from
now until Festival time.
The flag was brought to Fulton Monday from Frankfort. It is
a 4 x 6 nylon flag, the same one
that the Governor orders to be
flown at all official occasions.

The '65 Cars
are here! Come in
and see them now
in our Showroom!

SF ENTERS FLOAT
Milton
Counce, Mayor of
South Fulton, has announced that
the City of South Fulton will enter
a float. •

Intelligence in
the Purchase....

SEE THE NEW CHEVROLET
DRIVEN IN THE PARADE

Blindfolded
Moderation in
the Enjoyment

By Wandi the magician!

WELCOME FESTIVAL VISITORS ! Come early, Slay laie, Enjoy three big
days of Festival Activities — and don't miss the Gigantic Parade Saturday!

THE KEG
LAKE STREET

501 LIQUORS
KENTUCKY AVENUE

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK, INC.
FOURTH

STREET

FULTON.

KY.
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A Kay To Miami For Princes* Carol

A Cordial Welcome

To The

International Banana Festival

MM ION IS SP0N30R\
3E CONSUMERS M ^

- - - a i d let AIRLENE Show yot how yon can have thai

WPf LUNG VUOT '
lLOWNG NATIONAL BAH*** w a •
Pt-V c a
n cr
FRUIT CO
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Warm Central Americas Climate in yoar home all winter!

60UTMWN BANA..
GTANOARO FRUIT 1
WE6T INDIES
TO

Every Rheem gas-fired furnace it
firs-tested and given a 48 point
inspection for operating efficiency
under actual operating conditions
with all controls hooked up and
burners Ignited at the factory. Every
furnace must function perfectly
or it isn't delivered. All Rheem
gas furnaces carry AGA approval.

RHEEMBLAS
LINED
COMBUSTION
CHAMBER
AND
MATINS
ELEMENT

NATIONALLY
RECOGNIZED
CONTROLS
Every Rheem Gas and Oil fired
furnace is equipped with Nationally Accepted and guaranteed controls. Control placement allows
easy—fast hook up and immediate
access for check-ups and se«vice.

Available on the Rheemglas
models to eliminate rust and
corrosion. Assures longer furnace
life and maximum heat transfer.
Conversion to air conditioning can
bs made without tear of rutt
caused by condensation. Guaranteed for a full 10 years.

DYNAMICALLY
BALANCED
BLOWER FOB
QMKT
OPERATION

WIDE SELECTION
MODELS
AND SIZES

CAST IRON BURNERS
All Rheem furnaces are equipped
with cast iron burner* to assure
quiet—lifetime operation. Special
casting eliminates warping and
provides maximum heat transfer
to air stream.

15 gas and S oil fired models including the famous Rheemglas
furnace offer a wide range of
types and sizes to fit every need,
space requirement, even zero installations! All Rheem furnaces
are designed for the addition of
the revolutionary Rheemalre air
conditioning system.

PROPANE
Satisfied customers mean an end to profit killing
call backs and replacement. Quality materials and
skilled workmanship mean an end to costly adjustments and repairs. Rheem is known the world
over for the performance and quality leadership
that assures satisfaction. That's why more and
more Rheem heating systems are being installed
every day.

Carol Glisson, 18 year old University of Tenneswe coed from Martin, Tenn., receives key to City of
Miami Beach from Ks major, Mel via Richard. Carol, who was selected M the International Banana
Princess at the recent first International Banana Festival in Fulton, Ky. and South Fulton, Tenn., represented the National Banana Association at the 60th annual United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable .Association Convention jn Miami Beach at the Fountaineblesu Hotel. Carol also appeared in a number of television and radio shows.

k M* f~m i f *

GAS

EQUIPMENT

WE LEASE TANKS

Airlene Gas Co.

603 West Parkway

Ybu can ro/y on R h e s m . . . the BIG NAME

,J i

GAS —

Blower and motor on alt Rheem
furnaces are dynamically balanced
and have rubber cushion mounts.
Blower Is mounted on trackslides out like a drawer for easy inspection should servicing become
necessary.

Fulton.

Ky.

Phone 960
In comfort products

ijf
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THE PARK TERRACE
WELCOMES YOU TO THE SECOND

INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
* FOR FINE FOODS IN A
* RELAXING ATMOSPHERE
* WITH ORGAN MUSIC THE
BEAUTIFUL

PARK TERRACE
IS SECOND TO NONE

FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF OUR GIFTSHOP
October 16, 17, 18

Announcing

You are cordially invited to attend open house and browse through our shop to see the beautiful line ot
rifts for every member of the family, flowers, Jewelry.and decorative accessories for the home. We gift wrap

REGISTER FOR $150 IN GIFTS
There'll be favors for the ladles. Nothing to-bur! You do not have to be present to win Honrs from 1 A. M.
to » P M

FAMOUS SUNDAY BUFFETS, OCT. 4

The Park T v r a c e Restaurant will start terring buffet lunch from noon until two, and from stx until eight,
each Sunday beginning October 4. We are now serving chicken, fish and country ham family style in addition to our a la earte mean.

LET US PLAN OUB PABTY
We can plan say kind at meal for luncheons, dinners, banqaMa er bnstnna meetings. New la the time ta
make reservation for your gala Christmas aarty. W * have three private dining room.. JnM rail <11 from
I A H It I P M.
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Proudly
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Presents

MISS AMERICA
OF 1965

Saturday, Oct. 3
AT THE

INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAL
Take home a carton ofeach today!
REGULAR OR NEW DIET PEPSI... BOTH HAVE FAMOUS PEPSI FLAVOR

Miss America's temporary proposed schedule shall be:
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3rd
11:15 — Caravan will pick up Miss America at Park
Terrace Motel
11:25 —Arrival South Fulton High School to be honored at Miss America's Noon Lunch
11:30 —Noon Lunch
12:30 — Return to Park Terrace Motel for rest
2:10 — Leave Park Terrace for parade site
2:20 to 4:30 — Parade (Miss America will ride on float
furnished by International Banana Festival)
4:30 — Arrive downtown Fulton to sample world's
largest banana pudding
5:15 to 6:00 — Everybody's Bar-B-Q dinner, downtown, Fulton
6:10 — Return to Park Terrace for rest
7:30 — Leave Park Terrace for Beauty Pageant
(Fulton High School Gym)
7:35 — Arrival Beauty Pageant; Miss America
introduced to audience; walks on stage and
makes remarks.
9:30 — Leave Beauty Pageant
9:35 — Arrive Memorial Field
9:35 to 10:00 — A1 Hirt Celebrity Show. A1 Hirt will
introduce Miss America to audience - remarks.
10:05 — Arrival Park Terrace . . . retirement

lllllllliu£iillllllll

DELICIOUS REGUtM PEPSI

NEW SUGAR-FREE PEPSI

Ice-cold Pepsi-Cola drenches your thirst, refreshes
like no other. Its sparkling-light taste is so inviting,
so clean. Think young...say "Pepsi, please!"

New Diet Pepsi-Cola has less than one little calorie
in a whole bottle. Yet it tingles with famous Pepsi
flavor. It's all taste... no aftertaste! Try it today.

Bottled Under Appointment From Pepsi-Col a Company, N Y., N. Y

PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.. INC.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Ambassador Of Cosla Rica To Deliver
Address Ai Impressive Awards Event

10-C

Welcome
Festival
Visitors!

The Ambassador of Costa Rica
will deliver the principal address
at the awards presentation ceremony on Latin-American Day at
the International Banana Festival.
The program will be held at 10:30
A. M. at Memorial Field. All
Latin-American dignitaries and
several nationally known figures
will participate.
Ambassador Gonzalo Facio, ol
Costa Rica, brings with him a
tradtiion of democracy, free enterprise and social progress
His career as a lawyer and
statesman is closely linked to the
ever widening political representation of Costa Ricans in public
affairs and economic improvement.
Some 16 years ago democratic
traditions and responsible- government were threatened by a
Red-controlled regime Mr Facio
and a group of leaders not only
took up arms and restored representative government, but also
contributed much in the way of
institutional reforms, in order to
give the country a more solid,
stable government for the people.
The National Liberation Party,
of which Mr Facio is co-founder
along with former President Jose
Figueres and others, has been instrumental in bringing banking,
industrialization, land settlement,
housing and education to the
levels needed to meet the demands
of an ever expanding population.
Much of this reform has been
inspired in the best economic and
social
doctrines
of
modern
thought. Through experience and
demonstration, he and his group
have been able to contribute important reforms in Costa Rica
cial courses at his alma mater.
The Center of Studies on National Issues he helped to establish at San Jose in 1942 was the
with impact for the cause of social and political program in the
Americas.
There has been in this young
generation of statesmen a deep
respect for private initiative, for
the fair earnings of private investment. Furthermore, their social preoccupation for the wellbeing of the individual, particularly among
the
working
groups, and for an enlightened
citizenship, has meant higher and
better production and steady earning for all concerned.
The banana industry has been
no exception. There are notable
advances in both the social and
commercial aspects of this vital
activity in Costa Rica—from fthieh
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Miss Carol
Glisson
1964
Princess

Honorable Gonzalo Facio Of Costa Rica
the country derives a large percentage of its dollar income—
thanks to the cooperation between
private concerns, national and
foreign, and the Government.
This commodity has added importance in the national economy,
now that the eruptions of the
Irazu volcano have had an adverse impact on other productive
legions, particularly the coffee
growing areas.
After completing his law studies
in the University of Costa Rica,
Ambassador Facio made further
law research and work at New
York University. Soon he was
teaching law, economics and sogathering point for the leaders
that later founded the National
Liberation Party.
Much of his public career has
been given to international and
Inter-American efforts. He has
presided at numerous diplomatic
missions and has attended many
Inter-American meetings. He has
served as Costa Rica's Ambassa-

dor to the White House and to the
Organization of American Sta/tes
in two administrations,
from
1956 to 1958, and from 1962 to
the present. On both occasions he
was elected to positions of leadership within the O. A. S. From
November of 1962 to November
of 1963 he was chairman of its
governing Council.
Ambassador Facio has been, besides a university lecturer, a
prolific writer and speaker. He
has edited three Costa- Rican publications in succession, and several of the leading magazines in
the Continent have him as a
forceful contributorAs a leading member of the
O. A. S., he has sought successfully to give this Inter-American
body moral stature acid a more
efficient role in promoting and
defending
democracy
in the
Americas. He was one of the main
promoters of the Meeting of Consultation of Foreign Ministers
that imposed sanctions on- Fidel
Castro's government this summer.

FERRY-MORSE SEED CO.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Welcome To The Festival!
The Directors and management
of the Hickman - Fulton Counties'
Rural Electric Co-Operative Corporation extend congratulations to the
Twin Cities and to all of the dedicated people who are working so hard
to make this Second International
Banana Festival the outstanding
success that we are sure it will be
Your success will be reflected in
growth and prosperity for this whole
area, and we are proud to be a part
of it.

lick re

is for summer

is for winter

ELECTRIC

HEAT PUMP
gives you

BOTH

Y o u r h o m e ' s p r e p a r e d f o r any weather, a n y temperature, a n y time . . . when
it has an electric heat p u m p . This is the one-unit, y e a r r o u n d air conditioning system that " p u m p s " coolness into y o u r h o m e in s u m m e r , warmth in
winter.
T h e electric heat p u m p costs less to o p e r a t e than separate heating and
cooling

systems.

It's m o r e convenient than any other system.

With

one

setting o f a thermostat, y o u get the temperature y o u want . . . y o u get
cleaned,

dehumidified

air —

s u m m e r , f a l l , winter,

or

spring.
P r e p a r e y o u r h o m e f o r any-season c o m f o r t .

it's time for

tric heat p u m p installation.

a quick recovery

\

The Co-Operative wUl pay you $100 on a heat pump Installation.

electric water heater

T h e quirk recovery elcctric

waler healer takes rare o f all o f tlic.«c

hot water needs — and any others
that keeps

you have.

It's the water healer

hot waler on tap f o r all h o m e needs.

See your dealer t o d a y !
electric water heater!

See us o r

y o u r electrical contractor f o r f u l l details about an elec-

It's past time for a quick

recovery

HICKMAN - FULTON COUNTIES
Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.
HICKMAN, K Y .

Jose Antonio Correa Is First

l-C
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To Accept Invitation; Many
Foreign Dignitaries Expected
W. L. Cottrell, executive secretary of the Second International Banana Festival, has received word that His Excellency,, Joe Antonio Correa, A m bassador from the South A m e r ican country of
Ecuador, will
attend the Banana
Festival
h e r e October 1 through 3rd
The Ambassador stated In his
letter to Mr.
Cottrell,
"In
thanking you for this Invitation, I wish to inform you that
I am marking In m y calendar
those three days to attend the
Festival, unless unforeseen d e velopments may prevent me to
d o so, I Intend to be there. In
the meantime, I would like to
receive all the information you
may produce and to see you or
ether members of your c o m m i t tee."

The Ambassador has also been
asked by the Minister of Economic
Developments of Ecuador, Joee
Caocino Cardenas, to represent
him at the Festival.
Ambassador Correa has been the
representative at his country in
Washington since September 1963.
From 1958 to I960 he was the permanent representative of Ecuador
to the United Nations in New
York. In that capacity he rendered
very important contributions to
the work of the world organization. He was President of the Security Council, of the Social Commission of the Economic and Social CouncU and of the Committee of the Whole of the Conference
on the Law of the Sea.

cluuufexH 044/1 fjace . . .

Abrve U Major WUJUm Cowrer
oI Louisville

who

has

been a

friend and helped to the Banana
Festival. He has bepB nude a Top

. . . but stot 044*, leatuA&i

Banana, and It eoaldnt happen to
a nicer fur.

We've moved to 119 West Broadway — outside and inside we've had a complete face lifting!
We're changed our facade with such architectural and decorative perfections that we're sure
you'll enjoy looking us over!
But our features—well, we have kept the same high quality merchandise and the same look that
is typically Jeanne Elliott . . . a look of ultra smartness, not necessarily expensive!
If you're a newcomer to our midst, you'll discover fashion excitement—and if you're one of our
regular patrons (for the past eight years) you come to expect and get only the ultimate in service and
in fashion.
Make a point to visit us in our new home soon—you're always welcome to "browse around''.

Congratulations on another Great Festival
We're proud to be Your Neighbors

Mexico's Representative

Attach* Of Mexico
Gonzalo Blanco, Agricultural
Attache to the Mexican Embassy,
is another of the Central American
dignitaries w h o will attend the
second International Banana Festival. He will attend as a special
representative to the Secretary of
Agriculture of Mexico.
Senor Blanco is driving to Fulton and plans to arrive during the
afternoon of- October 31.

fjeatwe Elliott
Hon. Antonio Correa of Ecuador

—

119 West Broadway

Mayfield!, Kentucky

WADES

BANANA

RIOT
EASY TERMS --- FREE DELIVERY

"to*

2 - Piece
Electric

CARP*

$5.95

Square Yd.

$89.95

STEREO CONSOLE

Television

RANGE

$179.95

$129.95

MODEL

$64.50
$89.95
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10 oz.

PURE MILK 0 0 .

COTTAGE CHEESE 2 - 49 c PET MILK

C H E D D A R CHEESE - 59< DESSERT T O P P I N G 39
lb
EGGS
3
99c BUTTER
69 £
RANGE JUICE ^ 9 9 ' S O U R C R E A M - 3 1 '
GRADE A SMALL

MAPLE LEAF

Dcen
«',L STAR FRESH FULTON PURE MILK

• QUART SIZE

1/ a i f f .

Welcome
old friends
and new
to our...

.

A

1

1

2* 39'

ortu i n i t

CRACKERS
CASPER 15 O i .

PANCAKE M I X ^ b o x 10'
INSTANT PLEASE "oz.79c
LIQUID DIET -o,c„s 27c

300 Size

CHILE with BEANS
HOT T A M A L E S "
CAKE M I X
CINCH'S 17 Oz. Box Assorted Flavors

10 FLAVORS SEAGO

4Boxessj 0 0

ICE MILK

U. S. Government Inspected

IT TAKES A $10.0
TO GET BOTH ITEMS LISTED IN AD
WITH ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE.

S W , F T

'S

ASSORTED FLAVORS

BACON
S U B BACON

BREAD
ROYAL GELLATIN
CAN BISCUITS
CAN CHERRIES
FRUIT PIES
CHEESE

Regular 2 For 49C

• • F R O M

OUR

KITCHEN^M

This Ad Good Through
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 1964

Loaves

ASSORTED FLAVORS

"i) IDAHO RUSSETS 10»69'
4 - 39°
APPLES
APPLES
* 15c
TURNIP GREENS
15°
6 - 39c
SWEET CORN
GREEN ONIONS
WHITE ONIONS 3 - 29'
29'
59' PARSNIPS
f29' Home Grown OKRA • 19'
U. S. NO. 1

JONATHAN

QUICK & EASY

EXTRA FANCY
GOLDEN DELICIOUS

HOME
GROWN

16 Oz.

EXTRA FANCY YELLOW

FROSTY ACRES F R O Z E N
LARGE 20 OZ. SIZE

^

VALLEY
BROOK

PEPERIDGE FARM

P A R F A I T 5 Flavors Frozen
ORANGE JUICE
POTATOES
2
902 i , c • California
ONION RINGS
49 |, r a ,
9 Oz.

12 OZ. CAN

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED
MRS. PAUL FROZEN

5

MORTON'S

LB.
BAG

Excluding Tobacco Products.

SNOWDRIFT

SHORTENIN
3

Lb.
Can

Bunches ^ ^ C

SWEET FLAVOR

ADAMS FROZEN

HENDERSON or GODCHAUX PURE CANE

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase.
Excluding Tobacco Products.

• 69'
- • 79'

VEGETABLE SALAD 1 6 0 * 33 £
DEVILED EGGS 6 - 49<
BANANA SALAD
39c
CHESE C A K E
M.29

THANK YOU

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase.

:F, TS :y ,:

REELFOOT FANCY BABY

303 Size Can

SUGAR

c

49° RIB STEAK "
79c ROUND STEAK

i F R O M OUR KITCHEN

Plus

39*
49 SAUSAGE "" "™ '"" "" ' • 49c
Plus Quality Stamps

REELFOOT FRANKS
SIRLOIN STEAK

Quality Stamps

$1,00

LB.

SLICED

REELFOOT FANCY BABY BEEF

CUT UP
FRYERS

J j / j calwn

KREY M E L L O

I REELFOOT SLICED

No Seconds Mixed In

SUPER VALUE

Ar

17- 4 5jC r ,

If you've been a w a y . . . or if you haven't discovered the E. W. JAMES'S way of making friends, here's a festival of fabulous buys that will make you love us almost a i
much as we love you! From apples to lucchini, right up and down the alphabet, every
value-packed aisle says "Welcome to the home of bountiful bargains — E. w.
JAMESI"
So come on down and see how sincerely friendly our HI-YA NEIGHBOR
SALE is to you and your budget.

5 H .00
4- M . 0 0

SWIFT PREMIUM 15 1/? Oz.

NEW (For Your Coffee)

n

£

0 7
^ j . 3 9

i - y a ^ N E K ^ O R
0nc.miicin

PY-O-MY BUTTERMILK

WKt'^^JIL *

TEN Tall
3 Oz.Cans
Boxes Packed In Cooking j a r
KAISER
FOIL » " . K O L L 29 c PET
EVAPORATED
M1iASSORTED
lK
PEARLi'a^™«WTH«PACK.
p
k
g
&
£
JELLO
6 69 JELLO

CREAMERY
PURE MILK CO.

A

7 Varlties

FROZEN DINNERS 3 39

r

CELLO BAG.

Juicy

^

• •

a. *

L E M O N S

X

.

noST

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO L I M I T Q U A N T I T Y .
STORE HOURS:

I

M

Monday Thru Friday - 8:00 A. M . To 8:00 P. M.
Saturday - 8:00 A. M. To 8:30 P. M.

]

Main Street in Union City, Tennessee also In Hickman, Kentucky.

SUPER MARKET

»

